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C. Marketing Structure

The manner in which the respondents sold land in each ofthe three
tracts is relatively uncomplicated. A total of about 2 600 parcels at the
three locations were sold by respondents. (Kritzler Tr. 481 , 490, 492)
Most sales were made by one oftwo brokers hired by respondents to
sell the parcels, Porter Realty (1OJ and Diversified Realty. ' Porter
Realty was the single largest seller ofland in the three tracts; and was
responsible for up to 80 percent of sales in all three parcels. (ID 47)
The respondents ' own sales staff was responsible for the second larg-
est number of sales in all three parcels. (Kritzler Tr. 591) Respond-
ents ' . sales staff for SWS , GV A and GV A II included sales
representatives located primarily in offces in Houston and Dallas , as
well as a representative on the land, and two sales representatives

who contacted , by telephone from the respondents ' California offces
people who had already bought land in the respondents ' properties in
an effort to sell them additional parcels. Similar marketing methods
were used by all three corporate respondents.

1. Sales by Respondents ' Staff

Respondents opened offces in Houston in 1973 and in Dallas in
1975 to sell land in SWS , and in GV A and GV A II after those proper-
ties were acquired. Respondents made initial contact with prospects
through television , radio , and newspaper advertisements" and their
6 Diversified Realty is a lorida corporation that was not named in the complaint. Testimony from at leiist three

consumers whu bought land from rcspondenL through Diversified Realty is included in the record (SeeGoldstein
Tr. 1714- , Limpp Tr. 1385-435 , Schlachter Tr. 2107--6)

'Respundents also attempted for hricfpcriods in 1973 to sell land in SWS through offces in Atlanta and Boston.
Respondents ' radio and television commercials ran as often as 100 t.o 150 tirnp.s each week during the period

when sales were madc- (Gross Tr- 409; Novaez Tr. 872) The record conlains a number of scripts for commercials
used by respondents- (eXs 42-71)

There is some dispute in the record as to whether the scripts for respondent. ' television and radio commercials
were admitted in evidence- Respondents argue that the scripts were only "provisionally received in evidence
subject to further proof of when , where and if they were broadcast" and contend further that complaint counsel
failed to offer such evidence. (RAE 10 n_ l0) In fad, the AW did not receive exs 42 to 71 on a provisional basis
hut received them "for what they purport to be " and "subject to further explanation. " (Tr. 181) lie indicated that
he expected further evidence to be int.roduced about t.he scripts after which respondent's counseJ could move to
strike t.hem or ' xcise them from the record

Prior t.o trial respondents admiUed that the scripts in question, ex" 42 to 71 , were genuine e. not forged or
altered) documents and were obtained from the fies of respondents. (Rec. 1016-18) Indeed, it is significant that.
respondents produced t.hese scripts to complaint counsel in response to investigational subpoenas issued in 1976
and 1978 and under an agreement hy which scripts ofadvertisemenL used in lhc sale and promotion of respond-
ents ' land could be provided rather than the actual commercial tapes. (Tr. 169- 71) Respondents also admitted
before trial that exs 42 to 71 "were utilized as scripts for the preparation of radio amI television advertisements
by SWS , GV A , and GV A II in connection with the promotion , offering for sale or sale urany interest in subdivided
land to members of the public" (Rec. 1634)

After the scripts were received in evidence complaint counsel elicited further information hearing on respond-
enL ' use ofthem in marketing. For example , Gross testified extensively about tl,, content and meaning of various
st.t.ments made in the script.s as he reviewed them (Gross Tr. 413-34) "nd he confirmed that st.tements made
in some of the scripts were in fact made in sOme of respondents ' commercials. (Gross Tr. 410- , 416) Several other
witnesses aho testified that they heard respondents ' advertisements and that they recalled statemenL made
therein , some of which correspond closely to statemenL in the scripts. (Baldridge 'fr- 806- -07; Lambert Tr. 1782;
Robinson Tr. 1906-7; SuweJ! Tr. 2504-06) Finally, the record reveals that respondents did not, as they had been
invited to do , move to strike the scripts. Tinder these circumstances , we conclude that exs 42 to 71 are properly
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sales representatives answered ny (U) re;ulting telephone inquIries
by providing some information (12J orally and attempting to set up
home appointments. The presentations in the home were not very
detailed , and were based in large part on the printed materials that
respondents either reviewed or left with potential buyers)O (Rose Tr.
716 719; Hammer Tr. 660) Respondents also organized dinner parties
in an efIort to promote purchases by acquaintances , neighbors or
relatives of people who had already bought land in the subject proper-
ties. (N ovaez Tr. 883)

Organized sales in the Houston and Dallas offces were terminated
in 1978 , apparently due to market saturation. (ID 32) In late 1978
respondents began to sell land from their home offce in California to
those who had already bought land in the (13J subject properties. (See
generally ID 33-34) Buyers were sent "updates" (newspaper clippings
and other materials of some purported interest to landowners) to
encourage them to buy additional parcels, to encourage them to con-
tinue making payments on previously purchased land , and to assure
them they had made good purchases. l1 (Gross Tr. 371-72; Kritzler Tr.
574)

Respondents did not have an organized on-site sales program , but
two on-site representatives were employed consecutively from 1975
until at least 1981. (See generally ID 35-36) Their duties included
selling land when the opportunity arose. (ID 35) One of the represent-
atives sold "some" or "very little" land , and the other sold eight
parcels. (ID 36) Some parcels were sold on-site to people who were
familiar with the land from living in the area. (See Sanchez Tr. 3688;
Perkins Tr. 4021 , 4024 , 4035-36)

Sales representatives who were successful in efforts to sell a parcel
had the buyer sign a written purchase agreement. Except for the few
on-site sales, land typically was bought before the buyers saw the
property, which is several hundred miles from Houston and Dallas
although respondents allowed buyers at least 60 days to visit the
property and to request a refund if they were dissatisfied. About

9 If thcre were scripts used for respondents ' telephone presentations they are not in the record. There is no
evidence that a prepared script was followl'd in the in-home presentation , hut as one ales representative testified
there were "stock answers" to frequently raised questions. (Novaez Tr. 902)

10 The sales reprcscntiltive made a presentation in a potential buyer s home with printed materiab that respond-
enL either prepared or approved. As a general rule th"HH included color brochures (CXs 81. , 87). a "fact sheet" about
the property (CXs 81, 82) photographs of actor ,JaIIl€!\ Drury, who ..ppeared in several commerciaJs for respondcnt
(CX 242), picture book" (CX 170), a report on the fertiJity of the soil at the propertie (CX 220), a purchase
agreement (CXs 74 , 75), and a topographic map. (Hammer Tr. 657 see olsoKritzler Tr. 533-36) Though training
was relatively brief and informaJ. saJe representatives were instructed not to deviat, in their presentations
customers from the information in certain written materials- (ID 29) Respondents testified that they instructed
their pf'rsonnel that termination could re ult if unauthorized statements about the land were made. (Kritzler '1r.
519; Rose TI' 722) It is nevcrtheles clear from the testimony of numerous consumer witnesses that respondents'
sales representativeg did not limit themseJves to the generalities of their written literature but offered specific
statements and predictions about the land in someconvergation s with consumers.

11 The primary vehicles for the e materials were property owner newsletters prepared by respondents containing
reprints ofnew article and montages of news article headline (CXs 90-95 , 98-102 , 106 , 107 , 109- 13)
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one-third of the Dallas and Houston buyers actually visited the prop-
erty. (Novaez Tr. 896) (l4J

2. Sales by Brokers Retained by Respondents

Respondents contracted with Porter Realty, a Florida corporation
to sell land in SWS on respondents ' behalf. (CX 37; Porter Tr. 2249)
The contract , termed an "Agents Agreement " gave Porter Realty
authority to engage in marketing and promotional activities to solicit
sales of the SWS land but did not authorize the firm to execute or
enter into land sales contracts on respondents ' behalf, providing in-
stead that Porter Realty represented respondents in the sale of prop-
erty, negotiated sales , and then delivered such sales agreements to
SWS for acceptance or rejection. The contract also restricted Porter
Realty s authority to use promotional materials and representations
other than those authorized by respondents. Sales efIorts by Porter
Realty began in June 1974 for SWS. (Gross Tr. 381)

Porter Realty also arranged for the sale of parcels in GV A and GV A
II after those properties were acquired by respondents. Separate writ-
ten contracts were not executed between Porter and GV A or GV A II
but the parties agreed orally that the terms of the SWS contract
governed Porter s rights and responsibilities with respect to market-
ing those properties. (Porter Tr. 2250) Porter Realty arranged approx-
imately $11.9 milion in sales ofland at SWS , GV A, and GV A II before
discontinuing its relationship with respondents in early 1978 , and the
firm received about $2 million in commissions from respondents.
(Porter Tr. 2264) The firm arranged the sale of approximately 2 150
of the 2 600 parcels sold. (ID 47) (15J

Porter Realty sold the properties for respondents solely by tele-
phone solicitation. Sales personnel called individuals throughout the
United States who had previously purchased land from either Porter
Realty or from another land sales company. (Porter Tr. 2325) Scripts
were used to provide information to consumers over the telephone,
and those prospects who expressed interest in the land were mailed
a packet of information13 Porter Realty also gave numerous consum-
ers copies of an oil map (CX 129), a three-page photocopied document
purporting to indicate the ownership of various parcels ofJand in the

The scripts Porler Realty s sales represent"tives used for thcir first and sceoml tdephom cuntiids with
cUnsumers are included in the record. (CX 12. , 124 (SWS); ex 124 , 125 (GVA)) The finn prepared these scripts
based On information supplied by respondents and the scripts were approved urally by respondents Gross and
Kritzler. (Porter Tr. 2294-95) Testimony of COnSumer witnesses establishes that Purter Realty s sales representa-
tiv% did not confine their oral statement.s ahout the land to the poinL-; made in the telephone seripL-;

13 The inforru.,tion Porter Realty provided ind"ded brochlur,s, fact sheets, and copies of th" contract. for sal.'
These materials were imprinted with th" names uftbe corpurate r"spond"nt.s, and w"r" supplied 1.0 Porter Realt.y
by respundents (Porter Tr- 2270-71) Porter Realty also plac"d olh"r rnatHriaJs in this packet from time to limp
(Porter Tr. 2274- , 2314- 15)
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area (I6J surrounding GV A and GV A II.'4 The map may have been
used during the entire time that Porter Realty sold GV A and GV A
II property, from 1976 to early 1978. When a sale was agreed to
Porter Realty mailed a letter to the potential buyer encouraging him
or her to sign the enclosed Sales Agreement and to return it with 
downpayment to the particular corporate respondent involved. Porter
Realty selected the parcels to be sold to consumers and apparently
assigned them at random." (17J

The circumstances surrounding the dissolution of Porter Realty
relation with respondents in April 1978 are a matter of some dispute
as the Initial Decision recounts. (ID 48-50) Porter Realty stopped
selling land directly for respondents in early 1978 , although it did
apparently arrange resales of consumers ' property to other consum-
ers later.

Diversified Realty, another Florida broker , was retained in 1976 by
respondents to sell land in GV A and GV A II, and this firm sold the
third-largest amount of land. Diversified also sold the land through
telephone solicitation and , like Porter Realty, gave copies of the oil
map to prospects. (Goldstein Tr. 1767; Schlacter Tr. 2121) This firm
association with respondents also ended in early 1978. A relatively
small number of sales were made by a broker named Holgin , who was
retained in 1978 to market GV A land to prospects in the South Pacif
ic. (ID 56)

3. Respondents ' Surveillance of Brokers

Because of respondents ' asserted concerns about oil-related repre-
sentations by sales representatives of its brokers , respondents hired
an employee , Jeffrey Elfont , to recontact customers who had already
purchased through the brokers. He worked for respondents from 1977
until the brokers were terminated in early 1978. The Initial Decision
describes how Elfont telephoned customers , questioned them about
whether oil representations had been made, and then informed them
of the absence of oil development in the area. (ID 124) For the first

11 In the form thaLt)w document was mailed to potential purchasers, the first page (CX 
129C) indicated the

location of GV A and the immediately surrounding area in thl! west part of Culberson CounLy. The second page
oflhe map (CX 129B) showed land holdings in and near Van Horn , also in the west part urihe county, and listed
Texaco , Inc. , as owning land Or mineral right; in several parcels in thai section orthe county. The third page of
the document (CX 129A) indicated producing and j"adive oiJ and natural gas wells in the east part of the county.
The names "Texaco

, "

GuIr'

, "

Skelly

, "

J.xxon " and everal other oil and aH concern are prominent, indicating
that they heJd mineral Jeases in this area ofthe cuunty. Porter RBiilty did not obtain the oil map from respondents
but acquired it directly from a map company in Texa. . (Porter 'fr. 2313)

1 One con umer testified that he received the mal' before buying II parcel in GV A in June 1976. (Grygleski Tr.
1457; seeCX 284 (p"rchase agreement)) Porter tated the map was first used in late 1976 or early 1977. (Porter
Tr. 2.157) Jolm Swanson received a copy of the oiJ map hefore he purchased a GV A parcel in February 1977
(Swanson Tr. 2470) Limpp r"cl'ived a copy of the oil map (introduced as ex 495) hefore purchasing land in GVA
in April 1977 from Diversili,'d Realty- Several land holdings of Texaco and the University of Texas were ciFcled
on this copy of the map. (Limpp Tr. 1393-95)

Lo The record does not. indicate whether consumers who purchased other 
than on-site w('re ahle or attempted

to choose particular lots.
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six months of his employment Elfont basically verified with custom-
ers the information on their contracts and reviewed with (18J them
the written promotional materials. During the later months he also
inquired whether oil or resale representations had been made. (Ellont
Tr. 4192-95). Though Ellont claimed to have contacted virtually all
purchasers , several testified that he did not contact them. (Leuckel
Tr. 1860; Sweets Tr. 1955; E. Smith Tr. 2096; Stein Tr. 2211 , 2226)

When Kritzler learned that oil representations had been made to
a customer he also recontacted the customer and told him or her not
to expect any benefits from oil development on the land. Where cus-
tomers had purchased land for its oil production capability Kritzler
claims the contract was cancelled and money refunded. (ID 125-126)
A few consumers testified that they did receive refunds , one after
threatening a lawsuit. (Leuckel Tr. 1842; E. Smith Tr. 2095; Limpp Tr.
1420) Other purchasers asked rcspondents to repurchase their lots or
provide refunds and were refused , or were never oflered a refund.
(Bear Tr. 1127; Switaj Tr. 1315; Danskin Tr. 2454) Though Kritzler
was aware for some time of complaints about oil representations
involving Porter Realty personnel, he could not remember any in-
stances in which sales made by Porter Realty were rejected. (Kritzler
Tr. 598-99)

4. Terms of Sale

The purchase agreements used by the three corporate respondents
(and by their brokers on their behalf) are substantially identical. (See
CXs 74-78) To exccute the purchase agreement the buyer made a
small cash down payment, usually five to ten percent ofthe purchase
price. The balance (19J was to be paid monthly over ten years , with
a seven percent finance charge.

Respondents agreed in the contracts to construct a nine-hole golf
course on SWS , and to build and maintain crowned" dirt access roads
on SWS.1 On GV A and GV A II , respondents agreed to build dirt
access roads , but stated that buyers were responsible for their mainte-
nance. No other improvements or services were promised. The agree-
ments expressly provided that respondents maintained no program
for repurchase or resale of lots on behalf of purchasers , and instead
referred purchasers to independcnt real estate agents for this pur-
pose.

Consumers were given 60 days under the contract terms in which
to make a "personal inspection" ofthe property and to obtain a refund
within that time if they inspected the property and were dissatisfied.
The precise number of buyers who actually visited the land, which

17 Responrlrmb did nol promise to construct roads on the eastern portion ofSWS known a Sun ite Ranch - Unit
IT. (lD 278)
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under the contract terms is a precondition to obtaining a refund, is

not entirely clear. Employees of respondents who lived on the subject
properties testified that a total of fewer than 500 buyers ever visited
the properties. (W. Smith Tr. 939 (400 buyers visited before November
1978); Gilmore Tr. 991 (75 buyers visited after November 1978)) One
of respondents ' sales representatives stated that about one-third of
the purchasers who bought directly from respondents in Houston or
Dallas visited the property. (Novaez Tr. 896). (20J

II. COMPLAINT ALLEGATIONS

We next consider the allegations of the complaint by examining
whether respondents represented the land as alleged in the first and
second counts of the complaint, whether such representations corre-
spond to the record evidence about the land' s value and suitability for
particular uses, and whether material information was omitted in
respondents ' promotion ofthe land. We also review the evidence bear-
ing on the third count, which alleges that respondents acted unfairly
be inducing consumers to make continued payments and advance
payments on land of little or no value for the uses represented , and
by retaining the monies paid.!"

Our examination of what respondents said and did not say about
the land they marketed , as alleged in the complaint , proceeds from
the perspective of the net impression communicated to the public. See
American Home Products Corp. 98 F. C. 136 , 374 (1981), aff'd as

modified 695 F. 2d 681 (3d Cir. 1982); Horizon Corp. 97 F. C. 464 , 804
(1981). In other words , it is the overall impact of respondents ' prac-
tices on consumers that we must assess. This approach is particularly
appropriate in this case because most consumers received a number
of materials from respondents and discussed the proposed transaction
with respondents or their brokers on more than one occasion. (Morley
Tr. 1343; Stein Tr. 2204-08; Swanson Tr. 2467-69). In addition , (21J
while some of the statements respondents made to prospective pur-
chasers orally and in their promotional materials are express misrep-
resentations about the land's investment value and potential use , as
we discuss infra in other instances the full import of respondents
message appears only when the statements made are considered in
the context of other statements.1 Because consumers ' impressions
were formed not by any single act or practice but by an accumulation

JA The legal standards under which we consider the allegations of deception and unfairness appear in Section

III infra along with our analysis of how the evidence discussed in this section meets those standards.
Thus written materials provided by respondents were in some instances viewed as confirming poinLq made

in oraJ discussions consumers had with respondents or their representatives (Limpp Tr. 1398 , Goldstein Tr. 1726),
and express claims may have infJuenced the interpretations consumers gave to implied daims. Similarly, claims
that st.anding alone might have appeared entirely p",rmissible , when made in the context of pervasive express and
implied misn presentations contributed to the communication of an overaJJ misleading impression ahout. respond-
ents ' land
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of carefully intertwined threads , we measure the allegations of the
complaint against the entire fabric of respondents ' marketing prac-
tices.

A. Investment Representations

In Count I of the complaint (paragraphs nine through elev!'n) the
Commission alleged respondents represented the lots they sold as
good investments at the prices at which they were offered for sale and
also represented that purchase of these lots involved little or no finan-
cial risk. The complaint further charged that respondents ' lots were
not good investments offering little or no (22J financial risk at the
prices at which they were sold. Finally, the complaint asserted re-
spondents failed to disclose to prospective purchasers material facts
about the riskiness of the investment, the uncertainty of the future
value ofthe lots, and the probability that purchasers would be unable
to resell their lots at or above the purchase price.

The ALJ found that with few exceptions respondents ' advertise-
ments and sales literature did not represent the land as a good or low
risk investment. (ID 60, 64, 76) He also failed to identify a pattern of
such representations in sales presentations by respondents ' repre-
sentatives. (ID 82) The ALJ agreed that investment representations
were made by respondents ' brokers but ruled respondents ' efforts to
prevent or correct them relieved respondents from liability for them.
(ID pp. 113-14) Having reviewed the record evidence on these points
we conclude that the ALJ did not properly consider the net impres-
sion communicated to consumers through respondents ' written and
oral statements. Accordingly, the ALJ' s findings in these respects are
set aside.

The record evidence firmly establishes that respondents and their

brokers represented the land at SWS , GV A and GV A II , at the prices
at which it was sold, as a good, profitable , safe , and easily resold
investment with little or no risk ofloss. These representations, made
to prospective purchasers in advertisements , written and graphic pro-
motional materials, and in oral sales presentations, took three forms:
(1) general assurances that land , and therefore this land in particular
is a (23J good investment and a good way to make money; (2) specific
assurances that profits on this land could be realized in a short time
frame , that purchasers could expect to double or triple their money,
and that no loss would be suffered; and (3) descriptions of oil and gas
activity and other potential developments in the area, as well as

:! That the ideas respondents implanted in consumers ' mind were to some extent communicated indirectly and
through an accretion of separately stated facw does not alter their message. Indeed , by repeating the investment
messge in varying forms and media , respondento' approach may have been both more persuasive and le:o Clpl
than a single, exaggerated, express representation to raise consumers ' defenses.
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recitals of residential , farming and ranching uses for the land, that
conveyed the representation that the land was a good investment.

1. General Investment Representations

Respondents ' media advertisements , which in many instances pro-
vided the first contract with prospective purchasers, raised the invest-
ment theme generally through references to land M a means 
gaining financial independence and protecting purchMers from infla-
tion.21 The same point appears more directly in respondents ' written
materials. Respondents ' SWS brochures acclaimed the land as offer-
ing "rich" potential "for the investor" and informed consumers that
the property had undergone a "thorough analysis. . . for future poten-
tial" which assured (24J buyers of "good value. 22 (CX 86E, N, 87D , L)
Though these promotional brochures were toned down in each succes-
sive revision 23 each brochure contained a variety of references to land
as a valuable and safe investment and the general investment theme
never totally disappeared , even from the latest, tamest versions.
All versions of respondents ' brochures highlighted the views of

famous Americans on the wisdom of investment in land as the best
the safest, the most certain and the quickest way to make a (25J
fortune.24 (CXs 86 to 89) These quotations expressly communicate

21 One advertisement staled "fhJere s how you can buy independence and protect youTEself against inflation at
the some time' Land is always your best buy. . " (CX 43) Other statements contributing to the genera! investment
them" include those referring to the land as "jnve lment property " (CX 58), suggl!sting that the land be purchaser'
and held "for the futur(" (CX 67), and warning that the quantity orland was dedining so that this purchase war
the opportunity ofa lifetime," (CXs 46 , 71)
22 Respondents used four different color brochures. (CXs 86--9) The first (CX 86)-a SWS hrochure-wa

prepared and used by Southwest Land Corp. . a former marketer of the land. When respondents bought the Ian
in 1973 they continued to use the game hrochurc for some 60 to 90 days while a new one was in preparation. 11
second brochure (CX 87)- aJ80 a SWS brochur was a revision of the first one that eliminated a few expli(
investment and land appreciation claims. Thc third and fourth hrochures (CXs 88, 89) were revised for usc wi
sales of GVA and GVA II property, and a few additional investment-oriented references were deleted, T
brochurcs used eady in marketing effort at SWS were the most explicit, calling the land at SWS the "new pri
investm.mt spot in the Southwest." describing "leaping" land values, and projecting even greater "future gro.
potential" (CX 86I) Similarly, references to residential and commerdal uses of the land in the SWS brochu
accompanied the observation that this land offered purchasers many possibilities "as an investor." (CXs 861 , I

23 According to Kritzler , the second SWS brochure was " toned down" from the earlier one because "we v

not selling appredation of the land We were sellng use, " (Kritzler Tr. 4103) However, only some referenc!
investment were deleted while other!! were retained Kritzler also testified that the subsequent brochures prep
for GV A and GV A II were not as direct as the first SWS brochure because respondents believed that various
and federal regulatory agencies diseouragp.0 iovestment representations. (Kritzler Tr. 4105) Again, some ir
went representations were eJiminated and others retained

'; The brochures contained the fonawing quotations

Theodore Roosevelt: "Every persn who invests in well-selected reaJ estate in a growmg S€cti()
prosperous community adopts the surest aod safest method of becomjng independent , for rea! estatebasis ofwualth" 

Grover Cleveland: "No invnstment on earth is so safe, so sure , 80 certain to enrich it. owners as undev
realty. I always advise my frirmds to place tbeir savings in realty near some growing city. There is r
saving!! bank anywhere

Andrew Carnel,tie: "Nindy percent of all milJionaires becomu so through owning reaJ estate. More
has been made in real estate than in a11 industrial investments combined. The wi!!e young man or wag'

of today invests his money in real estate.

(footrmt,
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that land is a good, safe investment. They are positioned in respond-
ents ' promotional brochures in the midst of extensive pictorial and
verbal presentations of respondents ' land , and they appear to have no
other purpose than to supplement the information being provided to
consumers about respondents ' land. Phrasing these observations as
universal truths about land (26J ownership and communicating them
through the words of famous forebears does not alter the fact that the
representations in form and substance apply to respondents ' land and
undoubtedly were intended to do so. As we observed in AMREP Corp.
102 F.T.C. 1362 , 1643 (1983), petition for review filed, No. 84-1434
(10th Cir. , April 2 , 1984), when representations are stated as princi-
ples of general applicability consumers may be led to believe (in the
absence of any disclosure to the contrary) that those representations

also apply "to the particular real estate investment opportunity being
offered." In the context of respondents ' orchestrated marketing
materials, the commercial use of famous sayings provides not simply
a general commentary on land but a specific association with respond-
mts ' land. We therefore conclude that these quotations contributed
0 the general investment marketing theme respondents conveyed to
onsumers.25 (27J

The sales presentations used by respondents and their brokers

laborated on the investment value theme, as numerous witnesses
'8tified. Indeed , sales representatives for respondents and for their
okers were authorized to repeat this theme in oraf sales pitches
cause respondents supplied sales representatives with brochures
ising the investment idea for use in their marketing efforts. (Ham-
"Tr. 652 , 657; Kritzler Tr. 4107; Porter Tr. 2271-72) We conclude
It these oral and written statements about the value ofland as an
Marshal! Fidd, "Buying real eslate is nol only the best way, the quickest way, and the safest way, but the

nly way to become wealthy.

George Washington: "A moment's reflection must convince you of t.wo thiugil: first. that lands aTe of
rmanent value; 1.hl\1. there is scarce1y a possibility ofthe;r falling in price , but almost a moral certainty of
eir rising exceedingly in value.

6 to 88) The GVA II brochure (CX 89) contained alJ but the quotation from WashingtotJ
her writt.en materials respondents used had a simiJM f\pproach and effecl. For ex;!m!,le , newspaper and
ne articles on farming and commercial developments in the- area which were provided to actual and
tive purchasers consistently stressed the point that lomd is valuable , its price is soaring as its availability
, and it is the best money-making investmcnL- (CXs 91 , HJ6 , 109, Ill , 131) Though most of these articles
describe SWS , GV A ,md GV A II property, their use by re.'pondenL make.' a connection to respondents'
,voidable. The same is true of respondents ' picture book used by salesstatTin Houston and Dall"s (CX 170),
nphm;ized the growth poumtial and value ofJand and sd forth "A Reluctant Investor s Lament " a poem
19 11lmerOliS good land investments (including Pet,N Minuit s purchase of Manhattan for" few " trinkets
y the narratur who hesitated to buy at the right ttme or price. These materiaJs do not of themselves refer
'denL ' kmd but they appeilr interspersed wit.h photos of land in the Van Horn area and articles about
"\L ' property and deveJopments in West Texas, thus providing a specific link to respundents' land. Set'
':orp. , S/lpra. We find all of these general commentaries contributed to the inv('strncnt theme respondenr.s
tu ClJnsumers. Whethor such repre",ntatiuns , standing aJan.. represent that r(jspondents ' property is a
t"sk investment we need not and do not find. We conclude instead that they supplemented Hnd therefore
d to the investment value repr('sentl1tions made throughout respondents' sales materiaJs and sales
ms.
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investment represented to consumers that respondents ' land, too , was
a good investment and was being sold for investment purposes (i.
a safe way to make money).

2. Profi , Resale and Safety Representations

After establishing with consumers the representation that their
land, like all land, was generally a good, safe investment, respondents
elaborated on the point by describing in more concrete terms how
valuable the investment was. The SWS brochures stressed that the
value of property in the region was "leaping every year" and had
unlimited" growth potential. (CXs (28J 861 , 87 J) Respondents ' first

SWS brochure, used for two to three months , added the express claim
that land in the area had "increased in value by over 20%" in the
previous year. (CX 861)

Similar assertions were made in oral sales presentations to pros-
pects. Many consumers were told that their land would appreciate
and could be resold for a profit in a short time frame , from three to
four months to a few years.26 Others were told they would double or
triple their investment or make " lots of money. 27 Sales representa-

tives offered assurances on numerous occasions that the land could be
resold quickly and for a substantial profit. They also emphasized the
safe and risk-free nature ofthe purchase, suggesting that there would
be no (29J loss on the resale nor any delay in receipt of its proceeds.
The testimony of consumer witnesses in the record further confirms
that they understood respondents ' statements to be investment repre-
sentations; numerous purchasers gave as reasons for their purchases
that they bought the land for resale, to make a profit, and to hold as
a short-term investment. (Baldridge Tr. 821; Switaj Tr. 1288; Morley
Tr. 1347; Limpp Tr. 1400; Grygleski Tr. 1453; Allenello Tr. 1641;

Davis Tr. 1680-81; Lambert Tr. 1787 , Leuckel Tr. 1829; Robinson Tr.
;., Many witnesses testified that they or family members were told expressly by sales personnel for respof)deo

or their brokers thllt they could make substantial profits for various reasons by buying the land and holding i
for onJy a few years (Switaj 'fr. 1276 1279-80 1287; Morley 'fr. 1340- 42; Limpp 'fr. 1399- 1400 , 1402; Grygle
'fr. 1446 , 1453 , 1456, 1474; Buck Tr. 1503; Allenello 'fr. 1624 , 1626-27; Goldstein 'fr- 1719- 22; Lambert 'fr 1284--8:

1297; LcurkeJ Tr. 1823-25 , 1827 , 1829 , 1831- , 1834 , 1868-9; Robinson Tr. 1914 SwcetsTr 1948-3; Smi"h T
2064-65, 2070) The time period in which appreriation was promised ranged frolD three or fO\lr months (Leuck
Tr. 11!24 , 18(2) to two or three years. (Switaj 'fr. 1341) Severa! consumers were promised profits inane ortwo ye;1J
(Sweets 'fr. 1918; Smith 'fr. 2064; Danskil) 'fr. 2422)

27 Several consumers were toJd that the Jand would double or triple in value and then could be resold. (Bear 0
1117; Buck 'fr. 1503; Stein Tr. 2204; Munch Tr. 2524) Many wen, told that the land was appreciating, had gn
resale potential" orcoLtJd be turned over quickly. (Switaj Tr. 1287, Lambert. 'fr. 1784; Rawlins 'fr. 2150; Swam

'fr. 2463 , 2469) One consumer expressed re!'erviitions to the Porter Reiilty s,yes representative, commenting "
wil make me a rich man or a poor man." The sales representative replied , ,or wiJ make you lots ofman!!y" (Sw
Tr. 1280)

B Some purchasers were assured they would ,.mfTer no loss on their P\-1dH!.ses since they would always be ;

to get back the money they put in. (Robinson Tr. 19J5; Munch Tr. 2451) Indeed , Mr. Porter expressed surprjs
one consumer that respondents had not yet tried to buy hack "is parcel because it was such a good deaL (Sw
Tr. 1959) Respondent Gruss confirmed the message behind the representation that respondent.-;' land "can
bedge against inflation " (CX 43) when he testified that hi!' basi!' for the statemf'nl was that it " certainly isn t g
to go down in value. " (Gross Tr. 414)
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1915; Smith Tr. 2062; Schlacter Tr. 2114; Sowell Tr. 2516; Munch Tr.
2557)

As evidence either that the representations were not made or were
not misleading, the ALJ relied on the fact that consumers discounted
these representations by testifying that they knew there was no guar-
antee they would profit. (ID p. 113) In our view, this misapprehends
both the allegation ofthe complaint and the substance ofthis testimo-
ny (most of which was elicited on cross-examination). Count I alleges
not that profits were guaranteed but that the land was marketed as
a good investment with little or no risk. Consumers ' understanding
that the land was not "guaranteed" or that investments generally
were not risk-(30Jfree simply does not resolve the issue of whether
respondents marketed the land as having little or no risk. An admis-
sion that consumers recognized these investments as having some
risk is not inconsistent with the complaint allegation that respond-
ents represented their land as having little risk. Moreover, consumers
could have general knowledge of the riskiness of investments and stil
believe that this investment differed from the run-of:the-mill. Indeed
respondents ' marketing program seems designed to distinguish these
investments from those the witnesses believed had some risk by sug-
gesting the land was a safe and sure way to profit. We believe the ALJ
erred to the extent he suggested that consumers ' unfocused , common
sense beliefs about risks in investing eliminated the propensity of
respondents ' representations to lead consumers to believe this land
was a good investment.

3. Representations About Development and Use of the Land

Perhaps the most common and pervasive investment representa-
ions respondents conveyed about their land were representations

hat it was a good investment because it could be developed and used
'r assorted purposes. The specific possibilities raised included oil and
'I production , other commercial and industrial development, and
"idential , farming and ranching applications.
The most controversial development representation relates to the
Itential for oil and gas production on respondents ' land. The record
monstrates that these representations were made primarily in con-

ction with sales of land at GV A and GV A II. (31J Respondents
itten materials contributed to oil and gas representations by refer-
g to oil as one of several major industries in the area (CXs 83-
A and GV A II fact sheets)) and by pointing out that "oil produc-

1 is underway" in the county.29 (CXs 88F, 89D (GV A and GV A II

'Ie camlOt agree with respondents' asSCSSmtU1t of these references as " iI100n1Ou:; " Not only was oil cited as
;)1' industry in the area and thus as" ralionale for the land' s purchase , but referenccs in respondents' written
jals to the oiJ industry and oi! produclion eJstJwhere in the county served as a hasis for oral representations
same effect which respondents authorized its brokers and sales representatives to make.
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brochures)) More explicit representations came from the "oil map
used by respondents ' brokers, which demonstrated the presence of oil
in the area graphically by indicating the location of oil and gas wells

in one part of Culberson County and by listing the names of oil compa-
nies with land holdings near GV A and GV A II, (CX 129) As one
salesman noted, with the oil map there was little additional need to
tell buyers about oil in the area because they could see on the map
that Texaco owned land or mineral rights and buyers would ask about
it even when oil was not mentioned to them. (W.D. Smith Tr. 973)

Whether or not the oil map made it unnecessary to mention oil
many sales representatives did mention it. Sales representatives for
the brokers referred repeatedly to oil development in telephone con-
versations with consumers , informing them that exploration was un-
derway in the area and that oil companies were moving into the area
and might be interested in (32J buying their land. Some representa-
tives went on to describe how increasing oil exploration in the area
would lead to construction of an oil refinery and in turn to a demand
for land for worker housing, so that consumers were assured of mak-
ing money whether or not oil and gas was discovered on their proper-
ty. (Allenello Tr. 1624, 1651; Morley Tr. 1350; Danskin Tr. 2429)

The record does not reveal a pattern of express representations that
oil actually existed or was sure to be discovered under the land re-
spondents were marketing.3! Rather, the record shows a concerted
effort by respondents as well as by their brokers to highlight for
consumers the oil industry in the area and to emphasize the fact that
oil exploration was occurring (33J nearby while creating the impres-
sion (particularly through the "oil map ) that there were substantial
oil reserves quite near the property. As we discuss infra under the
legal analysis described in Section III , these practices represented to
consumers that respondents ' land had substantial value as an invest-
ment because of the presence of oil and oil-related development.

3( A number of consumers were toJd that oil campanic!; had done "a lot of exploration" or were moving into the
area. (Sweets Tr- 1959: Grygleski Tr. 1456--57; Swanson Tr. 2468) Other consumers were assured 111:lt there was

great potential" for oiJ discovery or that oil was "nearby" or " in the vicinity, " (Goldstein Tr- 1720-21; Munch Tr.

2524 2567; E. Smith Tr. 2073-74; GryglBski Tr. 1455; Limpp Tr. 1422; Rawlins Tr. 2149) Some sales representatives
cxpl"ined that the possibiJjty of oil made respondents' land an attractive investment becaus oil companies

wanted to Jease or buy the land to eventually look for oiJ on it " (Stein Tr- 2202) and because landowners could sell

oil and g3S found on the property directly to tne company that filldc tne discovery or make a royalty arrangement
(GoldsteiuTr. l721)
Tnat Porter Realty lIleR representatives discussed oil development in the area witn prospective purchasers

is confirmed by the fact that tne company s script for first telephone caBs refers to oil as a. major industry in the
region. (CXs 122 , 123) According to respondellt Kritzler, oiJ.rellited represent.tions by Portr ReaJty may have
affected 60 percent of the firm s slIles. (Kritzler 'fr. 598)

n One conSUl1wr was told oil was there or would be found as sooo as drilling commence. (Limpp 'fr. 1389)
Testimony from a number 01" consumer witnesses confirms they believed the land they purchased.had value

becauseofthe likelihood ol"ojl exploration and related development activities. (Limpp Tr. 1395; GrygJeski 'fr. 1492;

Sweel.Tr. 1959; Rawlins 'fr. 2181; Stein Tr. 222t, Swanson Tr. 2471-72) Indeed, Richard Morley maintained that
he wouJd not have purchased tne land had he not been as. ured that Texaco would buy it from him I"or a refinery.
(ModeyTr. 1384)
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Respondents also promoted their land as an investment by describ-
ing various potential commercial and industrial developments in the
area. Several consumers were told there might be a nuclear power
plant or uranium enrichment plant constructed in the area and that
the property therefore would increase in value. (See Goldstein Tr.
1726; Lambert Tr. 1789; Sweets Tr. 1950, 1959; Danskin Tr. 2429-30;
Munch Tr. 2526, 2565) Respondents included news articles about a
possible new power plant in their promotional picture book and in
mailings to purchasers. (CXs 93, 170P) Respondents ' references to
possible construction of a rubber plant for processing guayule (which
purportedly could be grown on the land) conveyed a similar message.
(Leuckel Tr. 1823-24; Gross Tr. 568-73; see CXs 119, 120)

Respondents also emphasized the current and future value of their
land by pointing to its potential use as residential, farming and ranch-
ing property. Indeed, respondents admit (34J representations were
made about use of the land for these three purposes (RAB 36, 39
45-6), though there is some dispute about how broadly those repre-
sentations were made. However, we find that respondents ' represen-
tations about the practical uses of the land contributed to the
impression that purchase of the land was a good investment because
these uses could attract other purchasers who might buy the land for
those purposes.

4. Respondents ' Oral Representations

The AU concluded that some oral investment representations
were made by respondents ' brokers but that a pattern of such claims
could not be attributed to respondents ' own sales force. (ID 82) We find
suffcient evidence that such representations were in fact made by
respondents ' own sales representatives. As we have noted above
many of respondents ' promotional materials contained express and
implied investment representations , including allusions to the fast
appreciation ofthe land and its proximity to oil exploration. Respond-
nets ' sales representatives were authorized to rely on these materials
in their sales pitches. Moreover , several consumer witnesses testified
about investment claims made not by the brokers but by respondents
or their sales personnel. (Leuckel Tr. 1824 , 1843, 1862; Buck Tr. 1503
Robinson Tr. 1919 , Danskin Tr. 2432; Davis Tr. 1694-98) Although the
bulk ofthe oral representations in the record (particularly those per-
taining to oil activities) were made by Porter Realty and Diversified
Realty, we believe that respondents ' written and oral practices includ-
ed a pattern of investment-related representations. f31;1
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B. Accuracy and Completeness of Respondents
Investment Representations

Having determined that investment representations were made to
consumers, we next must determine whether respondents may have
misled consumers either because their representations were inaccu-
rate or because they failed to reveal material facts needed to correct
misimpressions their actions created. The essential question is, was
the land at the prices at which it was sold a profitable , safe , and easily

resold investment with little or no risk of loss? The rec;rd demon-
strates that it was not, and that respondents ' practices were mislead-
ing both because the representations were inaccurate and because
they fai1ed to disclose to consumers the uncertainty of the land'
future value and the absence of a resale market.

1. Accuracy of Investment Representations

Our focus in evaluating respondents ' investment claims must be on
the avai1able evidence of the land' s value, appreciation , profitability,
resale potential , and safety during the time in which it was sold, and

how closely evidence as to these points corresponded to respondents
affrmative representations of the land' s investment value and free-
dom from risk. Testimony about the land's market value during the
relevant time period provides some evidence of its value and its poten-
tial for appreciation and profit. Witnesses for both parties testified as
to the land's market value. (ID 379--29) Estimates varied from below
$100 an acre to over $500 an acre depending on the time period and
parcel size. (ID 400 , 429) The following chart summarizes some of the
relevant testimony as to the land' s estimated market value and (36J
selling price per acre provided by complaint counsel's primary wit-
ness E.T. Compere, Jr. , respondents ' primary witness Larry Brooks
and respondent Kritzler.

sws GVA GVA II sws GVA GVA II
(1/74) (1/76) (1/77) (7/80) (7/80) (7/80)

Estimated market

value per acre
of land sold

in large
tracts $35 $50 $60 $60 $65 $80

(Compere Tr.
3226-30 , 3275)
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sws
(1/74)

GVA

(1/76)
GVA II
(1/77)

sws
(7180)

GVA
(7/80)

GVA II
(7180)

Estimated market

value per acre
of land sold
in parcels of
five to 40
acres
(Compere Tr.
3226-30 , 3275)

$54-62 $55-62 S90 11 0 $90 11 0 S70 $70 110

Estimated market
value per acre

of land sold

in tracts of:
five acres
ten acres

20 acres
40 acres

(Brooks T r.

4411)

$525
$475
$375
$275

$525
$475
$375
$275

$525
$475
$375
$275

Selling prices
per acre for
land sold

in five acre
tracts
(Kritzler Tr.

487 93)

$600 $800 1200 $1 000 $700 $800 1 200 $1100-1200

Respondents ' sales prices-ranging from $600 per acre in SWS in
1974 to $1200 per acre in GV A II in 1980-thus far exceeded the
market value estimated by expert witnesses for both parties, In (37J
complaint counsel' s view , these prices were approximately ten times
the market value ofthe land , while in the view of respondents ' experts
these prices were at least 50 percent more than and perhaps double
the market value of the land,

These figures allow us to consider whether in fact purchasers ofthe
land could have realized profits during the period for which data are
available , assuming the land could be resold for its market value.
According to respondents ' expert , a consumer who purchased five
acres at SWS for $600 an acre in 1974 owned property worth only $525
an acre six years later in 1980. Similarly, a consumer who bought a
five acre parcel at GV A II for $1 000 an acre in 1977 owned property
worth only $525 an acre three years later in 1980. Even assuming
sales at above market value (Compere Tr. 3454) and appreciation of
the property33 consumers were unlikely to break even on their

33 Brooks testified that laod in the area was appreciating at the rate afone-half of one percent pfOY month , or

six percent a year- (ID 425) This testimony contrasts with respond,mts ' claims that land in the region had appreciat-
ed 20 pernmt one year and wa.' "leaping" every year (CXs 86I , 87J)
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resales, if the land could in fact be resold.
These discrepancies between the land' s estimated value and the

prices consumers paid may explain in large measure the next signifi-
cant fact estab1ished in the record: that there was virtually no resale
market for the land. Reselling the land without the assistance of
respondents or their brokers was at best a rare event. Some resales

were handled by Porter Realty, but these were exceptions to the
general refusal of respondents (38J to resel1 buyers ' properties. :!4 In

any event resales by Porter Realty do not provide much insight into
the value or 1iquidity ofthe land since such resales were accompanied
by the same sorts of representations that accomplished the original
sales. (Stein Tr. 2198-2228; Raw1ins Tr. 2146-97)

More probative on these issues is the testimony of Martha Conoly,
the only ful1-time real estate broker in the Van Horn area.35 She

stated that she was contacted by purchasers of the property who
sought to 1ist their land for resale , but she refused to take any such
listings because ofthe lack of demand. More specifically, Mrs. Conoly
maintained that there was little demand for land in the Van Horn
area unless utilities were available and present on the property. Re-
spondents ' land was sold as undeveloped property without water or
uti1ities instal1ed. She also testified that no other realtors in the
county had accepted listings on the property. (Conoly Tr. 1063-68) (39J

Numerous buyers testified likewise that they tried but were unable
to list the land for sale with a realtor. (Bear Tr. 1128; Switaj Tr. 1313;
Goldstein Tr. 1743; Sowel1 Tr. 2519) Indeed, respondents conceded

that at least half of complaint counsel's witnesses were unable to
resell their lots. Mr. Lambert's efforts to resell his property are
en1ightening. He purchased 10 acres ofGV A land for $4 995 and later

1isted the property for sale with an independent realty company in
Houston after respondents ' salesman refused to try to resel1 it. (Lam-
bert Tr. 1794-95; CXs 369 , 446-47) He 1isted the property with an
asking price of $8 000 , after one of respondents ' sales representatives
told him his land was worth that amount. After two years on the

J' At least two consumers sold their land to third persons through Purter Realty. ;lnd perhaps more were
successful. (ID 99 , 101; RAE 52-53)

Mrs. Conoly also testified as to her assessment of the market value urtbe land in its undeveloped state , pegging
it at $50 to $70 per aerc. The ALJ gave little weight to this testimony. Respondents attack hf'r t",stimony wit!J the
curious aq,'1ment that she was not qualified to eslim"te the land' s value though she was qualified UJ MY at what
price she could seU it They also crit.ic;z" the knowledge and hasis she had for her valuations. (RAE 51) We believe
Mrs. Conoly s expf'rience find ere dent.ials iire such that her estimat(!H oft.he land's value deserve more than minimal
weight , and we consider hnr testimony probative On the issue of the land' s market. value.

," Respondentsassert. t.I,en, jsevidencc that. 76 parcels were successfully resold while only eleven consumers were
unsuccessfuL (RAn 52) As support. respondent.s cit.e six sales (including three by a single owner and two by Parler
Realty) and an "admission " of complaint coum;el that 70 other resales w('rC made by 62 owners. (RAE 52-53)

Whether or not the Commission may properly consider this admission (now disputed by complaint counsel)
probative evidence, we decline give it much weight since there is nO other evidence of this level of resales 

the record , no explanation that we can discern for the absence of such confirming evidence, and the credibility of
complaint counsel's supposed admission seems atbeslquestionahle.
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market and a reduction in his asking price to either $4 000 or $5 000
Lambert had not sofd the land and had received no serious contacts.
(Lambert Tr. 1793-96)

Respondents ' efforts to distinguish between the val ue of their land
and its liquidity are in our view unavailing. (RAB 22 , 53 n.42) First
the record establishes that respondents represented one aspeCt of the
land' s investment value to be its (40J ease of resale. To the extent
respondents concede the property is not liquid and cannot easily or
quickly be resoJd (as the record confirms), these representations are
admitted to be false. Moreover, the definition offair market value set
forth by witnesses for both parties includes consideration of whether
sale ofthe property can be completed within a reasonable time frame.
(Compere Tr. 3182; Brooks Tr. 4324-25) It follows that the length of
time required to sell a property-its liquidity, in other words-has a
decided bearing on its value.

Our review ofthe record evidence leads us to conclude that respond-
ents ' investment representations-that the land was a good invest-
ment, could be resold easily and quickly, for a profit, and with little
or no risk-were not accurate. Regardless of which assessment of
market value we accept, the selling prices substantially exceeded fair
market value so that profits-and certainly profits of the level re-
spondents and their brokers declared possible-were unlikely to be
attained."7 Nor does it appear that the property appreciated rapidly
so that short-term profits could be taken; the testimony (41J of re-
spondents ' own expert is to the contrary. (ID 425) Extensive evidence
as to the absence of a resale market also contradicts respondents

assertions that the land could be turned over quickly and was a safe
investment since consumers who wanted to get back their monetary
investment had diffcuJty doing so even when the land was on the
market for extended periods or at reduced prices. The absence of any
resafe market demonstrates in this instance the low value ofthe land
relative to its selling price , the resulting inability of owners to realize
profits because sales cannot be accomplished , and the difIculty own-
ers have getting their monetary investment back without a substan-
tial loss, all contrary to respondents' marketing messages. In the
context of this evidence, we find that respondents ' investment repre-
sentations were inaccurate and therefore misleading. See AMREP
Corp. 102 F. C. 1362 , 1637-42 (1983), petition for review filed No.
84-1434 (10th Cir. , April 2 , 1984); Horizon Corp. 97 F. C. 464 , 817-
(1981).

17 We do not suggest here that land must be sold at or nefl, i\. (Olir market Voduc to pass mUSler under Sectiun
5 of the FTC Ad, emu we need not and do not. r",,,ch any cuoclusions about what th(, "eorrect" selling price ofthe
land should be- (Indeed we would be extremely hesitant to second-guess the IIarket in making such a determina-
lion.) We also do not suggest that t.he saJe ufproperty at prices two to kn limes its market value is, in find ofitbdf,
misleading or deceotiv(" It. j insteHd the sale ofDrODcrlv HI. SlJ"h nrin's in ""mhinnt. ;on wit.h rf'''- NlI. i"n helt
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2. Accuracy of Development Representations

Respondents ' principal development representations involved ref-
erences to oil and gas activity and to other commercial developments
including a potential nuclear plant. With respect to the claims about
oil and gas, the ALJ determined that "much of what was represented
to prospective purchasers concerning oil turned out to be at least

reasonably accurate. " (ID p. 113) However , he did not discuss this
conclusion at length because he (42J found that Porter Realty was
responsible for most ofthe representations and that respondents were
not liable for their brokers ' conduct.

The record establishes that at least some of respondents ' oil and gas
representations were lierally true. Oil driling clearly is an industry
in Culberson County, as respondents claimed. There is some pe-

troleum production in the northeast corner of the county, and ex-

ploration efforts are underway there as welL (Watkins Tr. 2723; Case
Tr. 4524) However , most ofthe oil production in the county is at least
40 miles from SWS and 60 miles from GV A and GV A Ip8 (Watkins
Tr. 2733-35) Texaco has driled only one well within 25 miles of Van
Horn 39 there is no petroleum production in the county apart from the
activity in the northeast corner, and there is no production in neigh-
boring counties. (Watkins 2724)

It is also true , as respondents ' brokers represented , that some oil
companies have moved into the Van Horn area and obtained leases
on nearby land. Texaco , for example , purchased some leases on land
in another county within five miles of GV A , but this occurred since
April 1979 , well after most oil-related claims were disseminated.
(Watkins Tr. 2746) But the land so (43J leased has not been used for
exploration. (Watkins Tr. 2755) Some exploration has occurred on or
near the subject properties, but the exploration , mostly "seismic" or

geophysical," which does not involve drilling, has also been recent
since 1979 or 1980. (Case Tr. 4534) Most significantly, Lyle Case , a
Texaco offcial , described the area in which respondents ' properties
are located as "frontier " meaning that they are not known to have
commercial amounts of oil and gas, though there is a possibility. (Case
Tr. 4533)

The literal truth of some of respondents ' oil-related claims is , how-
ever , simply not determinative. 'o Instead, we must determine wheth-

30 Significantly, the oil map sent to numerous consumer did not discJose the distances between the GVA and
GV A II properties shown on the (jrst page and the oil company holdings on page three. Another geographical map
in evidence (CX 160(0)) indicates that these area!\ are separated by at lea!\t 60 miles

Texaco s employee testified that the nearest well to respondents' land the compclnY had driJJed was a dry hole
(Case Tr. 4535-36)

CJ The law long recognized that literally true stalements may nevertheless convey misleading impressions
See Rhodes Pharmacal Co. v. FTC, 208 F.2 382 , 387 (7th Cir. 1953), reu /0 reins/ate Commission s order 348 ILS
940 (1955); P l.oril/ard Co. u. F'rc,186 2d 52 . 5R (4th Cir. 1950); Raymond Lee Organization . 1'1'-'" 92 F.T.c 489
626 (1978). urrd. 679 F.2d 905 (D,C. Cir. 1980). For example , in adverti ements for respondenL ' product. , state-

(fuotnote conVd)
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er the existence of oil activity in Culberson County to which respond-
ents referred had significance for respondents ' land and , as their
statements implied , increased its investment value.

The record evidence establishes that oil driling and production
were not taking place close to the land respondents (44J sold. The
physical distance between oil companies ' production activities and
the subject properties suggests that these activities have little bearing
on the likelihood that oil might be discovered near GV A and GV A II
and therefore do not influence the land's value. This is confirmed by
the testimony of Texaco offcial that respondents ' land is Hfrontier
which means there was a substantial risk that oil would not be found
on or near the land. Similarly, the record demonstrates that oil com-
pany exploration and leasing activities near the GV A and GV A II
sites were neither extensive nor successful in locating oil reserves.
These facts belie respondents ' assertion as to the record' s failure to
show that nearby oil activity has not increased this land' s value. (RAB
19) In the context of this evidence, we find that the repeated refer-
ences to oil production in the county by respondents and their brokers
distorted its proximity and exaggerated its significance so that the
representations were inaccurate and therefore misleading. See P
Lorillard Co. v. FTC, 186 F.2d 52, 58 (4th Cir. 1950).

Representations by respondents ' brokers were often more pointed
than simple statements. about the existence of drilling and explora-
tion work nearby. Sales representatives on many occasions stated
overtly not only that there was oil activity in the region but also that
this made respondents ' land more vafuable and a good investment
with little or no risk. The record evidence contradicts these claims.
The investment value of respondents ' land could only be enhanced if
oil were likely to be found on the property or nearby. Yet the testimo-
ny of a (45J Texaco offcial established that this is an exceedingly

remote possibility. The likelihood that the land would be purchased
and used for workers ' housing as some sales representatives asserted
is equally slim. Exploration and production efIorts were neither close
nor extensive enough to warrant purchase ofthe land for these pur-
poses. Representing that local oil-related activities made respondents
land a valuable low-risk investment was therefore inaccurate and
misleading. See AMRE'P Corp. 102 F. C. 1362 , 1640-41 (1983), peti-
tion for review filed No. 84-1434 (10th Cir. , April 2 , 1984).

Respondents also represented orally and in writing that their land
men!:s about other , similar producL may mislead consumers as half-truths or as deceptive implied representations
that the statements apply equally to all produc , includif1g re8pondcnL . It is thus irrelevant to argue , as respond-
cnL appear to do (RAB 19), that cumplaint counsel here failed to carry th"ir burden of showing the falsity of
sw.temenw ahout land other Ihanrespondents' on which oil explurat;on may ue uC!:urring, Respondents used those
statements to represent inaccurately that respondents land had substantial investment. value l",caus.' of t, hp.
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was a good investment because of other potential or likely commercial
developments in the area 41 including the proposed construction of a

nuclear power plant. For example, respondents reproduced for con-
sumers excerpts of news articles describing how a group of electric
utilities had purchased land and water rights near SWS for possible
construction of a power (46J plant and stating that then-President
Ford proposed that private uranium fuel plants be publicly financed.
(CX 93) However , respondent Kritzler admitted that the group that
purchased the site "never said that they have a direct proposal to
build the power plant," arid he conceded that they "had no date in
mind as yet." (Kritzler Tr. 560) The absence of a concrete plan or
timetable for construction of a power plant made it highly unlikely
that purchasers ' land values would increase as a result ofthis develop-
ment, or that the development itself would ever take place.

Similarly, respondents ' allusions to other commercial and industri-
al developments, including construction of a processing plant to make
guayule rubber, provided an exaggerated sense of the land' s value.
Though respondents repeatedly emphasized Congress ' authorization
of $30 miJion to develop a guayule industry, they failed to mention
that no money was ever appropriated for this purpose. (ID 360) More-
over, complaint counsel's expert witness , Daniel Bragg, painted an
extremely negative picture of the likely development of a commercial
guayule industry resulting both from the diffculty and expense of
raising the guayule plant and from the lack of demand for guayule
rubber. (ID 361-68) He also noted that no guayule processing or ex-
traction plants currently exist. (ID 366) This evidence leads us to
conclude it is highly improbable that the potential for development
of a guayule industry in southwest Texas enhanced the value of re-
spondents ' property. Accordingly, we find respondents ' representa-
tions that commercial (47J developments, including construction of a
nuclear plant or establishment of a guayule industry in the area
render their property a more valuable investment to be inaccurate
and exaggerated and therefore misleading.

3. Disclosures

Neither respondents nor their brokers disclosed the substantial
risks associated with investing in their land. Nor did they reveal the

H Re pondents argue thl,t they neither distorted nor wrote the news artides about. Joc!J1 commerdal develop
ments and that they were true. However , as we noted above, true claims. induding statements accurately drawn
from newspaper accounL'), may nevertl-1eJess convey misJeiiding impressions to consumers. Sep 1' LuriUord Co. 

fTC 186 F.2d 52 , 58 (4th Cir. 1950). Respondents used I.hese materials moreover not simply to infor'nJ consumers

as to possibJe developments of general interest, but to encQur:lg!' them to continue t.heir payments 1m ,,,,isting land
or to consider additional purdu,ses. In this contf"tl, respondents ' intended mess"ge was dearly that the develop-
menL reported in various Op.ws accounts enhanced the value of' respm1dents ' land :lnd made its purchase worth
while. A to re pondentH ' a.serted lack of involvement in wljt.ing thf! article\! rlesnibing local commercial
developments, we note there is SO!IJP evidence that rospondents actually paid for one Chamber of' Commerc',
brochure they used in marketing. (CX 2.19; Mitche1l Tr. :n45)
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diffculty consumers might have reselling their interests in the land
or recouping their original monetary investments. Indeed , respond-
ents ' stated position was that they were selfing use, not investment
(Kritzler Tr. 4103), so that warnings about the riskiness of the fand
as an investment were not , in their view warranted.

Respondents implicitly acknowledge that sales representatives
made investment representations to prospective purchasers without
disclosing the riskiness of the investment. This is evident from re-
spondents ' practice of recontacting after purchase some customers to
whom investment representations had been made in order to inform
them "we cannot tell you there would be any profitability in the
purchase of this land. " (Kritzler Tr. 597) Such disclosures , had they
bcen made prior to purchase, (48J might bave cured what otherwise
were significant omissions of information about the land consumers
contemplated buying."3 The record makes clear instead that respond-
ents ' oral and written investment representations portrayed the land
as a profitable and safe investment yet failed to inform consumers
before they purchased of the riskiness of the land as an investment.
Because consumers had contrary beliefs about their purchases-
created by respondents ' own actions-we conclude that respondents
failure to disclose these facts was misleading.

C. Land Use Representations

Count II of the complaint (paragraphs twelve through fourteen)
charged respondents with promoting their land as suitablc for use by
purchasers as homesites, farms and ranches when in fact it was not
suitable for such uses and respondents did not disclose facts bearing
on its suitability. The principal land use representations made in
respondents promotional literature and in oral discussions with pros-
pects concerned use ofthe land for residcntial , farming, ranching and
other agricultural purposes. The fact that the land was promoted for
these uses is not in dispute , but the exact meaning or import of the
promotional claims is. (49J

1. Use as Homesites

Respondents admittedly reprcsented to potential buyers that par-
ccls they sold could be used as homesites. (ID 135 , RAB 39 , 45-46) Such

"H(,spondenl5 aj o flrgue that tJ1ey had 110 responsibility " to diBclo tiocts which an already known to pUn:ha
crs " (RAE 22- citin;; FTC Simeon MflnfllIcmcnt Corp" 532 F.2d 708 , 716 (9th Cir. 1976)). Whi!e this may
ordinarily In, true. it doeo not follow thHt I'e pondents had no obJigiltion hcn to inform con umer about tl-w
uncertainty ;jnu ri k associated with the purcl"' e oftheir land since we have previously found thHt , in the abserwc
of disclo un,s , n' pol!ct nls ' m"rketing progrilm repre entect that their Jilnct wa a good , low-risk jnve tmem. S,!"
Sectio!l IlA. wpm

1'1 Whether pre ale discloSlJre would indeed have Cllfed this d"ception we nep.ct not determine , sin " we tinct that
adeqLJill" disc!osLJr - were no!. in fnct made. Howev,,, , we note that the timing and format used to dYed di closures
may be "cL that they do not uccessfuJly rPmove the deception. See l'ear:m:h BruClI, Inc. 86 C. J5, , 1562-
(/975) , afrd, ;";;,3 F.2d 97 ( lh Cir. 19771 (op;n;on unpubJisJwd)
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representations were made repeatedly in the printed materials pre"
pared by respondents and given to potential purchasers. For example
in the SWS brochures, potential buyers were told they could use the
land as a " country estate

: "

Today more and more families are de-
nouncing the hectic pace , the polluted atmosphere and overcrowded
conditions of the cities in favor of a quieter , more peaceful , relaxed
and meaningful existence. Your five acres ofland could be a haven
for you and your children. " (CXs 861, 87J) The "artists ' conception
of the "estate" depicts a substantial house with a swimming pool
tennis court , fenced horse pen , and stables. (See also CX 88J (describ-
ing "country estate" in GV A and GV A II brochures)) We concJude
respondents expressly represented that their land was suitable for
homesites and in particular was suitable for elaborate residential
uses.

2. Farming Uses

Respondents made several references in their promotions to pur-
chasers ' ability to farm , garden , and raise produce on the properties.
Complaint counsel argue that the properties were represented as
farmland" suitable for "productive farming," when they were not

suitable for that use because of high costs. (CCAB 27-:,0) Respondents
counter that Consumers were not told that (50J they could operate a
commercial" farm on five acres, but that they could "earn modest

amounts of money by selling some of their produce" (RAB 39)
The record indicates that consumers were told they could grow

vegetables and other crops for their own consumption as well as for
sale to others. Indeed , numerous references in respondents ' advertise-
ments and promotional brochures described the land as suitable for
farming or orchards and not simply for personal gardening or small-
scale growing.44 (CXs 53 , 54 , 56, 57 , 66 , 69, 71 , 86 , 87 , 88 , 89) This point
was reinforced when respondents referred to farming as a major in-
dustry in the area , informed prospects of commercial farming opera-
tions underway nearby, and noted the existence of a "railhead"
nearby, presumably for those who wished to ship produce to market.
(CXs 83-85, 86-89 , 90 , 92 , 100)

Respondents ' promotional statements also suggested that use ofthe
land for farming would be profitable as enough produce could be
raised to supply a purchaser s own needs and sell to others. The profit
represented was not merely extra pocket money, but enough to make
consumers self-suffcient. For example, many of respondents ' adver-
tisements raised the possibility of owner self-suficiency on five-acre
parcels through such phrases as "become financially independent on

, While must advertisements focused on the farming potentia! of the bnd , one cries featuring ctor James
Drury spuke not of farming but of gardcfliflg- (CXs 61B , 64)
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your own five-acre farmette" and " !:uy independence and protect (5-lJ 
yourself against inflation at the same time!" (CXs 42 , 43) Similarly,
an advertisement stressed that the land would grow produce " for your
own table as well as for sale to others. " (CX 58; see also CXs 59, 60)
And a newspaper article sent to prospective and actual purchasers of
the land envisioned the area "producing tremendous food supplies for
the nation" and spoke of small plot owners making a "doggone good
living producing vegetables , fruit, or whatever. " (CX 91)

Because the references to farming always related to the small par-
cels respondents sold, we do not believe respondents represented that
large-scale commercial farming operations of the sort requiring ex-
tensive acreage could be conducted on the individual parcels. Instead

respondents ' assertions expressly represent that suffcient produce
could be grown to meet personal needs and to sell for at least subsist-
ence level living. In addition , under the legal analysis described in
Section HI inlra we conclude that, in conjunction with the various
investment representations described above , respondents ' farming
representations implied that potential uses of the land for farming-

related activities made it a good investment.

:1. Ranching Uses

A variety of respondents ' marketing materials stated the land could
be used for raising cattle. Complaint counsel assert that this meant
the land "could be used to ranch, which involves raising more than
one or two cows." (CCAB 33) Respondents (52J countcr with the ALJ'
conclusion that "what respondents are saying is that it is possible to
raise enough beef on the land to feed one s self or one s family. " (ID
156; RAB 45-46)

We cannot accept complaint counsel' s assertion that respondents
claimed more than one or two cows could be raised on a five-acre
parcel. Respondents admit that they made representations about rais-
ing cattlc for home consumption. (RAE 45-46) Typical oftheir repre-
sentations is a television advertisement which stated that Consumers
could " raise beef on. . . lthe landJ and have enough of everything for
your own table. " (CX 51; see also CX 50 ("raise livestock and put
beefsteak back in your food budget")) While it is true that respondents
also ca11ed the land "ranch land" in advertisements and materials (ID
156), the context of these statements does not suggest respondents
were recommending that purchasers could use the land for commer-
cial ranching purposes. ''; We conclude that respondents expressly

\ This land Wi! ranch I,md." used to raise callie commerc;flJJy, ume time befon' re pondenL buu"ht it. (lD
21) Howeve" , it appcars unlikely that it will ever b,. u d for commercial ranching in the futur,' becfluse of the

problem offr"clionalizat.ion that we noted io l!orizon COlp, , 97 FT.C- 464 , 819 (l9HI). Ooce t.his Iflnd is divided
into thousflnds of smalll'arcels it is unlikely ever again tu be comhined into the singi,' Jaq;e parcd t!wt might be
altradive 1.0 a commercj,!! rand,er, (Conoly Tr. 1060) Commercial ri!nching requires" minjmum 10 000 Clere parcel

(footnot.e cO(Jt'd)
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represented that one or two head of cattle for personal consumption
could be raised on the land by grazing or ranching. We also conclude
under the legal analysis described (53J in Section III infra that re-

spondents ' references to ranching, made in conjunction with claims
that the land was a good investment, impJiedly represented that the
land' s potential usefulness for raising cattle made it a good invest-
ment for consumers.

D. Accuracy and Completeness of Land U,e Representations

The complaint charged in Count II that respondents ' representa-
tions about the uses for which the land was suited were misleading
because of the unavailability and high cost of obtaining utilities, wa-
ter, and other amenities, because of respondents ' failure to install
promised improvements, and because of other practices by respond-
ents that impaired purchasers ' use of their land. We consider these
charges from two perspectives. First, respondents ' representations
about the land's suitability for residential , farming and ranching uses
may be misleading because the land is not suitable for those purposes
on a practical , economic basis. Second, respondents may have misled
consumers by failing to disclose material information concerning the
high costs and risks associated with using the parcels as they repre-
sented.

Whether respondents inaccurately represented that their land was
suitable for residential use does not depend, as the ALJ suggests , on
whether "no insurmountable obstacles" to residential use exist. (ID p.
114) Instead we must determine whether as a practical and financial
matter residential use of the land was a suitable, feasible undertak-
ing. Similarly, our consideration whether respondents misled con-
sumers as to the suitability of (54J their land for farming and
ranching does not end with the ALJ' s finding that some " individuals
have taken substantial strides toward self-suffciency. " (ID p. 115)
Instead, as above , we must consider whether the land was practically
and economically suited for these uses and whether evidence about
impediments to agricultural use belies the particular land use and
self-suffciency representations respondents made. We now turn to an
examination ofthe evidence in the record on these points, considering
first the availability and cost of water and utilities , then the land'
suitability for the three uses represented , and finally the suffciency
of the information respondents disclosed to consumers.
(Holtz Tr. 3064). so for this land to b,- used as 11 commercial ranch again would requjre the accumulation and joinder
of hundreds ofparc(jls and the assent of a!! their o ';ners.
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1. Availability and Cost of Water

The center of disagreement over water is not whether an adequate
supply was physically available , but whether it was available at a cost
that made the represented uses of the land economically feasible. The
ALJ made extensive findings as to the testimony about well costs for
residential and farming purposes. (ID 224-53) Estimates of what it
would cost to put in a well were made by several witnesses. Most
stated that the price of a well to supply water for domestic needs
would be between $5 000 and $10 000. (Wharton Tr. 3577 ($7 000 to

000 in 1980 for commercial driler); Holtz Tr. 3098 ($5 000 to
$10 (00); Muller Tr. 3637 ($10 000 in 1980 for 600-foot well; Sanchez
Tr. 3700 ($10 000 to $12 000 for commercial drilled) However, Krit-
zler testified that the cost would be somewhat lower, in the range of

000 to $7 500. (Kritzler Tr. 628) (55J Costs for running a farming
or gardening operation were estimated to be higher because of the
need for water to irrigate. The large well hole and more powerful
pumps needed for a five-acre farm would cost between $10 000 and
$20 000. (CX 532; Stanton Tr. 3153)

We conclude that the costs of driling wells to supply water to the
subject properties would range from $5 000 to $10 000 for domestic
use and from $10 000 to $20,000 for irrigation purposes.

2. Availability and Cost of Utilities

As the ALJ noted, the physical availability of utilities on the land
respondents sold is not in issue. (ID 159) However , we must consider
the availability of utilities from a practical standpoint in view oftheir
costs. The ALJ' s findings on installation and service costs for electrici-
ty, telephone service , and propane gas allow us to determine the range
of outlays land owners would encounter. (ID 159-88)

In 1979 the local electric company charged 75 cents per foot, or
960 per mile, to extend its lines from existing Jines to individuals

on the subject properties who wanted to obtain service suitable for a
residence.46 (lD 164) The company (56J extends electric lines one-
fourth mile free for each meter that the customer installs. Some ofthe

'" The record is !lot clear as to what the company charged in earlier yeacH- Rc.'pondents assert that it wa
cents per foot " laJt the time respondents were selling the property" (RAE 31) and this is the cost figure resl'ondcnL
included in their GVA and GVA II brochures- (CX S3C, S5C) However , I,he electric company employee who
lestified answered a question as to what the lowest cberg" was he could renil! by staling that he remembered a
55 cent per charge "somewhere bOick down the line, " (Gwarlney Tr. 1214-15) It thus appears that the charges for
electric service wert' between 55 and 75 cents per foot during the period re pondcnts marketed land at SWS , GV A,

and GV A II. At the luwe t mt.cs, 55 cents per foot, the company would have charg",d $2 904 per mile to extend
its lines, compared to :53 960 p",r mile at. 75 cents per foot. This cust was credited to the customer s eledric bil over
a period offrorn 18 months to seven years , de!"mding on the cost of the extension (CX 434). so that customers who
used enough electricity would in effect pay nothing for the inst.allation apart from t.he opportunity cost of ad vanc-
ing t.hat sum to the electric company for expenses to be incurred several months or years later. Customers who
left thc property in the live-y",ar period before the "credit" wa used up or whu did not usc sumeient electric
service, however , would forfeit th", remaining balance to the electric company. (GwartneY Tr 1201)
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parcels respondents sold are two or three miles away from the nearest
line , while others are within the one-fourth mile free distancc. (ID
166) Thus the initial costs of electricity installation in 1979 would
have ranged from $20 (minimum charge) to $11 880 (three miles).

Installing electric lines adequate to meet commercial irrigation
needs is even more expensive because extensive irrigation requires
heavier duty, three-phase electric lines. In 1979 , consumers would
have paid up to $5 808 per mile to have these lines installed, or

$17 424 to the furthest lots. Monthly elcctric charges to run motors
needed for irrigation are also substantial. The company s maximum
charges in 1981 for a 50 horsepower motor used for irrigation wcrc
estimated to be $1 256 per month , while the maximum charges for a
100 horsepowcr motor were estimated to be $2 512 per month.

(Gwartney Tr. 1212-13)
The ALJ determined that costs for extending telephone service to

most ofthe properties is "considerablc. " (ID 176) (57J While the utility
company s policy for extending service lines is similar to that for

electricity, existing tclephone lines are typically somewhat further
from the subject properties, so that the maximum costs are higher.
Moreover, the charge is not creditcd against monthly service." An
extension to one unit of GV A would cost at least $6 600 , and a fivc-
mile extension would cost $11 880. (ID 176)

An individual or family living on the propcrties who did not wish
to use electricity for heat and hot watcr could use either natural gas
or propane gas. Extending natural gas service would cost from $5 000
per mile for residential service to $6 000 per mile for commercial

service, with lots from four to seven miles away. (ID 180-82) A pro-
pane tank suitable for domestic service costs $460 plus $70 in installa-
tion costs. (Harris Tr. 3018) A larger propane system for commercial
purposes could be purchased and installed for bctween $975 and

489.
The complaint also alleged that the high cost of obtaining financ-

ing, equipment, improvements, and other amenities on the land made
it unsuitable for use as homesites , farms or ranches. We disagree with
the ALJ's finding that the record contains (58J little evidence regard-
ing the unavailability of financing. We believe the record demon-
strates the diffculty of obtaining financing on the land.

.7 Evidlnlce ilS tu charges fur muturs ufthese sizes in earlier year s does not appear jn the record 

.B Hespondents stalejn theiral'peaJ brief that teJephonc insta lI:Jtion costs are refundable againsttelcphol1e bills
but they do not cite to any evidence establishinR th:Jt proposition. (RAB 33) Our revil'w of the Initial Deci ion ;1Id
the fl,slimr)(y of Ronald Etbridge , Customer S"rvice Manager ofContirwntal Telephone Company (TL 2763-91),
indicates no ba is in the record for this cont! ntion Rather , it appears trwt telephone line extension costs are not
credited ilgilinsl monthly service; instead H it is a one-time fee." (Ethridge Tr. 2779)

'9 The testimony of HOI1i1ld J. Stuard , branch manager of il locill silvings :Jud louD , eSLahlished I.hilt the bank
denied loan requesL by a dozen landowners and had a policy of refusing IOUDS where property at SWS , eVA , or
GVA II would be used ns collateraL (Stuilrd Tr :1129-31) This was because , in the bank' s view , the cost of utilities
w!:s too excessive to wnnant a Joan and bccilLlHP the bank feared that lhe land could Dot be sold in a foreclosure

(fuotnotecont'
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With respect to the unavailability and cost of other amenities , evi-
dence in the record shows the cost of equipment needed to run small
and large farming operations. As the ALJ found, ordinary landowners
cannot afford the sort of equipment used on large farms but can afford
the size and type of equipment appropriate to farms of five to forty
acres. (ID 256-57) There is also evidence that the golfcours respond-
ents promised to build on SWS was built , washed out by floods , re-
built, ruined by drought, and then not rebuilt, in part because ofthe
low level of owner interest in it. (ID 262-68) Respondents made some
efforts to stake parcel boundaries as they had promised GV A and
GV A II landowners. However, several witnesses testified that their
lots were not staked and that they had diffculty finding them or
determining their boundarics so that fences could be installed. (ID
273-75) The record indicates that roads which (59J respondents prom-
ised to construct were in fact built. (lD 280- , 285-88) By contract
respondents were not obliged to maintain the roads at GV A and GV A
II. (ID 279 , 286)

Finally, the complaint alleges that other of respondents ' practices
made the property they sold unsuitable for use as homesites , farms
and ranches. Complaint counsel's case on this allegation relied princi-
pally on respondents ' failure to maintain improvements on the land
and their practice of allowing cattle to graze on the properties. Im-
provements to the land , including a golf course and roads , are dis-
cussed above. With respect to respondents ' leasing of the land for
grazing, we cannot accept the ALJ' s conclusion that this practice did
not impair owners ' use ofthe land. (ID 292) His conclusion stemmed
in part from the view that owners could install fences to keep cattle
off their property. But given the acreage of these parcels , fencing is
an expensive undertaking. The record shows costs of $2 500 per mile

to install fences on the property. (Holtz Tr. 3065)

3. Suitability for Use as Homesites

We do not dispute that respondents ' land is physically capable of
being used as a homesite, that utilities are physically available to be
installed at the sites , and that some consumers reside on their parcels.
But it frames the issue too narrowly to focus only on the land' s physi-
cal capabilities and the theoretical availability of utility service with-
out regard to economic realities and the disincentives that extremely
high costs presented to owners who wished to develop and improve the
land in order to make it physically appropriate for the sort of (60J
residential use respondents promised. It is probably not possible or
prOl:"eding for the OIffOl1nt the purchaser hc"J invest"d (StU3rd Tr 31:Jl- 32) Two cOnsumers who unsuccessfully
sought. loans from financial jnstitutjon in the Van Horn areCi 3J8U demonstrated that loan" using the property as
caUater,,1 were not available
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desirable to establish a bright line beyond which development costs
make use ofland for a particular purpose impractical. However, from
the evidence in this record, we conclude that any sensible analysis
shows that the inordinately high costs to provide water and utility
service to the land at issue here render the land unsuitable and
financially impractical for residential use as respondents represent-
ed. We therefore find respondents ' representations about the land'
suitability for use as homesites misleading because they inaccurately
portrayed the economic suitability of the land and its investment
value.

The critical limitations on the land' s fitness for use as homesites
stem from the costs of preparing it for such use. While we have not
determined the "average" or typical expense of (61J developing a
parcel, we have considered the range. Respondents suggest a cost of

500 to install a well , electricity, and a septic tank; housing and
telephone serviceS! would be additional. (RAB 33) On the other ex-
treme, for parcels more removed from existing utility service and for
owners desirous ofa more traditional homesite, a consumer expendi
ture might well exceed the $50 000 estimated by the ALJ. The total
expenses consumers could encounter include the cost to dril a well
provide a septic tank , extend electric and telephone service , provide
propane gas, and fence the property to keep out grazing cattle.

These costs should not be evaluated in the abstract, however, but
should be related to the representations respondents made. Respond-
ents did not market their land as suitable for spartan or subsistence

level living. The brochures depicted instead large , developed , irrigat-
ed homesites with substantial houses described as "country estates.
The expense of developing (62J the property for this sort of use would
we conclude , be on the high end of the scale, particularly for those
"'Complaintcollnsel argue that the fact thatonJy a few purchasers jive an the lanu confirms that it is notsuitahle

for residential use (CCAB 26) But many consumers were told the land was a good investment that should be
purchased for it. investment value, and many did inrleed purchase for these reaBons. The fact that mosl.cansw""rs
who purchased a Jot chose not to live on it therefore does not necessarily demow;trate that the land is unfit for
thllt purpose. Similarly, the refusal Qfvarious loca! financial institutions to accept th, land as conatera1 for loans
to finance construclion does not, in our view , establj,"h that the land is unsuitHble far residemiaJ use sinc(;, as
respondents argte, financing may be available tht'augn other sources. (RAB 36; ID 255) Indeed , tbis evidence
refJects less on tbe practical and financial suitability of the land itseJffor use ai\ homesites thtm on the relatively
low market. value of the land compared to its selling price, supporting our conclusion supro. that representatiom
about the land's value as a gOod , Juw.risk investment were inacclu"-te, Accordingly, our cundusions about the hlld'
unsuitability do not rcRt on these arguments

r,! Respondenl in their appeal brief "caution " tJw Cummission "that it would be an improper exercibe 0
Commssion expertise to determine in the ahsence of evidence that consumers wiH believe a telephoo
necessity- It must be considered that the people who choose to live 01) these properties do so in part to avoid sm
things 80S telephones.. TI1ese are not people who consider it important or desirable to hrlVe a (.Jephone ringin
at all hours, " (RAE 32 tJ.23) Respondents mayor may not. be right in their characterhatioo of same of the "peap
who choose to Jive on these properties " but we do nol need to determine that telnphone service is a Nwessity
order to copsid!'r its expense in determining the suitahiJity of these parcds as homesites for persona) use'
investment and resale purposes To the extent the cost ofteJephone service is sufliciently high, informution as
its expense may need to hr, discJosed to avoid misJeadiag consumers deddjl)g whether to hl!Y thi" property for t

---

c""t."d uses.
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sites some distance away from existing utility lines and for those who
expected a large cOuntry estate to have a telephone on it. In view

of these representations, we do not find evidence of a few consumers
who either absorbed the high costs of utilities or avoided them by
doing without in order to live on the land in mobile homes persuasive
evidence that the land is suitable-practically and financially-for
use as homesites in the fashion respondents represented. 

We note that this result is consistent with the Commission s deci-

sion in Horizon Corp. 97 F. C. 464 (1981). There we found that costs
of drilling a well in one development which could be "as great as
$12 500 contributed to a determination that utility costs were
prohibitive to the ordinary consumer. Id. at 830; see also id. at 728

(Initial Decision). At another development considered in Horizon well
costs 01'$3 500 to $5 000 contributed to a finding that utility costs were
prohibitive. Id. at 834 & n.47. At a third development, well costs of

500 supported a finding that utility costs were "prohibitive. Id. 

836 & n.52. Similarly, costs of up to $31 680 to extend utilities to
properties four miles from existing lines, and costs 01'$10 000 per mile
to extend electricity service , were considered (63J unacceptable. Id. 

834 n.47 , 8:,6 n.52. The total expenditures the ALJ found consumers
would encounter in preparing to live in mobile homes on the property
were "well under $50,000" (ID 295) Even accepting this estimate
(which would be low for many consumers ' parcels), the amount of
money required approaches the level we found to be "prohibitively
expensive " in Horizon. 

4. Suitability for Use as Farms

The record is replete with evidence that the land at SWS , GV A, and
GV A II is fertile and , with irrigation , can produce a wide variety of
crops. (ID 297 315) Yet there is also considerable testimony about the
difTculty and risk of farming in that area. (ID 328-34) Vegetable

farming in Culberson County for other than personal consumption
appears to be very rare. Less than one percent of the land in the

county is being farmed and there are only 16 to 17 "commercial"
farms in the county. (Holtz Tr. 3034 , 3042) Several individuals have
cried vegetable farming, but testimony indicated only infrequent fi-
1ancial success. (Gunter Tr. 2900, 2906, 2890) The diffculties of cli-

In light of t!,cse depictions of the llmd being used for re jde!)liO\I p,jrpo , wt' fiud IHlhdpful respom1ents
;tirnates of the costs oft' egjdemial use f()r a CODbUffET living in a mobile home without.:J telephone. (RAB 32 nn.

"'lId Respondents aJ' c chat the tata! costs to develop H jot. irJ Horizon Cl)llid have bect! 8.5 mud, as $500 000
that that c.-8e is not comparable (RAn :J5) While it i true the pohmtia! development costs at one Horizon

operly might have been that high, CO 1.5 at other properties were tlot. For example , ut Arizona SunSltes the cost
water and electricity service CQldd have been UfJ to S36 680 fo, a parcel four miJes from existing lines. Idat 834

7. At Whispering Ranch , waeN fwd eJeclric service to!1 piJ)'("el one mile from existing lines would have cost
500. ld. at 83(; 0.52. Respondents appear lo have overlooked these parlin"" afoul' deci ion ;n H()r,z.ona well

our conclusions that utility costs at. Arizo!la Sunsjtes and Whispering Rflnrh w"re "prohihitiv,,
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mate, pest control , f1ooding, and the critical need for (64J irrigation
mean that farming in the area is risky and requires extensive experi-
ence. (ID 329-30; Harlow Tr. 2935) Although the county agricultural
agent believed that many vegetables could be grown commercially, he
testified that the smallest parcel on which an individual could farm
profitably as a commercial venture is 350 acres. (Harlow Tr. 2987
2955; see also Holtz Tr. 3054 (300 acres needed to "make a living
farming); ID 327) The record reflects the virtual absence of any local
market for produce. (ID 331; Harlow Tr. 2951) The nearest market for
vegetables is in EI Paso, 120 miles away. (ID 331)

It thus appears that profitable commercial farming is at best a risky
endeavor on large size parcels. Whether farming for a profit is feasible
at all on smaller parcels of the size sold by respondents remains a
highly contested question. The ALJ made extensive findings as to
farming pursuits that could be profitable on smaller parcels and then
concluded that some individuals had taken "substantial strides to-
wards self-suffciency. " (ID 335 55 and p. 115) However , it does not
appear that any individual actually makes a living off the land. More-
over , the evidence as to potential small acreage farming uses per-
suades us that the land is not financially and practically suited for
profitable farming operations and economic self-suffciency.

We have already considered the costs of utilities, water and other
improvements as they pertain to development as a homesite. Costs for
developing a farming operation--r even a gardening operation are
of COurse higher than for development (65J simply as a homesite
because of increased water and electric use demands. Consumers face
costs of $10 000 to $20 000 for a well large enough to serve irrigation
needs and expenditures 01'$17,424 (in 1979) to $26 928 (in 1981) for a
three-mile extension of electric lines suitable for irrigation uses
(though some of the latter expenditures might be onset against con-
sumption costs). Added to these substantial utility costs are the costs
of buildings and equipment that would be needed to engage in a
farming operation , which could range from a few hundred dollars to

500. (Wharton Tr. 3617; CX 532) Also increasing the total costs are
the high monthly charges for running irrigation motors and the ex-
pense of installing a fence to keep out grazing cattle. A consumer
outlays for water, electric service and equipment necessary to farm
the land at SWS, GV A, and GV A II could thus far exceed $50 000.

We believe these unusual and steep developmentaf costs for parcels
of the size respondents sold make the land impractical and unattrac-
tive for the sorts of small-scale farming operations respondents repre-
sented. On a large-scale commercial farm , expenses ofthis level might
be warranted since they could be spread over much larger acreage and
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production.54 But respondents here represented that consumers could
live on the land, producing enough food to meet their personal needs
and to sell to others in a fashion suficient to sustain at least (66J

subsistence level living. It was inaccurate and therefore misleading to
represent the land in this manner when these uses could require
initial development expenditures greater than $50 000 and ""hen the
risks and costs of/arming in the area and the absence oflocal markets
for produce mean that revenues from farming may be small or nonex-
istent.

The ALJ relied heavily on evidence of consumers who were living
on the land and producing some food. However, the testimony ofthese
witnesses makes clear that even after the land had been developed
and substantial expenses had been incurred, their personal consump-
tion needs were not completely satisfied. These consumers were
moreover, atypical in that they managed to avoid the costs of driling
to obtain water on their parcels, a practice most purchaser would be
unable to repeat. Similarly, the nearby Powell Farms, cited as pro-
ducing a wide variety of crops, was apparently in financial diffculty
and not making money. (ID 298; Compere Tr. 3465)

The ALJ also pointed to other record evidence shedding light on the
earnings landowners could expect from using small parcels (67J ofthe
land to raise pecans and grapes.56 The ALJ found that after five years
during which there would be no profits, farmers could make $1 000

to $1 500 per acre by raising and sellng grapes. (ID 343-45) However,
initial expenditures of $70 000 plus the cost of a well would need to
be made , and profits would be far from certain because of the risks
involved in production and because there is no market for grapes in

the Van Horn area. (ID 345; Campbell Tr. 3671 , 3673- , 3678-79)

Similarly, the ALJ found that pecans would yield a profit but not unti
the sixth year of production and then only in amounts of $462 per

acre, and $600 per acre the following year. (ID 350) In view ofthe high
initial development costs required to prepare the land for farming,
the risks of farming, and the lack of a ready market , we are not
persuaded that this testimony on the theoretical profits to be made
from raising grapes and pecans on the land establishes that these lots

51 Indeed , testimony in the record as t.o the minima! acreage needed for commerci,d fanning renccts the fact that
high capital COSt8 must bl! offset against large volume for Lhc nndertaking to be profitable

55 One consumer with "extensive experience" in farming n.ised enough v!ogctables in a .10- by 15-foot. garden to

SUj'pJy half of his diet. (Wharton 'fr. 3582, 3585) This was accomplished by using water from a nearby well on
respondeuts ' property so thal the expenses of jrrigkltion were "voided. (Whart.on Tr. 360;i) This consumer also
described pians to raise chickens , hogs, com to fe!Jd the hogs , and f! calf sometime in the future. (Wharton Tr - 3585

3590 3595) Another wjl!les , a SWS employe'" who also used wat,,, . from a weB drilled by re pondenUl, testified

that he was Ilotsdf-suffcient but that his qu;uter-acre garden permit,ted him to Jive on a salary of$900 per month.
(Gi!moreTr 984)

Sf, The ALJ appears to agnw that such exotic plants as guayule jojoba , and euphorbia may not be grown for profit
in this area- (ID 357- 68)
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can provide consumers with subsistence level self-suffciency in a
practical and financial sense.

As we noted above , respondents also promoted their land as a good
investment because of the farming activities they claimed could be
undertaken on it. However , the record evidence from knowledgeable
witnesses is that the minimum acreage for a commercially profitable
farm is 160 to 400 acres and the average farm size in the area is
approximately 1,400 acres. (ID 327) Moreover , respondent Kritzler
testified that growing crops on (68J small acre parcels is not commer-
cially feasible. (Kritzler Tr. 633-35) These facts establish that small
parcels of respondents ' land would not be a good investment to resell
to others interested in commercial farming operations , since literally
hundreds of such parcels would have to be patched together to reach
a minimum size for commercially profitable farming pursuits. Nor is
the land a good investment for resale to others interested in small-
scale farming and self-suffciency, since the costs and risks associated
with such farming are such that the land in its undeveloped state is
not practically suited for these uses.

We conclude that respondents ' representations that its land is suit-
ed for small-scale farming uses suffcient to meet personal needs and
to sustain subsistence level living were misleading because they were
inaccurate. We also conclude that in suggesting that the land' s poten-
tial use for farming enhanced its investment value , respondents inac-
curately protrayed its worth and risk as an investment.

5. Suitability for Ranching Uses

Respondents claimed that the parcels they sold could be used to
raise one or two head of catte-r enough to provide beef for personal
consumption-because cattle can graze on the property. Yet the
record indicates that this arid, semi-desert land is capable of support-
ing only six to ten head of cattle for each 640 acres of grazing area.
This means that between one-twentieth and one-twelfth of a cow
could be raised on a five-acre parcel of land. (69J

Cattle can of course be raised on the property, but only by importing
feed and providing them virtually "everything they eat" by " running
a miniature feed lot " which is expensive. (Holtz Tr. 3065) We find it
is misleading to suggest to prospective purchasers that cattle can be
raised on the land when this is only true if consumers purchase and
feed the cattle most of their needs. Indeed , one might well claim that
a five-acre parking lot was suitable for raising cattle if the accuracy
of marketing claims were so evaluated.

Respondents contend their claim that one or two head of cattle may
be raised on the land is true and is proved by the testimony of Mr.
Sanchez , who "with eighty-eight acres in GV A is currently raising
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twenty-five cows," and Ms. Smallwood , who " raised as many as five
or six horses on ten acres in GV A." (RAB 46) Respondents ' wording
of the statement about Sanchez conceals one important fact: Sanchez
is not raising 25 cows on 88 acres. Mr. Sanchez does own at least 80
acres in GV A , and he does own 25 cows. (Sanchez Tr. 3688-89) But he
does not raise the cows on his 80 acres because they are allowed to
roam over the entire GV A parcel so that in effect he is raising 25
cattle on up to 15 000 acres ofGV A. (Buck Tr. 1531; Sanchez Tr. 3708)
As a practical matter, if more than a few consumers raised cattle on
GV A it would soon be unable to support them since the entire proper-

ty is only 15 000 acres which could sustain only a few hundred head
of cattle under the ratio set out above. As for Ms. Smallwood's testimo-
ny, she lived on the land only six months a year, which casts doubt
on respondents ' assertions that horses (70J were " raised" on the land.
In addition , it is simply not credible that " five or six" horses were
raised on 10 acres of land without supplemental feed.

The ranching use representations respondents made to consumers
also communicated that the land was a good investment because it
could be used for ranching and presumably sold to others who en-
gaged in ranching. Respondents Gross and Kritzler conceded , howev-

, that commercial ranching on the parcels was not practicable. (ID
158) According to one witness, the minimum acreage required for
commercial ranching is 10 000 acres , which will support 100 head of
cattle and provide a very low income. (Holtz Tr. 3068-64; ID 369)
Ranchers interested in buying this land for ranching purposes would
thus need to combine hundreds or possibly thousands oflots to secure
a suf1ciently large area to sustain grazing cattle , making this a dif
ficult and unattractive investment alternative. (Conoly Tr. 1060)
Moreover , the record reflects that large acreage ranch land is general-
ly valued and sold at prices much lower than consumers here paid
so that resales of this land to others interested in commercial ranch-
ing would be unlikely, at least at prices allowing consumers any profit
on their sales. We therefore conclude that respondents ' ranching and
investment-related representations inaccurately (71J described the
land , its suitability for raising cattle , and its value as an investment
stemming from its potential for ranching activities.

6. Disclosures of Information

Respondents generally did not disclose to consumers the costs per
unit to install various utilities, the estimated costs of bringing ser-
vices to the parcels consumers were considering buying, or the es-

I Complaint coungel' eXf",rts placed 1.", vilhw of' rural ranch land Elt welJ below $100 per acre. Morlh.. Conoly
vulu"J respondetJts' property ,, rund ,-aneh limo worth between $50 ami S75 fin acre. E.T. Compere v"lued

nrmd""t IRnn. ifs"ld in l"ff1e tl"actH. at between $:!5 and $80 an m rC- (10 400. n. 98 n. 67).
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timated costs of bringing service to the furthest parcels. This informa-
tion does not appear in respondents advertising scripts and the sub-
ject was apparently avoided in oral sales presentations by
respondents and their brokers. 58 Similarly, respondents' written
materials generally (72J do not disclose information about the costs
of utility service with the exception ofthe fact sheets , discussed infra
which contained some information about utilities but little about
costs. Nor did respondents alert consumers to the factors concerning
the unsuitability of the lots to be used as respondents repres"nted for
homesites , farms, and ranches. Respondents simply did not reveal
orally or in writing the risks associated with the land uses they pro-
moted.

The ALJ concluded nevertheless that the information respondents
supplied was suffcient to permit consumers "to inquire further , de-
pending on their interest. " (ID p. 114) The effect of this reasoning is
to remove from the developer the burden of'disclosing significant facts
about the property by simply providing addresses of'utility companies
and other (73J innocuous information , such as that contained in the
fact sheets , even after the developer has promoted the land as suitable
for various uses for which high utility costs might be encountered.
Information ofthis nature is clearly critical to consumers contemplat-
ing a purchase decision.f;O Consumers who desired to use land they
bought as homesites might have reconsidered had they known that
telephone service, electric service , water and other amenities could be

Respondent. ' policy as lo what information on development costs would be p,-scnl."d by its s,lles pel" sonnel
was summarized by T"d Ro e. who was t11c sides manager in respondents ' Houston oftcc'

Q: Aside from the informatjon in the fiicl 8heet, it wasn t your policy Or t.he po1;"y or the subdivider
spondcntH I.h"t. y011 would discloRC info,' mation lon costs other than thiJt ill 1.", fi,et slwt'V to nmsumer

A: 1\0 sir We alwnys lookp.d at it, we tried to ouer."mpli(y It and hat is tile way we treated it, We were
in the land business. We w€re sl'lling land. That is whal. we advertise , and that is what we selJ. We djdn t sell
utiljl.es nor water wells or anything else. We sold them a piece ufdirl.. And iflhey wanted Lo know anyt.hing
about driHing waw,- wells. they were told t.o eont,ad the JocuJ well driller, wbenever they go out t.here and Sf'
their property

(Rose Tr- 71.'314 (emphasis addrod)) Sales representativp.s would havp.Jound it diffcult to supply this jnforma ion
if they had wanted to since they simply djd not have it.. Jndeed on esalesrepresentative tcstilled t,hat he had '"
way ufknowing '" t.l", t:osts of utilities- (Novaez Tr. 870) Respondent.s ' brokers had even iess ubility t.o provide this
information wl,en askeeL The telephone script.s t.hey used (CXs 123- 125) confirm t.hat informat.ion aboul utilities
"nd their costusu"lIy was not provided to prospl'ctsondly, (See uls"Port.erTr. 2:J. 1-:J6) In "ddit.ion. l'orler ReaJly
sales repr" eIllatives had no informat.ion "hout t.he cost. or !Jvaibbilit.y of "t.ilit.y services other than what. was in
respond Ilts ' fact sheets. Sak repre ent."tjves were !lot instrllc:ed to disclose the costs oCut.ililies at"d did not know
what. t.hey were. (rort' r Tr. 2:336) None of Porter R""It.y s s:de represent.atives ever visited the IfinrJ lbey sold
(PortnTr.2262)

," Putential lmy..rs who expressed an ;nt."resl. in using the land to rais( produce were nut advi "'! 0(" t.he
expenditures thai had t.u be made to und"". "ke that activity, ajthough sfllp. ep"edentatives showed CUnSl!meJ'S

l! report (CX 220) slatmg that t.he s01l was fprtde and mat.enf!ls mdlcat.mg that fal'mmg was a suitable way to u
the land. (Iammer 1'1'. 667) Potential buyer" who expressed an int.p.rest in using t.he property to rai e cattle ah;o
were not. advis"d of tbe cosl of t.hat. activit.y- (Hammer Tr. 6691 Rp. pondents' ndvcl'tiBement.s and promot.ion:;1
materials w"re Cllso sijent on t.he (' points

tH! Indeed , on(' of respondents ' f,mploy",, testified :hal on" common reasun pUJ'chilsPrs gave foJ' request.ing
refunds was t.hatlhe land was " t.oo p"p"n ive to develop. It. Wi'S going to cost more t.han t.hey bad lhe resourc,,
to develop. ITlhey found it ost. too much money

" (!\'

OV!i Z Tr. H,H) Thi strongly support.s tbe notion t.hat
cun umen consider information about t.he costs of develop"",nt. m..teriai t.o t.i,ei,. plJn:h,, e dp.cisions
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extremely expensive , especially relative to the cost of the lots. The
same is true for consumers planning to use their land for small-scale
farming and ranching; information about very steep initial develop-
ment costs to prepare the land to farm and the high risks of raising
crops in the area , and knowledge of the need to provide expensive
supplemental feed to engage in ranching on the property, may well
have deterred those purchasers who believed these activities could be
pursued easily and cheaply and with little additional expenditure
over the purchase price of a lot.

These beliefs were encouraged by respondents who represented the
land as suitable for these uses in a practical and financial sense and
moreover, promoted it as a good, valuable investment. Numerous
statements along these lines appeared in respondents ' advertising
and promotional materials. To further (74J communicate the point
respondents showed consumers pictures of improved and irrigated
land (for which the substantial costs of development had already been
made) to demonstrate in graphic, visual form how the land could be
used for the purposes stated." In this context, costs of development
that could be two to ten times the cost of the land are costs that
purchasers could not be expected to anticipate , yet that could make
a difference in their decisions whether to purchase the land, which lot
to buy, and what price to pay.B2 (75J

Respondents argue that to the extent disclosures about the costs of
utilities and other amenities were needed they were made in the fact
sheets consumers received before purchase. (CXs 79 to 85) We have
reviewed these materials carefully and conclude that they do not
provide the sort of information necessary to dispel the misleading

impression respondents conveyed to consumers about suitable uses of
the land. The record also establishes that respondents ' policy was to
avoid providing additional cost information to prospects in oral sales
presentations. The fact that such information was not supplied or
known to many of respondents ' and their brokers ' sales representa-

';J TllP fad th"l many of the pi ture respondents used w"r" not. of their property mOlY h"ve further di torled
respondenb ' rf' pr"SI,ntations re"tjng ;m OIddit.ion"l need for di closun,s of devlJlopmenlal ,md cust limitatiuns
(Smallwood Tr 4059; W. Smith Tr- 958 , 961- 62) We also observe that, t.)". strong visual and verbal claims respond-
ents made about the land's value and potential uses could have dissuaded consumers from engaging in further
search efTorts to determine fur themselves how valuable the I;lnd was and huw they cuuld use it. This, too , suggests
a pressing need tu discluse this information to consumers.

RespondenL attach some importance to the AI J's finding that the record does not reveal any consumer who
was detern d from using the land h",cOIuse of the high cost.s of water and other utilities. (RAD 31) Respond",n1.
mischaract.erize t.he finding as cunc!uding that "ost.s ,,,vcr had and never would deler OIny consumers when in fad
lIu' ALJ concluded only th"t there WOlS nu recurd evidence trwl thi had happened. (ID 170) In view of the fact
many landowners purchased for investment purposes rather than for personal use , it is not. surprising that. no
vidence was introduced oft:on um"rs whose plans were derailed because ofunant.icipat.ed expet!ses- It! any event.

we need not determine whdher any conS\lm"r nd!lolly wp.re misled hy respondents' practices- See American
Hom" Prodw:ls C"rp IJ- FTC,WS 2d 681. 6H7 (3d Cir- 1982); Tr01l5 World Accounts, Inc. v. P1'C 594 F.2d 212

214 Wth Cit. 19791; Raymond Lee Organizat!un, Inc.. 92 F.TC 489, 626 -27 (1978), af(d 679 F.2d 905 (D.C. Cir
19801
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tives ensured that the information consumers received was limIted to
the written fact sheets , which we find were inadequate.

The fact sheets disclosed estimated costs to install desired services
only with respect to installation of a septic tank, which at estimated
prices of $500 to $1 000 may be one of the lowest expenditures users
ofthe land must make. Information about the water supply and other
utility services was limited to incomplete clues that would assist con-
sumers only marginally in determining for themselves what expendi-
tures might be required. For example , respondents disclosed in the
fact sheets the address of the local electric utility company and, in
later versions of the fact sheets , a summary of some ofthe company
charges for (76J providing electric lines.63 But respondents ' sales ap-
proach ensured that consumers did not have the time or the abilty
to learn the cost of bringing services to their parcels before a contract
was signed. The clues respondents included in the fact sheets about
other utility services are even less adequate than those relating to
electricity.G5 And , though respondents (77J did disclose to purchasers
that the land was leased for grazing, they did not mention the sub-
stantial costs to install fencing to keep cattle off individual parcels.

Respondents also insist their disclosures were suffcient because
given the variances in cost to provide service to different parcels , they
disclosed all that could be disclosed. (RAB 37) Yet respondents did not
disclose either enough information for consumers to figure out for
themselves the actual costs they would face or the range of costs to
different parcels, including the maximum possible. The fact that costs
vary does not make this information any less critical and , indeed, it
may make it even more important. Respondents had available to
them more precise information on water and utility costs. Even con-
sidering the variable level of these costs , respondents could have

"" TIle SWS fact .'hect did not disclose either the cost per foot or the distance of the furthest lots from existing
lines (up to three miles) (Gilmore Tr. 1Oi8) Two eVA fact sheets disclosed that the furthest lot from existing
services was two miles (CX 83C, 85C) In cOlljunctioo with the explanation of installation charges at $0.55 per foot
lifter the first one-quarter mile , it was possible for consumers to perform a series of calcuJation.' to discover that
the fee for providing service to a parcel two miles distant was 53 SHO. In view of the volume of other information
provided to consumers with this infonnation and the magnitude of the expense, we find re.'pondents' disclosure
inadequate to warn consumers that obtaining clectric service could be extremely expen.'ive

64 Signficantly, many of respondents ' cU.'tomcrs lived outside of Texas , sales were made through mail Or tele-
phone transactions (PorterTr. 2325; KritzlerTr. 566), and most purchasers never visited the land (GilmoreTr. 491;
Novaez Tr. 896; W. D. Smith Tr. 939). This means that buyers could not easily gather information about the parcels
from sources other than respondents. Moreover , the only information the contracts contained about the location
ofindividuaJ parcels was the unit or parcel number. (eXs 74-78). Consumers who did not know how far their lots
were from existing P.ectric lines would h;lve been unable to compute the company s charges for providing themwith service. 

5 With respect to water, the fact sheets stated that piped water was not available and noted that wells couJd
be driled instead. CosLG of drillng were not disclosed; the fact sheeLG stated simply that the cost per foot varied
with the drilJer and the water table. The fact sheets all discu8.Ged the absence of an "in- tract" natural gas system
and advised con.'umers to cont"ct various bottled gas companie.' for information. 1\' 0 addresses were given , though
ther.. i only one such company in the area. (Harris Tr. 3017) No information about costs was provided. All of
re.'pondents ' fact sheets also referred to telephone service. Buyers were advised to contact the telphone company
and an address was provided 1\'0 cost estimateg for inst.allation of telephone service were g-iven
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informed consumers of the magnitude and range of expenditures re-
quired to develop the land. Their failure to do so represents a failure
to disclose material information needed to correct misimpressions
they conveyed to consumers and therefore amounts to a misleading

practice.
The complaint charged respondents with failing to disclose "materi-

al facts" about the land's suitability for use as homesites , fanus, and
ranches. In addition to the development costs outlined above, com-
plaint counsel cite other undisclosed material facts. With respect to
use of the land as homesites, these include the lack of financing and
the _uncertainty of (78J economic development in the area. With re-
spect to potential farming endeavors , complaint counsel cite the high
farm costs involved and the lack of a market for various crops. With
respect to potential ranching uses , undisclosed facts include the need
to supply ranch animals with the bulk oftheir dietary requirements.

The record contains evidence both of the inability of consumers to
obtain financing using their lots as collateral and their ability to
obtain loans in other ways. Respondents did not make representations
about the availability or cost of financing improvements to the land
they sold. In addition , the record does not reflect that financing of
development costs through loans on the undeveloped land is a com-
mon or expected procedure in this area or elsewhere, and we are
unable to so presume. In our view, the land' s virtual uselessness as
loan collateral rcflects more on its poor value and lack of resale
potential than on its unsuitability as a homesite. We cannot conclude
that respondents misled consumers in failing to disclose the unavaila-
bility of financing on the land.

Material facts complaint counsel allege were not disclosed in con-
nection with farming land use representations include associated
costs and risks. In assessing the land' s suitability for use as farmland
we found that farming is a risky, difEcult , and expensive proposition
in the Van Horn area. We also found (79J that raising grapes and
pecans on the property as respondents suggested entailed considera-
ble risks, substantial initial development costs, and a low return after
several years without any profits. We found that there was virtually
no local market for produce in the area. All of these factors posed
significant obstacles to consumers ' ability to use their land profitably
for farming, to produce food for their own consumption , and to become
selfsuffcient. Because respondents represented the land was suitable
for these uses , consumers would not have anticipated that such sig-
nificant barriers to use existed; respondents ' failure to disclose these

06 We alslJ arc unable to conclude l.rmt respondents ' pnH,Uces in constmding and maintaining roads and the golf

cuurse at SWS misled "on urners
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costs , limitations and risks were, accordingly, misleading.
Finally, we believe respondents ' ranching land use representations

were misleadingly incomplete. Respondents failed to disclose to pro-
spective purchasers material information needed to correct misim-
press ions they created about use of the land for ranching. In
reviewing the accuracy of respondents ' ranching representations we
concluded that even one or two head of cattle (80J could not be sus-
tained by grazing on land of the acreage respondents marketed. Re-
spondents claimed that cattle could be raised but did: not inform
consumers of the additional feed expense that would be required to
do so, since the land itself cannot produce suffcient food without
irrigation and cultivation. This omission , in our view , rendered re-
spondents ' ranching claims misleading. (81J

E. Unfairness Count

Count III of the complaint alleges that respondents engaged in
unfair trade practices by inducing consumers to purchase and contin-
ue paying for land of little or no value for the uses represented
through means of collection letters , prepayment discounts, and decep-
tive representations about the land. Count III further alleges that
respondents ' receipt and retention of money in these circumstances
is unfair. The record establishes (and respondents appear not to dis-
pute) that respondents induced consumers to purchase land and to
continue making payments on it through various representations
made orally and in writing.B" We have declared elsewhere in this.
opinion (Section ILA. , C.) that those representations consisted of
claims that the land was a good investment and could be used for
residential , farming and ranching pursuits , and that those represen-
tations were inaccurate and incomplete. The principal remaining con-
troversy bearing on these allegations centers, then, on the question

of the land's value.69 (82J

The ALJ did not make findings as to the land' s actual market value
concluding instead that it had "some" value so that its sale did not

"' Compbintcoun cl olso arg-lje that respondents failed todisduse that. the parccl were lOO small for use as farms

and ranches. We do not believe respondents rep,' cnted t.o consumers that t.hese parcr,ls "QuId be IJsed for
large-scak comml' rcial farming and ranching or that. in the absence of such rcpre enlatil)n. , consum' rs would
have believed the land "ould he so used. We therefore conclude that disclosures to the effect thatlhc parcels were
too srnaJJ for commercial/;Irming and ranching uses weH' not needed. However , as we discussed .'wpm (S,'diGn

JID.4), respondent.s' cJaims that. the bnd was a good investment because it could be used for fanning or sold to
others for thi purpose Wl're misleading since the parceJs Wlere so small that hundreds would have to he purchased
and joined logether cO form a farm of minimally feasible size.

oR There is al o some evidence in the record concerning respondents ' use of prepayment discounls for these
purpo es. (CXs 211 , 21.

69 The ALJ cited respondents

' "

liberal refund policy " as part of his rationale for finding no unlawful retention
of money. (JD p- 1\6) The record discloseR that. respondents ' refund policy was in fact quite limited , allowing
cancellation only within the first 60 days and a/ter a persomd inspectiun by lhe purcha l'r (but not an agent of
the jJurchaser) and with othor Jjmjlation (CX 74 78) :voreover , the record shows very few refunds, om" of which
were made only after con umer threalened legal action. (Switaj Tr. 1315; Leuckd Tr. 1842; E. Smith Tr 2095;
Limpp Tr. 1420) Thi evidence persuades us thnt rr.Apondent did not adequately refund the money they r cejved.
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fall within Count II ofthe complaint. (ID p. 115) He acknowledged
but did not resolve the conflicting assessments of market value voiced
by experts for the parties. These conflicts stem principally from two
factors: the experts ' views as to the use of the land (upon which the
assessment of value depends) and their views as to which other trans-
actions in the area could fairly be compared to respondents ' land
sales.

Complaint counsel' s expert E.T. Compere believed that , when not
subdivided, the land's highest and best use was as ranch land
primarily because that was the predominant land use in the five-
county area including Culberson County and because the costs of
farming, especiaJly irrigation , made that alternative unattractive. (ID
391-94) In comparing the prices at which other land in the area had
been sold , Compere excluded sales of other subdivided land because
they did not meet his definition of sales for fair market value. This
is because such sales , much like the sales at issue in this case , did not
involve "normal " market rate financing or face-to-face dealings; be-
cause the seJling prices varied greatly from the prices for unsubdivid-
ed land and appeared to reflect promotional activities rather than
market value resulting from arms-length negotiations between fully
informed buyers and sellers; and because lack of demand resulted in
no resale market for the subdivided properties (indeed , no records of
resales from the original purchasers to subsequent purchasers could
be located). (ID 396-97) Using (83J instead sales transactions for un-
subdivided land as a comparison , Compere assessed the value of re-
spondents ' land at between $35 and $80 per acre in large tracts and
between $54 and $110 per acre in small tracts. (ID 400) Other evidence
supporting complaint counsel's position that the land has litte or no
value for the represented uses is the testimony of Martha Conoly that
the land is worth between $50 and $70 an acre and that no resale
market exists, the testimony of a local branch bank manager that the
land was not acceptable as collateral for a loan , and the testimony of
numerous consumers who were unable to resell their parcels. (ID 254
p. 98 n.67)

Respondents ' principal expert witness , Larry Brooks , also looked at
comparable properties in the area to determine the fair market value
ofthe land at SWS, GV A, and GV A II. However , he was willing to and
did rely on evidence of sales at other subdivisions , including U.
Properties and Terlingua Ranch. In an effort to ensure that these
subdivision sales in fact reflected market value , Brooks surveyed con-
sumers by telephone and with a written form mailed to customers.

(RX 78-81) He also inspected the properties to ensure comparability.
Brooks then determined the land's value was between $275 and $525
per acre. (ID 413-29)
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Having carefully reviewed the competing assessments of value , we
accept the conclusions of Mr. Compere as to the fair market value of
the land respondents sold and we reject the (84J assessment of Mr.
Brooks. Respondents ' attacks on Compere s testimony are not, in
our view ) persuasive.

They argue first that Compere s conclusions as to the highest and
best use ofthe land are internally inconsistent, since he testified that
ranching is the higest and best use and that the minimum acreage for
a ranch is 6 400 acres. Respondents assert that , because their proper-

ty was sold in five to forty-acre parcels, ranching cannot be its highest
and best use. (RAB 47-48) Of course, that is in a sense precisely

Compere s point: respondents subdivided the land so that it had little
value for ranching because the parcels were too small.71 What re-
spondents ' argument ignores is that the highest and best use as Com-
pere used the term focused on the nature of the land itself (such as
its physical characteristics , location, and costs of development , as
evidenced by the prior use of the land for ranching), the predominant
use ofland in that area for ranching, and the low level and unproved
productivity offarming in the area. (Compere Tr. 3241-47) Respond-
ents ' expert witness agreed (85J with Compere s assessment that the

land once subdivided into small parcels was not best used for ranch-
ing. (Brooks Tr. 4454) Whether the land has value for other uses, and
at what price , are issues that the expert appraisers were thus forced
to make in the context of the small acreage parcels respondents sold.

Respondents next challenge Compere s conclusion that small par-
cels have more value per acre than large ones since this allegedly
cannot be reconciled with the conclusion that ranching is the land'
preferred use when the land consists oflarge acreage tracts. (RAB 48)
Here respondents misperceive Compere s analysis, for he did not
value the small acre parcels of land sold by respondents as ranch
land;"' instead he compared the land to other small parcel transac.
tions in the area to assess its value relative to comparable parcels
most if not all of which were sold for purposes other than ranching
Witnesses for complaint counsel and respondents both concluded tha

1Q Then are admittedly deficiendes in the methodologies and lIssessments made by both Camper", and Brook
However, Compere s conclusions are supported by Martha Cunoly s testimony as to the land's marketahj!jty ar
value. SceSection II. supra, In addition , Compcre " valuations are consistent with the fad that there i no re!Ja.
markl't fur this land at the prices consumers paid, and his conclusions resolve in a morc satisfactory and credib
fashioo the severe discrepaocies that he found in prices paid for various Rimilarly-sizcd parcels. Bruoks ' tcstimol
does not , in our view , satisfactorily addres.s these othoor points.

71 As complaint counsel notl' , ihe problem of " fractionalization" can reduce thc usefulne!\ of land for iis 
u.ses. (CCAB 39 & n.21; Horizon Corp. 97 F. C. 464 , 840 (1981).

72 Indeed, Compere specificaJly rejectcd use of parcels five to forty aere in si7.e as ranch land because he fou
no other similar tracL in the area being used for that purpose. (Compere Tr. 3246) He further stated that he W01

not have vlllued the land in those parcel sizes at all except that FlC staff asked rum to do so. (Compere Tr. 32
Similarly, respondents' expert testified that the hest use of that land in small acreage parcels was for ru
recreation purposes, not for residential, fanning or ranching purposes as respondent.s had represent.d, .'i
Brooks found those to be less valuable and Jess feasible uses of the land. (Brooks Tr. 4328-29; 4450--56)
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parcels sold in smaller acreage tracts have a higher per acre value.
(ID (86J 400, 429) This is because , as Compere explained , purchasers
would be willing to buy one or two tracts at a per acre price higher
than they would be willing to pay for large parcels.

Finally, respondents attack the allegedly arbitrary and selective
way in which property sales at other subdivisions were excluded from
Compere s assessment ofthe market value ofland sold in small acre-
age parcels.73 (RAB 49-50) We believe Compere s exclusion of sales
data from subdivisions whose sales prices appeared not to reflect the
fair market value of the property was proper. As experts for both
parties testified, fair market value means what a willng buyer would
pay a wiling seller, both parties acting with full information and
neither party acting under coercion or duress , and with ample time
to complete the sale. (Compere Tr. 3182; Brooks Tr. 4324-25) Sales
that do not involve full disclosure of information or that involve
misrepresentations about the land simply have no relationship to fair
market value and cannot be used as com parables, as respondents
expert agreed. (Brooks Tr. 4489 , 4493)

Compere s testimony demonstrates that the sales he excluded bore
indications that they were not market transactions at fair market
value. The sales he excluded were sales at subdivisions where the land
was sold through "promotional" means rather than in face-to-face or
person-to-person negotiations, and to absentee (87J purchasers. (Com-
pere Tr. 3241-42 , 3259 , 3394) The marked variations in per acre prices
and the higher prices he found for these subdivision sales,7" which
greatly exceeded prices for land not sold on this basis , confirmed his
view that the sales prices of those parcels did not reflect fair market
mlue assessments. (Compere Tr. 3188, 3257)

Compere also found that these subdivision sales were consummated
vith unusual sellng terms such as low down payments, promotional
osts comprising a large proportion of the down payment, large
mounts of the selling price carried back by the seller, and below
larket interest rates. (Compere Tr. 3188, 3259 , 3387- , 3394 , 3397-
8) These financial concessions indicate that the selling prices proba-

ly exceeded fair market value and , again, that promotional activities
Ither than market forces were responsible for pricing the land. Fi,
,lly, Compere pointed to the lack of a resale market for subdivision
operties as indicating that the selling prices did not represent fair
arket value. The lack of a resale market was evidenced by his inabil-
I to find any deeds recording person-to-person resales of subdivision
operty (other than respondents ' land , with respect to which four
fn a companion argument. re pOJldetlt5 attack Compere reliance 011 the T xas Vet,"nHl Land Board sales
B 49-50) We do nut find lbese chaUenge" persuasiw
Compl re testified that the per acre prices ranged !i'om :;139 to $957 for mosl orthe lr:.msactions he reviewed
e th!J!IH,,;m sales price was:5547- (CompereTr. 3257-58)
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deeds were found) and by the universal refusal of realtors in the area
to list such property for sale. (Compere Tr. 3259- , 3398-99) These
are all convincing rationales for refusing to consider these subdivision
sales as evidence of the fair market value of respondents ' property.
(88J

Respondents ' expert appraiser took an approach almost exactly
opposite to Compere s: he excluded sales of all property except those
at two subdivisions that he deemed comparable to SWS, GV A , and
GV A II. Although he attempted to determine that prices of the par-
cels sold in the two comparable subdivisions represented fair market
value, the surveys he used turned up evidence of investment sale

representations at one of the subdivisions, and Brooks admitted he
was not aware ofthe sales techniques used there.75 With respect to the
other "comparable" (89J subdivision Brooks used, he admitted there
were a number of significant differences between it and respondents
properties, including that it had an area (perhaps 40 000 acres) set
aside for hunting,76 a swimming pool and clubhouse, a cafe/restau-
rant, a lodge, and a landing strip, and that it was close to a national
park. (Brooks Tr. 4434-35) All of these amenities could increase the
value of that subdivision , making it quite dissimilar to the un-
developed property respondents sold.
Another diffculty with Brooks ' approach is his determination of

the land's highest and best use, which he testified was "rural recrea-
tion."77 (Brooks Tr. 4328) He defined highest and best use as the uS(
that "wil generate the greatest net value to the land." (Brooks Tr
4452-53) Because he found that the land, once subdivided into sma!
tracts, sold for amounts higher than the large tracts used for farmin

75 There is some indication that the sales tt!chniques used at that development , U.S. Properties, inch.!.'

mjsrepresentatjon , The principal sales represenlative there , Mr. Bray, had bfOcn involved in land sales at 801:
west. Land Corporation (the prior owner ofSWS land), at SWS and at HorizofJ- (Bray Tr. 3768-70 , 3829) Matl\f

he used in other land sales activities include a number ofinvestment. latfJd claims. (CXs 477 , 556) At the \.

Brooks should have investigated further to determine whether misrepresentations were made at U.S. Prope!

rather than accepting Bray s dEmiaJ at face value.
We art! also troubl.)d by other aspects of Broab' .surveys. First , the low level of responses-some 30 perce

the pen,ons contacted which wasonJy 25 to 30 persons at U.s. Properties(ID 417. 20J JIakes it diffcult to cOn!
what promolional and scHing practices were generalJy used at these subdivisions. Second , the survey que
posed and the nature of the answers likely to result therefrom do not shed much light on the issue wh
misrepresentations were made For example. nOlle of the surveys asked consumeN; what representations
made to them about the property or what sales personnel told them. The question closest to this inquired only
the purposes consumers had in buying their land , and Brooks conceded that some consumers listed " invest

in response to this question. (Brooks Tr. 4475) Brooks did not tabulate the consumer respOnses but corr
counsel's witness , Dr. Michael Mazis , did. (CX 572A, B) To the extent these responses reveal anything, they il
that Inany consu!Jl"rs purchased their land for inveSlment.re!ated purposes. Finally, Dr. Mads identiiie.
significant flaws and biases in th methodology used to conduct the survf'Ys. (Mazis Tr. 4663-78)

10 Brooks tf'stified that hunting was a rural recreational use for which respondents ' land was suited
admitted that most bunting On parcels of the size respondents sold would involve trespassing ont.o other
property. (BrooksTr. 4433--34)

11 We find it revealing that respondents neilher marketed the land for these purposes nOr argue now t

potential uses givc it value. Mr. Brooks . discussion ofthc highest and best use of the land , in whidl he co
and rejected fanning and grazing ilctivities as the highest and best use, also undercuts respondents ' 31

that tbe land is suitable and va1uable for those uses (Brooks Tr. 4451 55)
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and (90J ranching operations , he concluded that those sales represent-
ed the land's highest and best use.78 (Brooks Tr. 4452-54)

We find Brooks' analysis unacceptably circular to the extent it
suggests that a seller may, simply by subdividing land and generating
a few sales through questionable tactics, transform the land' s highest
and best use and substantially elevate its value, without regard tb the
market' s acceptance of the transformations the seller purports to
have wrought. Such an analysis ignores the central questions govern-
ing the assessment of highest and best use , such as what uses the land
is physically suited for, how it can be most productive, and whether
there is a market for the proposed uses. Moreover, there is much
evidence in the record here to suggest that there is little demand-
and virtually no resale market-for subdivided land like respond-
ents , except in the context of promotional sales involving misrepre-
sentations to uninformed, absentee purchasers. We therefore cannot
accept respondents ' arguments that rural recreation is the highest
and best use for these properties.

Finally, Brooks ' assessment of the value of the land respondents
;old does not explain two critical factors: the (91J absence of a resale
narket and the wide disparity in prices paid for land sold through
,romotional efforts at subdivisions and by contrast for fand sold di-
,ctly in isolated tran8actions. These two factors cast substantial
mbt on the validity of his valuations since land sold for prices at or
'ar its fair market value would , almost by definition , have a resale
arket and since one would not ordinarily expect the prices for sales
similar property to vary substantially. For all of these reasons, we
d his conclusions about the land's fair market value unreliable.
'laving concluded that the per acre value of respondents ' land when
:I in small acreage parcels ranged from $54 to $110 per acre, de-
ding on time and location , (ID 400) we now must consider whether
3e amounts represent " little or no value" as charged. The ALJ
luded that the properties were "of value" and found no violation
lW under Count III (ID pp. 115-16), a conclusion respondents
race with enthusiasm. (RAB 47) However, we view the question
lue as a relative matter. Clearly the land has some value , at least
ler acre according to complaint counsel' s expert. But this amount
be compared to the prices consumers paid , which were ofa much
'r magnitude , ranging from $600 to $1 200 per acre or perhaps
twenty times the land' s fair market value. The question of value
also be answered in light of the complaint allegation that the
Jarties agree that land in small parcels may command a higher per acre price than land in large tracts.
:ausc buyers are wiUing to pay more per acre when they are paying less in total, and because sellers
liling tu pass along to buyers cost savings as.'Qciated with large acre sales. However. this phenomenon
It.bJish what the land's hjghe",t and best US\) is, or what its market value is, but only that there may
!Terential in per acre prices bet.ween large and sma!! tracts
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land has little or no value nas an investment , homesite, farm" or for

any other use represented by respondents. (92J

We conclude that respondents ' land has little or no value as an
investment since it was sold to consumers at prices many times its fair
market value. Property for which consumers paid between $600 and

200 per acre , but which can likely be resold for only $54 to $110
per acre, does not in OUf view meet any sensible definition of invest-
ment value and indeed has almost no value for investment purposes.
We also conclude that respondents ' land has little or no value for the
other purposes respondents represented: use as a homesite, farm or
ranch. The land's high cost relative to its market value, the steep
development costs needed to prepare the land for these uses , and the
risks and limitations that attend consumers ' use of the land for these
purposes all support our conclusion that the land has little value for
these uses. Thus, we find that respondents engaged in the practices
alleged in count III ofthe complaint when they induced and retained
payments on land of little or no value for the uses represented by
employing inaccurate and incomplete representations about the land.

III. LEGAL DISCUSSION

A. Respondents ' Liability for Deceptive Practices

We have considered respondents ' conduct in light ofthe elements
of deception set forth in Commission and judicial opinions, including
the Commission s decisions in Cliffdale Associates, Inc. Docket No.
9156 (Mar. 23 , 1984) (103 F. C. 110) and Thompson Medical Co., Inc.
Docket No. 9149 (Nov. 23 , 1984) (104 F. C. 647). The Commission
stated in Cliffdalethat an act or (93J practice is deceptive ifit consists
of a representation , omission or practice that is both material and
likely to mislead consumers acting reasonably under the circum-
stances79 We conclude that the practices respondents pursued here
in the course of marketing and selling land to consumers were decep-
tive under this standard and violated Section 5 of the FTC Act.

As we have described in the preceding sections , respondents in this
matter made a number of representations about the investment value
and potential uses for the land they sold at SWS , GV A , and GV A II
that were inaccurate and incomplete. Many of the representations
were express , as we have noted, and their meanings clear . We can

Commissioners Bailey and Pertschuk dissented from the u e of this standard , arguing that an act or pral:tice
is deceptive under Section 5 ofthe j.YfC Act ifit has the tendency or capacity tu mislead a substantial number of
consumers in a material way. See Cliffdule Associates, Inc. , supra (l'ertRchuk , CommjRGioner , concurrjng in part
and difLGsenting in part); id. (Bailey, Commissioner, concurring jn part and dissenting in part). Commissioner Bailey
believeR that respondentR ' practices here were deceptive and violated Seclion 5 ofthe FIC Act because they tended
to mislead a substantial number of consumers in a material way by presenting respondents ' land , inaccurately,
as attractive , money-making investmentproperty that was suitable for a wide range of uses and that djd not have
any significant drawbacks or limitations. She also agrceR that theRe practices were likeJy to mislead consumers
acting reasonably under the circumst.ances in a material way, though Rhe does not endorse the use ofthis standard.
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therefore infer that consumers acting reasonably in the circum-

stances would have interpreted them precisely as they were made.
Other representations were implied and required the Commission to
determine how consumers reasonably (94J would have interpreted
them.8o We did so by considering the net impression respondents
claims made on consumers , giving due regard to the influence'various
express statements had on consumers' interpretations of implied
claims , and noting the extrinsic evidence in the record in the form of
consumers ' testimony as to how they interpreted claims made to
them. We also determined that respondents omitted to disclose impor-
tant facts to consumers, Finally, we determined that respondents
practices were misleading because their representations about the
land were inaccurate and because they failed to disclose qualifying
information needed to correct misimpressions their actions created.
We discuss below the specific complaint al1egations of deception.

1. Count I

We find that respondents represented that the land at SWS , GV A
and GV A II was a good, profitable, safe, and easily resold investment
with little or no risk of loss. These representations were made both
expressly and by implication.

Respondents expressly represented that purchasers of their land

would realize profits within a short time frame , could expect to double
or triple their money, and would not suffer any losses on their pur-
chases. The impact ofthese representations was strengthened by re-
spondents ' representations that land in (95J general was a good
investment and a good way to make money, particularly because the
latter representations were positioned in respondents ' brochures and
sales presentations in conjunction with extensive pictorial and verbal
depictions of respondents ' land. Because these representations were
express and were in many instances accompanied by explicit factual
assurances , consumers reasonably would have interpreted them as
they were made.

Respondents also made two types of implied repr!,sentations. First
respondents represented that oil exploration in th area was under
way, that oil companies were moving into the area and might repur-
chase respondents ' land from respondents ' buyers , and that increas-
ing oil exploration in the area would lead to the construction of an oil
refinery and demand for land for worker housing. Prospective buyers
reasonably could have interpreted these statements to represent that

respondents ' land was a good investment because of the presence of
80 It is important to remember thOit thig evaluation does nut focus on whether it wa reasonable fur consumers

to believe or act on the representations at issue. It focuses instead on whether consumers could reasonahly

" _
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oil and oil-related development. Second , respondents represented that
a nuclear power plant and a guayule processing plant (for producing
rubber) might be constructed in the area. Because these representa-
tions were made in conjunction with written and oral representations

as to the value of respondents ' land , prospective purchasers could
reasonably have interpreted them to convey the representation that

respondents ' land was a good investment because of the presence or
prospect of commercial and industrial development. 111: summary,
respondents impliedly represented that the presence or prospect of oil
and oil-related development and (96J other commercial and industrial
undertakings made respondents ' land a good investment.

Respondents also failed to disclose to consumers the substantial
risks associated with purchasing their land and the diffculty consum-
ers might have attempting to resell it. In light of the affrmative
statements respondents made, the absence ofthese qualifying disclo-

sures could have led reasonable consumers to have misimpressions
about the risks of purchasing the land. Respondents ' failure to dis-
close appropriate qualifying information therefore constitutes an
omission.

We believe the representations and omissions described above were
material to consumers. A material representation or practice is one
that is likely to affect a consumer s choice of or conduct regarding a
product or service. See FTC v. Colgate-Palmolive Co. 380 U.S. 374,

386-87 (1965); American Home Products Corp. 98 F. C. 136, 368
(1981), aff'd as modified, 695 F. 2d 681 (3d Cir. 1982); Statement of

Basis and Purpose for the Cigarette Rule 29 FR 8325 , 8351 (July 2
1964). The Commission infers that all express representations are
material. See Thompson Medical Co. Inc. Docket No. 9149, slip op. at
59 (Nov. 23, 1984) l104 F. C. at 816). We also infer that implied
representations and omissions are material when they pertain to the
central characteristics of the products or services being marketed
such as their performance, quality, cost, or purpose. fd. at 60.

As we noted above , a number of the representations respondents
made about the investment value oftheir land were (97J express, and

we therefore conclude those representations were material. In addi-
tion , respondents ' investment representations-both express and im-
plied-addressed the performance, quality, cost, and purpose of the
property in question and are therefore material. The information
respondents omitted to disclose to correct consumer misimpressions
they created about the risks of investment and resale is also material
because it relates to the central characteristics of the transaction
about which we would expect consumers to be concerned. We there-
fore conclude that respondents ' misrepresentations ofthe investment
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value of their land and their failures to disclose the substantial risks
of investing in the property were material.

As we described supra, respondents ' investment representations
were inaccurate. The record demonstrates that the land respondents
sold is not a good , low-risk investment and does not have the attrac-
tive investment characteristics of profitability, fast appreciation , ease

of resale , low risk, and safety that respondents represented. The
prices respondents charged for their land were far greater than its

market value, making losses likely and profits highly unlikely, and
there was virtuaJJy no resale market for the land. Further , no oil or
gas driling has occurred and no wells have been sunk within miles
of the property, and the land is not known to have commercial
amounts of oil and gas. Finally, as we have indicated , the construction
of a nuclear power plant or guayule processing plant were highly

speculative events. (98J

Because respondents ' investment , oil, and development representa-
tions were inaccurate, we conclude that they were likely to mislead
consumers. It is axiomatic that inaccurate representations about the
investment value of land can mislead consumers. Respondents de-

scribed the land as a solid, virtually risk-free investment, thus pre-
senting the purchase opportunity as an attractive, money-making
proposition with few if any drawbacks. Since in fact it was not, con-
sumers ' reasonable expectations about the land's investment value
were not met, and they were therefore likely to have been misled.
Moreover , the record shows that consumers actuaJJy were misled by
respondents ' misrepresentations. We therefore conclude that re-
spondents ' investment representations were deceptive in violation of
Section 5.

Respondents ' omissions of information as to the riskiness of the
land as investment property were likewise deceptive acts or practices
because respondents failed to disclose qualifying information needed
to correct consumer misimpressions they created. Respondents did
not disclose the uncertainty of the future value of the lots or the

probable inability of purchasers to resell the lots at or above their

purchase price. Consumers would not reasonably have anticipated
these risks because respondents expressly promised otherwise. Disclo-
sure of these risks was material to purchasers both because of the
contrary representations made to them and because the information
relates directly and significantly to a primary reason for purchasing
the land: its purported investment value. We therefore hold that (99J
respondents engaged in deceptive practices within the meaning of
Section 5 by failing to disclose the land' s riskiness as an investment.
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2. Count II

We also find that respondents represented to consumers that the
land they offered for sale was suitable for homesites , farming, ranch-
ing, and related uses. Like respondents ' investment representations
these representations were made both expressly and impliedly.

Respondents expressly represented that the parcels they sold could
be used for homesites and were suitable for elaborate residential uses.
Respondents also made express statements that the land could profit-
ably be farmed and would grow suffcient produce for personal con-
sumption , to provide financial independence , and to support at least
subsistence level living. Finally, respondents expressly represented
that one or two head of cattle for personal consumption could be
raised on the land. These representations were made orally and in
writing in convincing, graphic terms, and consumers reasonably
could have interpreted them as they were made.
In addition , respondents made a number of implied representa-

tions. First, respondents described their land in their advertising and
promotional brochures as suitable for farming or orchards , as well as
for personal gardening, and referred to farming as a major industry
in the area. Consumers could reasonably have concluded from these
assertions that the farming-related utility of respondents ' land made
it a good (lOOJ investment. Second, prospective buyers could reasona-
bly have interpreted respondents ' express representations that their
land could be used to raise cattle for personal consumption to repre-
sent that their land was consequently a good investment since these
ranching claims were made in conjunction with express investment
representations. We therefore conclude that respondents impliedly
represented that their land was a good investment because of its
utility for farming and ranching purposes.

Though respondents made numerous representations about poten-
tial uses of the land , they failed to disclose the substantial risks and
costs associated with these uses. In the absence of qualifying disclo-
sures , and in light of their affrmative representations , respondents
silence on these points could have caused reasonable consumers to
believe that these considerations did not pose substantial impedi-

ments to their use of the land. Respondents ' failure to provide ade-
quate information to correct these misimpressions therefore
constitutes an omission.

The land use representations respondents made were material , as
was the information they failed to disclose about impediments to use
of'he land. As we noted supra a material act or practice is one that
is likely to affect a consumer s choice or conduct regarding a product
or service. Representations pertaining to the cost or purpose of a
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product, whether express or implied, and omissions of information
needed to correct (101J consumer misimpressions about these mat-
ters, are matters of significant concern to consumers and are there-
fore material.

We have described at length how respondents represented to poten-
tial buyers that the parcels they sold could be used: as homesites; as
farms capable of supplying suffcient produce to meet personal needs
and to sell for at least subsistence level Jiving; and as property capable
of supporting one or two head of cattle raised for personal consump-
tion. Similarly, we have detailed the failure of respondents to disclose
impOJ:tant information about the costs of utilities and other amenities
and about the substantial risks and costs in using the land as repre-
sented. Because these representations and omissions pertain directly
to the purposes for which respondents ' land could be used and to the
costs of those uses , we conclude that they were material.

The land use representations respondents made were inaccurate
largely because of the expense of obtaining water , electricity, and
other utility services and because of other limitations inherent in the
land. For example , though water may be available , it is available only
at great cost. The same is true for other utilities needed if the land
is to be used in the ways respondents advertised. Other characteristics
of the land also make it unsuitable for the advertised uses. Farming
designed to sustain even a subsistence level ofliving is only possible
with irrigation and even then is a risky endeavor made even less
attractive by the absence of a local market for any product grown.
Moreover, the typical acreage sold by respondents (102J cannot inde-
pendently support livestock , so that ranching is only possible for those
buyers who instaJl supplemental feed lots.

Respondents ' Jand use claims and the related omissions offact were
likely to mislead reasonable consumers. This is because respondents
representations described the land in an inaccurate and incomplete
fashion that concealed significant costs and limitations on use that
consumers who purchased the land would encounter in attempting to

. act on the basis of the representations that were made. In fact , the
'land cannot perform as promised and consumers cannot undertake
the represented uses without major expenses or limitations. Consum-
ers ' reasonable expectations about the land were therefore not fuJ-
fiJled, and they were likely to have been misled. Similarly,
respondents ' failure to disclose material information about the costs
and limitations of various uses for the land was likely to mislead

consumers who had contrary beliefs created by respondents ' prac-
tices. We therefore find respondents ' misrepresentations about poten-

I ,,"ps ofthp land and their failures to disclose material information
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bearing on those advertised uses to be deceptive acts or practices in
violation of Section 5.

B. Respondents ' Liability for Unfair Practices

Count III of the complaint alleges that respondents committed un-
fair practices in violation of Section 5 by inducing the purchase of
land that had little or no value for the represented uses through
deceptive representations, and by receiving and (103J re.taining the
proceeds ofthose purchases.8! The Commission has previously set out
the elements of unfairness used to determine whether an act or prac-
tice is unfair.82 Those elements are, in brief, substantial injury to
consumers that cannot reasonably be avoided and that is not out-
weighed by any countervailing benefits to consumers or competition.

The first portion of Count III, which challenges respondents ' con-
duct inducing the purchase of land that has little or no value for the
represented uses , focuses on the role of deceptive representations in
making sales at inflated prices.B3 Misleading representations of this
sort can certainly be deceptive, and therefore unlawful. Since decep-
tion is a means of harming consumer choice, moreover. such represen-
tations are unfair as well. Stated this way, however, this portion of
Count III does no more than repeat the essence of Counts I and II , in
(104J which we have already found the respondents ' sales practices tc
be deceptive and therefore unfair. There is no need to revisit thoSf
conclusions.

The second portion of Count III alleges that it is unfair to receiv
and retain the proceeds of purchases induced by means of decepti,
representations. This allegation does state a separately cognizab

cause of action that has not already been addressed as a decepti

practice. We conclude that inducing consumers through misrepresf
tations to make payments on land they have purchased , as respOJ
ents did, constitutes an unfair trade practice under the crite
outlined above. Our conclusion that this is so arises principally 1',

the pervasive and continuing exposure of consumers to misrepre:
tations about the land , which we described in Section II supra.
Commission has reached similar conclusions in other cases Whf
respondent's receipt and retention of money through misrepresl
tions and other ilegal means were ruled unfair. See Holiday 

g, Count,; r and II of the compJaint alleged that respondents' pradices were unfair as W(!J! as decepti
we have found the pructices decept.ive, it follows that they were also unfair; the misrepresentations and r
offatt respondents practked cBused substantiill inj1.lry to consumers that could not reasonably have bee
and that was not outweighed by any countervailing benefits

Bi See Letter from Federa! Trade Commission to Honorable Wendell H. Ford and Honorable John C
(December 17 , 1980)

oJ The complaint does not charge , and we do not I,old, that it is ilega! to charge too high a price fur a (
Or thatjt is unfair forcon ul1ers to agree to too bad a bargain. Such a theory prObtlbly could not be o;u.'t.
the Commissjon s unfairness standards in the absence of additional factors rendering the tranBactio
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Inc. 84 F. C. 748 , 1045-46 (1974); Universal Credit Acceptance Corp.

82 F. C. 570 , 647-48 (1973), rev d inpart sub nom. Heater u. FTC, 503

2d 321 (9th Cir. 1974); Curtis Publishing Cu., 78 F. C. 1472, 1516
(1971) (dictum).

Respondents ' practices resulted in substantial monetary injury to
consumers, because they induced consumers to continue (105J paying
substantial amounts for land under their purchase agreements-de-
spite the low value of the properties they had purchased-through a
variety of continuing misrepresentations. Thus, those consumers suf-
fered monetary losses they might otherwise have limited by terminat-
ing payments , seeking to rescind their contracts , or attempting to
resell their land. In short, consumers who purchased land from re-
spondents paid substantial sums of money to respondents but did not
receive the benefit of their bargains, either as an investment or as a
function of the uses to which the land could be put. Their failure to
receive the value or functions they paid for injured them substantial-
ly.

Consumers could not reasonably have avoided this injury, because
espondents ' practices hindered the free exercise of informed consum-
r decision-making. In particular, respondents' repeated post-pur-
hase misrepresentations about the land inaccurately and
lcompletely portrayed its value and suitability for various uses. Con-
lmers who continued to make payments on their parcels could not
asonably have avoided the injury they suflered, because respond-

' continuing assurances and misrepresentations made it diffcult
consumers to learn of the relative worthlessness and unsuitability
heir land. Respondents ' reliance on their refund policy as a means
",hich consumers could have avoided injury (RAB 56) is misplaced.
pondents ' practices probably induced many consumers to decline
,ek refunds and, in any event, the refund policy was quite restric-

(106J
,ally, we find no countervailing benefits to consumers or to com-
ion from respondents' practice of receiving and retaining

gh misrepresentations payments for land of little or no value.
,can be no benefit to society from the dissemination ofmisrepre-
;ions that induce consumers to continue making payments that
night very well have terminated if they had not been misin-

!. 

Cf Virginia Board of Pharmacy u. Virginia Citizens Consum-
ncil, Inc. 425 U.S. 748 , 771-72 (1976); Sears, Roebuck & Co. 

76 F.2d 385 , 399 (9th Cir. 1982). Receiving and retaining money
basis distorts the free and fully-informed exercise of consumer

lhe unfairnes of slich conduct is weB-established , our abilit.y to order restitution of monies already
been constrained by the decision in Heater /I. FFC 50:1 F.2d 321. (9th Cir- 1974), and we decline Lo

ion to redress piiSt. consumer injury in this case. See Section IV infra.
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choice and offers no countervailing benefits to society; it simply en-
riches wrongdoers.

Because respondents ' conduct satisfies all three elements of the
Commission s unfairness definition , we conclude that respondcnts
receipt and rctention of funds whose payment was induced by post-
purchase misrepresentations constitutes an unfair act or practice in
violation of Section 5. (107J

C. Respondents ' Liability for Agents ' Acts

An important legal issue in this case , treated only briefly by the
ALJ, is whether respondents are liable under Section 5 for the actions
of their broker , Porter Realty. The evidence indicates overwhelming-
ly that Porter Realty salcs personnel misreprcsented various aspects
of the properties they sold for rcspondents during the period of their
relationship, particularly the investment value of the land and the
extent and significance of nearby oil and gas activity. The ALJ con-
cluded that respondents were not liable for these misrepresentations
because "there must come a point whcre a respondent is permitted to
exculpate himself: (ID pp. 113-14) While we agree that that is a
correct statemcnt ofthe law, we disagree that that point was reached
here. We hold instcad that respondents violated Section 5 through the
actions oftheir agents, Porter Realty and the other brokers who acted
with actual and apparent authority on respondents ' behalf

A respondent may be liable for deceptive acts or practices commit-
ted by another in at least two circumstances: when the other pcrson
has respondent' s actual authority to perform the acts, and when the
other person performs acts within the scope (108J of his or her appar-
ent authority.86 We discuss each of these theories in turn.

\ Respo!Jd('IJt \le that no unlawful retention ofrunds occurred here because the muney respondent.s obtained
from c.onsumers was " lawfully expended for rcasonR other than avoidance of a restitution order " citing Holiday
MQgi,' . Inc.. 81 C. 748 , 1048 (1974) (RAB 56-57) Wr. bclieve rr.spondcnts have misconstrued that opinion as we
find nothing in it suggesting 11m!. no unfair ret(mt.ic)( ofrnoney occurs so long flRdcccptively obtained funds arc
spcnL Rather , the COtlUnil;sion simpJy noted in the diRCW\sion of remedial prov,siOI1s ordered lhat explmditures
of money by rcspondenl$ made those funds unavajJ"ble for return to consumers under a restitution program

"G RespondenL nJso may he liable under the "placing in the hands" doctrine for misrepresentations made to
prospediv(, purrhai;ers in printed materiaJs Porter Realty received from respondents and supplied to cOnsumers
Under this doctrine

, "

f.oJnc who places in t.he hands of another a means of consumm"ting a fraud nr competing
unfairly in vioJation of the Act is himselfguihy of" vioJatjon oftl'e Act" Regina COfp. v. FTC 322 F.2d 765

768 (3d Cir. 1963). See also prc v. Wlns/ed Ho.,lery Co., 258 U.S. 48a , 494 (1922).
A7 Thougn respondentsamdyze tbe requirements of agency Jaw developed under the common law , WI' rely instead

On Commissio case law and precedent. We believe respondents ' brokers wouJd be seen to act with actuaJ "nd
apparent. autnority under common law principJes as we!!, b!1t we r!Ced not. r ach th3t ig!;ue As tht Commission
commented in Atlas Alli. minllm Co.

Whatever the legal relationship between respondents and their salesmen might have been under the law of
contracL or tne law of agency, it is wen "stabJished in trade regulation law tont respondents are responsible
undl,r the Federal Trade Commission Act for the rcpresentations of their sales repreR(mtabves.

71 FTC. 762 , 787 (1967). See also Goodman to. VrC 244 2d 584. 590 (9t.h Cir. 1957); Gro/if'r , Inc. 9! C. 315
459 (1978) ("The Commission is not bound by the common law ruJes governing vicarious liabiJity or agency.
Weav"fs GUild 52 F. C- 982, 987, 994 (1956), a((d sub nom. Goodman v. FTC, supra.
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1. Actual Authority

That respondents are responsible for acts, including misrepresenta-
tions, they have expressly or implicitly authorized others to perform
for them can hardly be questioned. See Restatement (Second) of Agen-
cySection 257; W. Sell, AgencySection 102 (1975). Those authorized
to act or who reasonably believe they are authorized to act on behalf
of respondents are agents of (109J respondents whose every act (with-
in the scope of the agency relationship) is equivalent to an act per-
formed by the respondents.

In this case , respondents gave Porter Realty actual authority to
make both oral and written representations with respondents ' ap-
proval. The Agents Agreement under which Porter Realty represent-
ed respondents contained two provisions in this respect: one clause
allowing use of advertising, promotional material and sales presenta-
tions with respondents ' written approval , and a second clause prohib-
iting representations about the properties except for those authorized
by respondents. (CX 37) The record estab)jshes that respondents did

authorize Porter Real ty to use a variety of promotional materials and
to make numerous representations about the land. For example, re-
spondents supplied Porter Realty with brochures , fact sheets, con-
tracts and other sales materials containing statements about the

investment potential of the property and the existence of nearby oil
exploration and development. Respondents told Porter that represen-
tations could be made based on anything in those sales materials.
(Porter Tr. 2370) Respondents also authorized Porter Realty to pass
on to prospective buyers written materials respondents supplied that
were intended to be used as sales tools and that described the property
in question, its investment value , and its potential use. (Porter Tr.
2270-77 , (llOJ 2285 , 2291; Kritzler Tr. 4107) And respondents orally
approved materials prepared by Porter Realty for use in marketing."9

The parties hotly debate whether Porter Realty s use of the "oil
map" was authorized by respondents: Porter says it was , Kritzler says
it was not. o It is clear respondents were aware of their agents ' use of

'" !'orter Realt.y s p.mp!oye.,!! used these ffklterials as till basis for telephon.e scripL used in promoting the land
to consumers. (PorLer Tr. 2294-95)

According to Porter , materia1s that were not prepared din,,:l!y by respondents were approved by Kritzler.
Almost every time I used sOITwthing new , I would send them a copy. l would speak with Kritzler every day about

the sales , how to help sales. aod I would mention that-I was goiog to use a new brochure , and he would always
say send me a copy- " (Porter Tr. 2301) Kritzler Lestified that he did not appruve use ofal! materials, not.ably the
oil map (Kritzler Tr, 4124-25), while Porter testified that Krit.zler approved uf the use of m arJy aJJ materials
including the maps, but said tbat KriVder warned against their misuse. (porter Tr 2314, 2358) At any rate, it is
clear that Porter and Kritz!er had a very dose working relatiunship, and were in almost daily contact about sales
practices , materials and techniques

00 Porter stated that. KritzJer had no objections " to using them , no , he didn " (Porler Tr. 2314) Porler cxplained
uncross-examinat.ion by responden!.., ' counsel that Kritz!er said " liJt. s okay to use it , but how are you gorum control

, using itis line but be very carcful we want no ment.iun of anything about oil ur anything in or near the properties
And he spoke of this continua!iy, " (Porter Tr. 2358) Krit.7.kr stat.ed that he first learned that Porter Healty was
using the oil map in " late fall of 1977" and that he did not authorize use of the map- (KritzJer Tr 4124-25) Further
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the map over some period of time. (Kritzler Tr. 4124-25) Moreover
respondents maintained a very (lllJ close relationship with Porter
Realty, and Kritzler and Porter spoke with each other on the tele-
phone dai1y to discuss sales and sales strategy. (porter Tr. 2302) Dur-
ing that time Porter Realty continued to use the oil map, perhaps for
as long as one year. It also appears that respondents ' own brochures
and fact sheets contain references to oil and the oil industry in the
area. In light of this evidence , we give little credence to Kritzler
declaration that he did not know of or authorize use of the oil map.

Even if respondents did not exp1icitly authorize use of the oil map,
however , respondents ' actions constituted implicit authorization. As
we noted in Horizon Corp. in our discussion of short term profitability

claims made by Horizon s agents:

It is diffcult to believe that Horizon management did not searchingly inquire as to the
marketability of its product and the manner in which its agents represented that
product. . . . However , even if Horizon management chose to remain ignorant of the
time frame representations made by its sales force , its ignorance constitutes a failure
to exercise reasonable diligence in controlling sales practices in the field , and does not
serve as a defense to Section 5 liability. ... Therefore, we conclude that Horizon allowed
its agents to make false and misleading statements in marketing its properties.

97 F. C. 464 , 815 (1981). Respondents here likewise cannot, through
a seemingly conscious refusal to acknowledge what they must have
known, shield themselves from responsibility for the actions of
brokers who sold 80 percent of their land. The record shows, more-
over , that respondents did authorize Porter Realty to make invest-
ment and oi1-related representations to consumers (112J orally and in
written materials prepared from respondents ' marketing materials
because respondents permitted their brokers to repeat whatever

claims appeared in their own promotional materials which, as we
noted above, inc1uded oil-related statements. Respondents therefore
are liable for the deceptive practices Porter Realty and its sales repre-
sentatives committed in keeping with respondents ' authorization.

2. Apparent Authority

Respondents also may violate Section 5 when actions of agents
vested with apparent authority deceive the public for the benefit of
the respondent. See Beneficial Corp. 86 F. C. 119 , 161 (1975), aff'd
524 F. 2d 611 (3d Cir. 1976), cert. denied, 430 U. S. 983 (1977); Horizon

he testified that on learning of its use he " (cJ3lJed Porter immediately and told him not to use the map, that it W3S
outside ofhisjurisdiction to do that" (Kritzler Tr. 4125-26) Nothing in the record suggests that use of the oil map

was approved in writing as the contract between Porter Realty aDd respondeflts seems to require. However it is
clear from the parties ' faiJure to reexecute afl agreement during the later years of Porter Realty s engagement

that the written t.erms oftheir contract were not essential to the relationship. ln any event , Porter Realty s failure

to secure written 3pprov31 for its activitieR does flat prevent us from fiflding as a factual matter that respofldeflts
did indeed authorize certain represefltat.ions.
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Corp. 97 F. C. 464, 860 (1981). Here the question focuses on the
consumer and whether the consumer believes the agent has been
empowered by the principal to make the representations in question.
Indeed , even where a principal has made efforts to prevent misrepre-
sentations or to limit actions by agents the principal may be held
liable under Section 5 if the agents , acting within the scope of their
apparent authority as manifested to the consumer , ignored the princi-
pal's directives and violated the law. See Standard Distributors, Inc.
v. FTC, 211 F.2d 7 , 13 (2d Cir. 1954). The apparent authority of an
agent must be established through proof of the principal' s conduct or
representations, and the determination that an agent is apparently
authorized to bind the principal is a question of fact. W. Seavey, Law
of Agency Section 16B (1964). These principles have been enunciated
in a number of Commission cases. (1l3J

Standard Distributors, Inc. v. FTC, supra, involved a respondent'
marketing of encyclopedias through door- to-door sales representa-
tives. Misrepresentations by the sales personnel were in direct viola-
tion of the corporation s instructions, but the court upheld the
Commission s finding of liability:

(The salesmen) were nevertheless the authori:ted agents of the corporate petitioners
. . . to sell the books. The misrepresentations they made were at least within the
apparent scope of their authority and part oflhe inducement by which were made sales
that inured to the benefit of the corporate petitioner. Unsuccessful efforts by the
principal to prevent such misrepresentations by agents will not put the principal

beyond the reach of the Federal Trade Commission Act.

211 F. 2d at 13. See also United States v. Johnson 541 F.2d 710 , 712
(8th Cir. 1976), cert. denied 429 U. S. 1093 (1976) (principal can be held
liable for actions of agents acting within scope of apparent authority
even if principal attempts to limit agents ' actions).

Another case, Universe Chemicals, Inc. 77 F. C. 598 (1970), in-
volved an attempt by a principal to shield itselffrom responsibility for
acts of sales personnel by calling them " independent contractors
The ALJ determined that respondents "clothed these salesmen with
apparent authority to act for them and ratified the transactions these
salesmen initiated. Thus, they are responsibfe for the representations
such salesmen made, even though such salesmen were expressly for-
bidden to make them. Id. at 629. The argument that respondents
may avoid liability because they do not actually direct or control their
agents ' actions is also unavailing: (1l4J

In claiming that their inability to direct or control the activities of their representatives
insulated them from their salesmen s misrepresentations , respondents have apparent-
Iv mi""""n"tr,,pr! th", ,:nn1i"" hl", 1""", 1 to,,+ "n,1"'r ",hi"h "" tho 0"",,. i......- ,,,,....,,,.t1,, t'", , 
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a seller is held liable for deceptive acts in violation of Section 5 of the Federal Trade
Commission Act made by individuals whom the seller has invested with apparent
authority to act on its behalf and that it is immaterial that respondents have not
directed or controlled these persons.

Inter-State Builders, Inc. 72 F. C. 370, 402 (1967).
The Commission has not adopted a theory of per se or strict vicari-

ous liability for the actions of a business associate in all cases. See
National Housewares, Inc. 90 F. C. 512 , 588 (1977). In cases ofappar-
ent agency, however, a principal' s liability follows automatica.lly from
the finding that an agent appeared to consumers to be authorized by
the principal to act on the principal's behalf91 The Commission does
not limit application of the theory to those instances where respond-
ents have acted in bad faith , without due care , or negligently. Indeed
respondents may be liable for acts they did not authorize (115J that
occurred without their knowledge and in spite of diligent preventa-
tive efforts. The rationale for this seemingly harsh standard was
provided by Judge Learned Hand:

Sin.ce the principal has selected the agent to act in a venture in which the principal
is interested , it is fair , as between him and a third person , to impose upon him the risk
that the agent may exceed his instructions.

Standard Distributors, Inc. v. FTC, supra 211 F. 2d at 15. See also
Royal Globe Ins. Co. v. Bar Consultants, Inc. 577 S. 2d 688, 694 (Tex.
1979) ("ack of authority is not a defense if the agent is acting within
the apparent scope of his authority, and not even instructions not to
mislead nor diligence in preventing the misrepresentations will ex-
culpate the corporate principal"

Whether an agent has apparent authority to act must be deter-
mined by examining manifestations made by the principal to the
consumer that the agent is so authorized. In Atlas Aluminum Co. the
apparent authority of agents was established by, among other things
their use of contract forms that were imprinted with respondents
name and address and, most importantly, the fact that the: (116J

salesmen did not purchase respondents ' products for resale. They sold respondents

91 When considering the pmmible liability ofa principaJ based on the apparent authority the principal has given
to an agent, whether challenged represent.tions Or misrepresent.tions were actually autnuri7.cd or forbidden is
irrelevant. W. Sell , AgefH.ySection 108 (1975). Authorization must be considered when determiniug the a(:uQl
authority of an agent, but upPllrentauthority is based on the manifestations of authority by the principal to a third
person. Therefore instructions that prohibit the representation , of which the third person does not have notice.
do not relieve the principal of liability fur the apparent agent g misrepres€ntations. 

'Judge Hand's formulation of the rationale for holding principals liable for the flcL'! of their agents within the
scope of their actual or apparent authurity is neither a r€cent. nor a novel approach

(Tlhe merchant. iisJ answerable for the deceit of his factor

, ; 

for it. is mOre reason , that he, that puL'! a trust
and confidence in the deceiver , should be a 19ger, t.han a stranger

Hem v. Nic'hols 1 Salk. 289, 90 Eng. Rep. 1154 (1709), qlwled in.J. Hynes Agen(y and Pllrtnership 167 (1974).
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products on behalf of respondents and thus were employees and agents of respondents
and not independent contractors and dealers. Whatever limitations there might have
been on the actual authority of the salesmen as agents of respondents (and this was not
developed), the fact is that they were acting for and on behalf of respondents and were
clothed with at least the apparent authority to make representations and otherwise act
in the name of respondents.

71 F. C. 762 , 787 (1967). In Wilmington Chemical Corp. 69 F. C. 828
(1966), principals were found liable for the acts of the " independent
contractors" in part because the contractors were provided by the
principals with a "sales kit" that contained "advertising literature
samples , and other sales aids. Id. at 925.

In Inter-State Builders, the Commission found "actual or apparent
authority to speak and act for or on behalf' of the principal based on
(1) respondents' furnishing the " independent contractors" or
brokers" with printed contract forms bearing the name of the princi-

paf; (2) other printed materials with the principal's name , including
credit applications; (3) the principal's giving the " brokers

" "

specific
authority to negotiate the terms of and indeed execute the contracts;
and (4) the use of the principals ' offces by one of the " independent
brokers" 72 F. C. at 403. As the Commission noted

, "

(tJhe only con-
clusion which could be reached by a customer is that he is dealing
solely with (the principalJ and that the salesman who signs the con-
tract on (the principal'sJ behalf is its authorized representative. Id.
at 403-D4. The Commission quoted with (1l7J approval the court'
assertion in International Art Co. v. FTC that "rwle know of no
theory ofJaw by which the company could hold out to the public these
salesmen as its representatives, reap the fruits from their acts and
doings without incurring such liabilities as attached thereto." 109
2d 393, 396 (7th Cir. 1940).

That respondents clothed Porter Realty and their other brokers
with apparent authority to make investment and other representa-
tions about the land being marketed to consumers is evident. The
written materials that the brokers distributed to potential buyers,
including brochures

, "

fact sheets " and purchase agreements, were
provided to them by respondents. These materials all had respond-

ents ' names , rather than the brokers ' names , printed on them. (CXs
78) The purchase agreements used to consummate sales stated

plainly that the "seller" was SWS , GV A , or GV A II , not the broker
who arranged the transaction. (CXs 175H- , CXs 74-78) Further, the
cover letter sent by Porter Realty with the written materials instruct-
ed buyers to send a down payment for the property to the appropriate
respondent by a check made out to the respondent. (CXs 126 , 175E)
These manifestations indicated to consumers that the principals in
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were the respondents on whose behalf Porter Realty and the other
brokers acted.

The substance of the arrangement between respondents and the
brokers confirms this implication. Though respondents describe Port-
er Realty and the other brokers who marketed the land as (1l8J

independent sales brokers" they were not in fact independent sellers
of the land. The brokers sold land on behalf of respondents and re-
ceived a 30 percent commission. (CX 37 A; Porter Tr. 2258) See Atlas

Aluminum Co. 71 F. C. 762 , 787 (1967). They did not purchase the
land from respondents in order to resell it to consumers for a profit.
The materials used by the brokers, described above, reflect this ar-
rangement , so that in both the reality and the appearance of a con-
sumer s purchase transaction the broker represented and acted on
behalf of respondents. Statements made by brokers in the course of
marketing the land were therefore made within the scope of the
brokers ' apparent authority, and respondents are accordingly liable
for those that were deceptive.

Respondents contend that their liability for actions by "indepen-
dent" brokers depends on a factual showing that has not been made
in this case. Specifically, respondents argue that clauses in the GV A
and GV A II fact sheets and sales agreements limited Porter Realty
apparent authority by informing consumers that Porter Realty was
unauthorized to make certain representations.93 Because these disclo-

sures warned consumers how far Porter Realty s authority extended
respondents argue, representations beyond that point, including rep-
resentations (1l9J about the land's investment value and potential for
oil , could not have the appearance of being authorized. We consider
first the fact sheet disclosures and then the contract provisions.
The clause in the GV A and GV A II fact sheet reads:

It is in the interest of the buyer to inspect and read all contract documents before
signing to purchase. The property owners fact sheet is given for the purpose ofprevent
ing misunderstanding, misrepresentation , fraud, or deceit.

The developer does not authorize anyone to make or cause to be made to any prospec-
tive purchaser any representation contrary to the foregoing or any representation

which differs from the statements in this fact sheet or the purchase agreement. If any
such representation is made, please notify this ofIce at Green Valley Acres , Inc.

(CX 83) The operative phrases in this " limitation" are "contrary to
the foregoing" and "which diners from" the fact sheet or purchase
agre,ment. It is not entirely clear what respondents meant by " the
foregoing," since these are the first two paragraphs in the fact sheet.

.,,, The SWS fact sheets do not contain c1G1u es purporting to inform consumers of the lirniLq of Porter Realty
authorized repre entatiuns, thuugh Porter Realty old SWS properties. (CXs 81 , 82)
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We assume that tIthe foregoing" refers to the " contract documents
meaning again the fact sheet and the purchase agreement.

We find this clause , vague and general in its phrasing, insuffcient
to alter the appearance of authority otherwise created in Porter Real-
ty and the other brokers. Moreover, even if the purported limitation
were stated more precisely and communicated more effciently, it
would not in this instance serve to warn consumers that investment
and oil representations were unauthorized and should not be relied
on. This is because the fact sheet and contract referred to in the

limiting clause (120J are largely silent on these critical points; they

contain no information on the investment potential of the land or the
presence there of oil and gas. Yet the fact sheets do mention oil by
noting that it is a "Major Industry, " presumably ofthe area if not of
the specific GV A or GV A II properties. (CX 84D, 85D) Investment and
oil representations made orally by Porter Realty or the other brokers
would therefore not be inconsistent with or contrary to the informa-
tion in the fact sheet. Those consumers who understood the warning
and attempted to apply it to see which oral claims should be disregard-
ed would not , under the circumstances , have identified investment
and oil claims.

The provisions in the sales contracts respondents point to as limit-
ing the apparent authority of the brokers are not in fact disclosures
of the limitations on their agents ' apparent authority but are simple
integration clauses. The GV A and GV A II contracts both provide that
(tJhere is no understanding or agreement between the parties except

as expressly set forth herein , and this Agreement may not be amend-
ed except in writing and with the consent ofthe Seller. " (CXs 74-76)
Like the fact sheet "warnings " this contractual clause does not

change the appearance that Porter Realty and the other brokers had
authority to make investment and oil representations and does not
have the (121J effect of warning consumers not to rely on brokers
representations about the value of the land and the significance of
oil-related activities in the area.

Respondents ' remaining arguments-that no liability exists for
their agents ' acts because respondents did not retain the ilegal fruits
oftheir agents ' misrepresentations and because they did not know of
or acquiesce in their agents ' misconduct-are patently without merit.
The refund and surveillance programs respondents ran had at most
a minimal effect in correcting, after the fact , injury suffered by some
purchasers. The programs did not even approach the point of causing
respondents to disgorge all illegal fruits of their agents ' conduct. And

9' The limited capacity of thc " dau to warn consumers about unauthorized representations was further
diminished by the timing ofthejr delivery to consumers; the clauses appear in respondents ' sales cOl1tracL , which
Wf'rp m il..rl t.O not,"nH 1 h')\l..r nflprinv.. m..nt, nrl nil rpnr..".."t t;nn" Wf'rp m rl.. to th..", hv I'''' hmkf'r.
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the record is replete with evidence that respondents acquiesced in and
even approved numerous representations made by their agents that
we have found deceptive. Accordingly, we conclude that respondents
violated Section 5 through the misrepresentations committed by
agents whom they vested with actual and apparent authority. (122J

IV. ORDER

Our findings as to respondents' violations of Section 5.01' the FTC

Act lead us to conclude that an order must be entered prohibiting
respondents from engaging in the same or similar conduct in the
future. We have decided to issue the attached Order after considering
the record in this case and the arguments made by counsel. We are
not persuaded, as respondents urge , that no order is necessary and
that the individual respondents should be excluded from any order.
Nor are we persuaded that the order sought by complaint counsel
should be adopted in the form proposed. Instead , we enter an Order
against the corporate and individual respondents in this proceeding

that varies substantially from that offered by complaint counsel, but
that is broad enough to protect the public against the unfair and
deceptive acts and practices identified in this opinion without impos-
ing undue burden, See Bristol,Myers Co. v. FTC, 738 F.2d 554 , 560-62
(2d Cir. 1984).

A. Respondents ' Arguments

Respondents ' principal objections to entry of an order in this case
are that it is unnecessary for a variety of reasons and that individual
liability has not been established. Respondents argue that no order is
needed because they terminated their relations with their brokers
years ago and ceased all sales by early 1978; because they cannot
resume any deceptive practices due to the restrictions of the Inter'
state Land Sales Full Disclosure Act (ILSFDA), 15 

C. 1700-1720

(1982); because the state of Texas has obtained an Assurance of Vol un,

tary (123J Compliance (A VC) with respondents; and because the in.
dividual respondents acted in good faith. We address these argument,
below.

1. Need for Entry of an Order

First, respondents ' apparent discontinuance of practices violatin
Section 5 does not , as a practical matter, provide any assurance th:
such practices wjJ not be reinstated in the same or similar form
the future so that no order is required. While respondents terminat.
their relationships with their brokers and may have stopped sales
their land,95 nothing now prohibits them from resuming their m,
keting activities , hiring new brokers , or starting again to engage

rpmains as to whether and when regpondents stopped sejjjng land- See note 5 upra
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the same conduct practiced in the past by the brokers and by respond-
ents through their sales representatives. Entry of a formal order
guards against the resumption of these practices. Moreover, even if
respondents have terminated sales of land, they are still collecting

payments on prior sales. (Gross Tr. 297) We found respondents ' prac-
tice of inducing continued payments on purchases through misrepre-
sentations about the land to be unfair, so that an order provision
barring that practice is warranted whether or not new sales are con-
tinuing.

With respect to respondents ' ILSFDA argument , we note that re-
sponrents ' duties under that statute are not coextensive with its obli-
gations under the FTC Act. Cf Horizon Corp. 97 FTC. 464 861-
(1981) There are , moreover, a number of exemptions (124J from cover-
age under the ILSFDA of which respondents could avail themselves
with a few changes in their operation.g6 Respondents ' repeated trans-
gressions of Section 5 also indicate a wilingness to violate federal law
that we have no reason to believe would not be repeated with respect
to the requirements of the ILSFDA. For these reasons , the ILSFDA
does not provide suffcient protection against respondents ' use of
deceptive land sales practices , and a Commission order is needed to
ensure that consumers are amply protected.

With respect to the A VC respondents entered into with the Texas
Attorney General in December 1978 (CX 207), we find it to be much
weaker and more limited than the Order we deem necessary here. The
A VC does not cover respondents Gross and Kritzler as individuals
nor does it apply to SWS. It is also narrower than the order we enter
since it limits its reach to the specific practices listed. (CX 207B-
Finally, the A VC is a voluntary device , not enforced by the Commis-
;ion , and allowing for only limited enforcement by the state of Texas
md perhaps only within (125J the confines of that state. A legally
nforceable cease and desist order with nationwide reach has much
tronger power to regulate respondents ' practices than does this
oluntary A VC device.

Finally, we reject respondents ' argument that no order is needed
,cause the individual respondents acted in good faith. We find suff-
ent evidence of the individual respondents ' personal participation
ld acquiescence in the activities constituting unfair and deceptive
actices that their inadequate attempts to limit , after the fact, the
Before 1918 the II..;;FDA did not apply to. sales in dcveJopments io. which the smaJl..st Io.t was five acres or

15 U.s.e. 1702(a)(t!) (1976). Respondent.s were appouently exempt Irom the ILSFDA under this provision.
minimum acreage exemption was raised to 20 acres in 1978. t5 U.S.c. 1702(11)(4) (1982), so that under their
!(t sales structure respondents appear to be covered by the ILSFDA. However , respondents could take

tage of the exemptions in the IL"iFDA by simply increHsing the sizes ofparceJs offered for sale to. 20 acres
're , moving their activities outside orthe prophylactic provisions of the ILSFDA. So long as an increase in
tC is effected for reasons other than to Hvoid ILSFDA , the law (!xempUJ sllch sales from the n"quired
ration and disclosure obligations- 15 U.8.C 1702(h)(4) (1982).
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effects ofthese practices on some consumers do not, taken together
establish their good faith. In any event, we do not accept the proposi-
tion that Commission orders need not be imposed on those who violate
the law unintentionally or in good faith, See Chrysler Corp. v. FTC,
561 F.2d 357 , 363 & n.5 (D.C. Cir. 1977) ("an advertiser s good faith
does not immunize it from responsibility for its misrepresentations
Feill!, FTC 285 F.2d 879 , 896 (9th Cir. 1960) (existence of good or bad
faith not material); AMREP Corp" 102 F. C. 1362 , 1632 n. 25 (1983),
petition for review filed No. 84-1434 (10th Cir. , April 2 , 1984),

Besides the factual shortcomings in respondents ' opposition to the
Commission s entry of an order, there are legal principles that sustain
our rejection of these arguments as well. First, it is clear that a
respondent' s discontinuance of violative practices and its termination
of agents who violated the law does not relieve it ofliability for those
past actions. See Horizon Corp. 97 F, C. 464, 860 (1981); Standard
Distributors, Inc. v. (126J FTC, 211 F.2d 7 , 13 (2d Cir. 1954). This is
especially true where, as here, the Commission may seek consumer
redress for respondents ' actions in accordance with the provisions of
Section 19(b) ofthe FTC Act. Because a cease and desist order under
Section 5 is a statutory prerequisite for action under Section 19 , entry
of an order is necessary for these reasons as well.

Commission law also holds that voluntary discontinuance of prac-
tices by respondents-particularly when that occurs only in the face
of an investigation or lawsuit--oes not exonerate respondents or
render the proceeding moot. See Fedders Corp. v. FTC, 529 F.2d 1398
(2d Cir.), cert. denied 429 U. S. 818 (1976); Montgomery Ward Co. v.

FTC 379 F. 2d 666 (7th Cir. 1967); Carter Products, Inc. v, FTC, 323
2d 523 (5th Cir. 1963). The District of Columbia Circuit noted

(aJppraisal of the danger that deception may recur if not forbidden
is initially for the Commission. If that danger is suffcient, there is no
bar to enforcement merely because the conduct has ceased at least
temporarily under the weight of the Commission s hand. WM.

Watch Case Corp. v. FTC, 343 F. 2d 302 (D.C. Cir.

), 

cert. denied 381 U.
936 (1965).97 We believe the danger of respondents ' repetition ofthese
practices exists in this case because respondents still own the land
free of any significant legal (127J barriers or limitations on thei,

resumption of sales and marketing activities. For all ofthese reasom
we conclude that a cease and desist order is necessary.

7 Reliance on abandonment as a defense is particularly inappropriate in ih;" proceeding, where responde!"
dispute mo t of the materia) al1egalions of the complaint and deny that their practices violated Section 5. T!
place respondents in the position of arguing that they wil not Dogage in certain practices even though they em
do so because they bdieve the practices are legaJ. Cr c. Howard Hunt Pen Cn. lJ. rre, 197 F.2d 273 , 281 (3d (
J952)
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2. Liability of Individual Respondents

We also hold that the order entered should apply to the individual
respondents named in the complaint. A cease and desist order may be
entered against individuals who participate in the unlawful practices
of a corporation or are otherwise responsible for a firm s commission
of deceptive acts. For example, an individual is liable for violations of
Section 5 if he or she formulates, controls or directs corporate policy.
See Standard Educators, Inc. v. FTC, 475 F.2d 401 , 403 (D.C. Cir.

), 

cert.
denied 414 U. S. 828 (1973); Tractor Training Servicev. FTC, 227 F.
420 , 425 (9th Cir. 1955), cert. denied 350 U.S. 1005 (1956). If the
individual knew or approved of the ilegal corporate practices or
played a significant role in carrying them out, a cease and desist order
may be entered against the individual as well as the company. Pati-
Port, Inc. v. FTC, 313 F.2d 103 , 105 (4th Cir. 1963); Gold Bullion
International, Ltd. 92 F. C. 196, 210-11 (1978). Individual liability
is also appropriate when the individual is actually and personally
responsible for the violation or where the respondent corporation is
litle more than an embodiment of the individual. See Cora, Inc. 

FTC, 338 F.2d 149 , 154 (1st Cir. 1964), cert. denied 380 U.S. 954 (1965);
Virginia Mortgage Exchange, Inc. 87 F. C. 182 , 203 (1976); Peacock
Buick, Inc. 86 F. C. 1532 , 1565-66 (1975), aff'd 553 F.2d 97 (4th Cir.
1977) (opinion unpublished). (128J

There is in this case substantial evidence that respondents Kritzler
and Gross formulated, directed and controlled the actions ofthe cor-
porate respondents and participated personally and directly in the
unfair and deceptive practices used so that they satisfy the legal
requirements for finding individual liability. In many respects, these
individuals are the respondent corporations. Respondent Gross and
his immediate family own all three corporate respondents and serve
as offcers and directors ofthem as well.98 Respondent Kritzler is the
general manager of all three corporations , responsible for day-to-day
operations, and also serves as an offcer of SWS. Gross and Kritzler
)oth are responsibJe for making corporate policy and , indeed, only
hese two among all the members ofthe corporate respondents ' man-
1gement were involved in setting policy. (ID 8 , Gross Tr. 315) None
f the corporations ' directors or ofIcers, other than Gross and Krit-
ler, are or have been involved in the everyday operations of SWS
:V A, and GV A II. (Gross Tr. 304)

" SWS--The presid.,ntofSWS Ltl Dl!cemher t973 was Harold Gross, respondent Sydney Gro8S ' son. Laurie GroS,
pondent Sydney Gross ' daughter , was sI!cretary-treasurer. (Gross Tr. 301). The directors ofSWS in December
3 were Kritz!er , Harold Gross , and L"urie Gro s. eVA-Sydney Gross is presidentofGVA , hiswjfe Sara Gross

vice president , and Harold Gross is st!cretary-treasurer. The directors ofGV A are Harold Gross , Sydney Gross
Barry Gross, another son of Sydney Gross eVA JJ:Sidney Gross is president ofGVA n , Harold Gross is its
etary.treasurer , and wife Sara Gross is its vice president. The directors ofGV A 11 are Sidney Gross and Harold
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The manner in which Gross and Kritzler exercised their manageri-
al and policy-making responsibilities demonstrates the (129J extent to
which they were personally involved in practices violating Section 5.
As the ALJ found , Gross and Kritzler selected the properties pur-
chased and the prices to be charged. They also decided upon the
promotional materials, commercials and contract forms used. (ID 9)
In this respect, they were directly responsible for the preparation of
promotional brochures (CXs 87-89) sent to potential purchasers con-
taining express and implied representations that the properties were
good investments and were suitable for use as homesites , farms, and
ranches. Gross and Kritzler also prepared or approved television and
radio advertisements that broadcast deceptive investment and use
representations. (Kritzler Tr. 575; Gross Tr. 411) The individual re-
spondents approved the use of other deceptive materials, including
the fact sheets that omitted critical information about development
costs , printed materials used by Porter Realty, and Porter Realty
telephone scripts. (CXs 122-125) Kritzler discussed marketing strate-
gies and materials with Porter on a regular basis and was aware that
Porter Realty was using the deceptive "oil map" for up to a year but
did not successfully stop its use until the broker s contract was ter-
minated. (130J

The personal involvement of the individual respondents and their
control over the marketing program were pervasive. In addition to
directing the market efforts of their brokers and sales representa-
tives, Gross and Kritzler participated actively in the sales operations
and engaged in various communications with prospects and purchas-
ers. Both Gross and Kritzler wrote letters to purchasers of the land
stressing its value and repeating the investment theme. (CXs 118 , 224

473 , 553 , 535) Kritzler was also involved in various discussions with
consumers who testified as to his oral representations about the land'
value and likely fast appreciation. (Leuckel Tr. 1840; Robinson Tr.
1919; Danskin Tr. 2432)

We can only conclude that the individual respondents had an active
and personal role not simply in managing the corporations but in
designing and carrying out a program of unfair and deceptive prac-
tices to induce consumers to purchase their land. Their involvement
goes beyond simple tacit awareness , in their offcial capacities, ofthe
unfair and deceptive practices employed by their representatives.
Instead, Gross and Kritzler were primarily and personally responsi-

ble for creating the marketing program used by others and for direct-
ing the activities of the corporate respondents and their brokers in
such a way that these parties , too , violated the law. For all of these
reasons , we believe an order must be entered against Gross and Krit-
zler as individuals. Failure to do so would significantly diminish the
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impact of our ruling and reduce our ability to protect consumers from
a possible repetition of these practices. (131J

B. Order Provisions

The Order issued with this Opinion governs respondents ' land sales
and promotional activities at SWS, GV A , and GV A II as well as at
other similar land sales projects. Part I of the Order limits certain
representations respondents may make regarding the value or utility
ofland they sell by requiring that such representations be nonmis-

leading and supported by a reasonable basis. Specific misrepresenta-
tions are also prohibited. Part II requires respondents to disclose to

prospective purchasers material information about the land by pro-

viding prospects with presale fact sheets. In Part III , respondents are
ordered to place warnings in their advertising and promotional

materials and to provide consumers a seven-day right to cancel their
contracts. Part IV requires respondents to send notices to customers
who purchased land explaining what the land' s value and suitability
for use are and outlining alternatives available to customers. Part V
contains a number of administrative obligations, notably require-
ments that respondents take a variety of steps to discourage em-
ployees and agents from engaging in violative practices, and that they
institute a surveillance program to detect such practices. The Order
as a whole is designed to allow consumers to consider whether to buy
land from respondents under circumstances free of misrepresenta-
tions and with full and accurate knowledge of information that is
material to a purchase decision. (132J

1. Definitions

The Order contains five definitions. The term "Respondents" is
defined to mean all of the corporate and individual respondents as
well as anyone of them acting independently or through some agent
or device. Thus each respondent is obliged to conform his or its con-
duct to the Order provisions and to avoid engaging in violative prac-
tices jointly or severally.

The provisions of the Order apply only to respondents ' practices in
selling land , which is defined as in our decision in AMREP Corp. , 102

C. 1362 , 1675 (1983), petition for review filed No. 84-1434 (lOth
Cir. , April 2, 1984), to mean unimproved real property. The practices
leading to imposition of an Order here involved sales of unimproved
real estate only. It is unlikely that respondents would or could easily
transfer their deceptive marketing activities to the sale of new homes
or other improved realty. We therefore find it appropriate to limit the
Order s reach to the marketing and sale of unimproved land.

We retain the definitions of ttpurchaser" and " Commission " in a
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form similar to that which complaint counsel proposed but delete the
definition of "subdivision as unnecessary in view of revisions to the
Order that delete use ofthat term. Finally, a definition of "homesite
is added. The definition is adopted from ILSFDA regulations, 24

R. 1700.1 et seq. (1983), and is designed to provide consistency
between the obligations placed on respondents by this Order and
under other federal law. (133J

2. Part I - Prohibited Representations

Part I ofthe Order governs the use of certain representations about
the value of property that respondents sold, either as an investment
or for particular uses. The Order allows respondents to provide poten-
tially helpful information to consumers about the value of property
they sell , so long as it is not presented in a misleading fashion and is
supported by a reasonable basis in fact. While the complaint in this
case alleged that respondents ' claims were false and did not allege
that the claims had inadequate substantiation , we believe that bar-
ring respondents from making claims about the investment value or
potential uses of the property in all circumstances is inappropriate
and would not benefit consumers. Instead , as in AMREP Corp. , supra
102 F. C. at 1676- , respondents may make truthful and nonmis-
leading representations under the conditions set out in the order. This
provision protects the public interest by limiting respondents from
future efforts to use misrepresentations to sell property or to induce
payments on accounts outstanding while at the same time assuring
that truthful and nondeceptive information , that may be helpful to
consumers , is still available to the public. This "fencing in" provision
replacing what would otherwise be a flat ban , is justified as a means
of preventing respondents from engaging in similar false and decep-
tive representations in the future. See FTC u. Ruberoid Co., 343 U.
470 , 473 (1952); AMREP Corp., supra 102 F. C. at 1676. (134J

Respondents are enjoined under Part LA. ofthe Order from making
the enumerated representations unless they are not misleading and
they are substantiated. This prohibition extends to use of such repre-

sentations not only in the marketing and sale of land , but also in
efforts to induce customers to continue making payments on land
previously purchased. Extension of these provisions to nonsale situa.
tions is necessary to prevent respondents from continuing practices
we have found to be unfair: inducing payments and retaining money
paid by using misrepresentations and deceptive statements and omis-
sions about the land.

The representations covered by these provisions correspond to
those identified in this Opinion and include claims about the value,
profitability, safety, ease of resale, benefits , and use ofland. Rather
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than prohibiting the precise statements respondents used (which
would involve a lengthy list of oral and written claims), we have
identified several categories of deceptive representations. Thus the
specific deceptive claims respondents used as well as claims " like and
related thereto " are prohibited by the Order. See FTC v. Mandel Bros.
Inc. 359 U. S. 385 , 393 (1959). The Order restricts use of the e repre-
sentations in land sales by respondents at the subject properties and
elsewhere. Application of the Order to promotional activities for the
sale of any unimproved realty by respondents will guard against
future violations ofthe FTC Act similar to those used at SWS, GV A
and GV A II. (l35J

These portions of the Order are , we believe, reasonably related to
the unlawful practices we have found to exist. See FTC v. Colgate
Palmolive Co. 380 U.s. 374 (1965); Jacob Siegel Co. v. FTC, 327 U.

608 (1946). However, we decline to include in the Order additional
provisions sought by complaint counsel regulating respondents ' use of
claims about the availability and price ofland since we do not believe

restrictions on such claims are needed here to fence in respondents
or to protect the public interest. See FTC v. National Lead Co., 352

S. 419 (1957).
The substantiation required before respondents may use the

enumerated representations is defined in the Order. The substantia-
tion must consist of "competent and reliable evidence" and must
include data demonstrating that typical owners are likely to achieve
the results claimed. In addition , where respondents seek to use repre-
sentations that are predictive in that they claim that certain events
or developments are likely to or will occur, respondents must have
evidence of the sort that would generally be accepted by qualified
experts as providing a reasonable basis for the projection. The ap-
proach we follow here parallels the order in AMREP Corp., supra
where we distinguished between those claims that are presently
verifiable with , for example , historical data about resales ofland , and
those claims that forecast future developments that can be verified
only by relying on experts ' views about what existing data tell us
about the future. Though we do not include in this Order the detailed
requirements for substantiating predictive claims set forth in
AMREP Corp. the level of support ultimately required for such (136J
claims is the same in both cases: respondents may not represent that
land has or will have investment value, profitability, benefits, or
potential uses without a level of support that satisfies experts in the
field of the existence of a reasonable basis for the claim and without
data establishing that typical owners can achieve what is claimed. To
assist the Commission s assessment of respondents ' compliance with
these substantiation requirements, we have added a provision , Sec-
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tion LB. , requiring respondents to maintain evidence in support of
and relied on as substantiation for such claims.

Part LC. of the Order limits respondents ' use of claims about the
immediate suitability ofland for various applications. This provision
prohibits claims that the land is currently usable as a homesite , farm
or ranch unless the land is in fact immediately usable for such pur-
poses without substantial improvements or developments. The com-
plaint did not allege that respondents misrepresented the time frame
in which the land could be used or made suitable for use. Respondents
did , however, misrepresen t the suitability of the land. They failed to
disclose the excessive costs of development and improvement that are
a prerequisite to most uses ofthe land while marketing the land for
use as homesites, farms and ranches-pursuits for which improve-
ments must be made-and they depicted these uses verbally and
visually in their materials and sales presentations. We believe this
provision is therefore warranted (137J as a fencing-in measure to
complement other restrictions on respondents ' ability to misrepre-
sent the suitability and usefulness of land they market.

Part LD. ofthe Order prohibits respondents from making a number
of misrepresentations. These include misrepresentations of the cost or
availability of utilities , the likely development of respondents ' land
and the extent and significance of mineral resources. These provisions
relate directly to practices we conclude respondents engaged in and
they are needed to prevent respondents from continuing to make the
sorts of misrepresentations we have identified.

Two additional prohibitions on misrepresentations that complaint
counsel seek would have stopped respondents from misrepresenting
population , employment and industrial statistics and would have
eliminated misrepresentations about the independent authorship or
production of articles used by respondents as promotional tools. Re-
spondents misrepresented the value of their land by claiming future
commercial and industrial developments, and they also provided con-
sumers with flattering (138J materials about their land which ap-
peared to have been produced independently but which may have
been subsidized or influenced by respondents. However, we do not find
the proposed provisions concerning population , employment and in-
dustrial statistics to be reasonably related to the problems they pur-
port to address , problems that are corrected through other provisions

!I Respondents ' attacks on these provisions as unsupported by recanl evidence are unconvincing- Respondents
argue with respect to r.D2 (prohibiting misrepresentations of the purchase , use , or development of the land) that
respondrmts fulfiled all their representations about development of the land hy building road.' and a golfcoUlse.
This ignores the more sr,rious claims respondents made about industrial and commercial development of the land
(including oil explora ion) that wouJd increase its value . and it is to these and any imilar claims that this provision

addressed- Respondent challenge Part I.D.3. on the grounds that no misrepresentations ofmirwral right" were
alleged or proved. Defining mineral rights to include oiJ and ga . as we do , establishes the relevance of this
provimon
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included in the ordcr. Nor do we find respondents ' use of subsidized
articles to be a widespread practice of significant moment. Hcnce we
decline to order these prohibitions.

3. Part II - Fact Shect

Part II of the Order addresses the omissions of' fact respondents
allowed in their marketing and sales activities. Respondents are re-
quired in Part II.A. to send to actual and prospective purchascrs a
Fact Sheet for Buyers (Attachment A to the Order).oo The Fact Sheet
warns consumers of the risks and uncertainties of investing in land
and informs them that expenditures may be needed to make the land
suitable and that these expenditures may be so great as to make use
of the land impracticaJl (139J

Two versions ofthe Fact Shcet must be produced.'o2 Ifrespondents
provide consumers with a federal property report as required by the
Interstate Land Sales Full Disclosure Act and rclated regulations , 15
VB. C. 1701 to 1720 (1982); 24 C. R. 1700. 1 et seq. (1983), the Fact
Sbeet will be quite curtailed , consisting principally of the warnings
and disclosures just dcscribed along with an advisement that consum-
ers have the terms or merits oftheir purchase evaluated by a qualified
professional before signing anything.'03 If no federal property reports
are provided so that consumers may not be receiving detailed infor-
mation about the availability and cost of utilities on the land , then
this information must appear in the Fact Sheet. In this situation the
Fact Sheet must include descriptions of the availability of and esti-
mates of the costs for water, sewage disposal , and electric and tele-
phone service. Disclosures sought (140J by complaint counsel as to
roads, recreational facilities , a property owners ' association , taxes
and lot exchanges are not in our view reasonably necessary to prevent

If HI The procedures and condilions under which respondents must distribute the Fact ShceU; paralic! lhose in
AMREl' Corp. 102 F.T.C 1362 (1983). petition for rcuicw liled. ;.0- 84- 1434 (lOth Cir- , April 2 , 1984), ami lforizon
Corp. 97 FTC. 464 (1981). As" rule , respondenb musl distribute the Fact Sheets in a way Lhalallows prosp, cLive

purchasers an ample , uninterrupted , and ullhurried opporlunity in which to review them
Lln A number ofinv,, tIIwnL value disclosures and warnjng are required throughout the Order , t.o app"ar in Farl

SheeL8, advertising and promotional materi"b, Iwd Not.ices to customers We k,ve revised eael, of t.he various
disclosure oblig"tions contained in complaint counsel' s propo ed Order to make them simiJar in content and form
so that consumers wil ee consistent information and imjbr warnings in the various materi"Js and pre ental. ion

theyencounte'
Requiring two vf'r ions of the Fact Sheet i " v"riant on Ollr approach in AMREPCorp" 102 F.TC 13G2, 11;79

(1983), petition (or review filed No, 84- 1434 (10th Cir. , April 2 , 1984), There we ordered only a single , short notice
and declined to order repeated in the Fact Sheet the "me di clO llre required in he federaJ property report sinct'
we helieved consumers might be confusp.d or overwhelmed by such a we"lth of inform"Lion. Here we avoid the
pOlent.i",1 for duplicative disclosures by eljminatjng most ofthem from the Fact srwet when COOSUII\(,rs receive t.he
fedt,r"l propert.y n'port , but we retain the di llr" needed to inform consumer fully about the Jand, utilities
and their co t in "jrcumst.anc(,s where property rel'(Jrt 'Ut, not provided as tbey were not throughout a1l of
respondents ' Opl',-ations atSWS , GVA , and GVA II. Thi approach al:;o reduce:; :;ub:;tant.ially the burden ofwhjch

pondents complain (RAB 59-70)
HI:! Prospective purch"8er iJre al o "I"rted to the exislence of the federal property report and encouraged to read
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the abuses identified in this proceeding and we decline to include
them as fencing-in relief.

These disclosure obligations are needed to ensure that respondents
provide prospective purchasers accurate and complete information
about the land they are considering buying so that informed decisions
can be made prior to sale. Many of respondents transactions occurred
over the telephone and through the mails , and most buyers lived
out-ot:state , never visited the land , so had few opportunities to learn
the truth about their purchases. These disclosures wil provide pro-

spective purchasers with material information they might otherwise
not have available so that they can better determine whether pur-
chase is a wise move. 104 In addition, in conjunction with the post-

purchase cancellation right ordered in Part III , these disclosures give
consumers a basis on which to found decisions to cance1. A cancella-
tion period standing alone is not adequate in this case to protect
consumers since it furnishes only the time and opportunity but not
the information needed to reconsider a (141J purchase decision. Thus
the disclosure obligations ordered in Part II supplement the other
rights we give consumers under this Order.

Additional provisions are included in Part II to further ensure that
consumers receive truthful information about the property in ad-
vance of signing a contract. Thus Part II.B. provides that if respond-
ents fail to provide purchasers with a copy of the Fact Sheet as
prescribed by Part II.A. , such purchasers may rescind their contracts
and recover all payments within 30 days of the time they finally do
receive the Fact Sheet. In view ofthe extreme importance to purchas-
ers of the information in the Fact Sheet , we feel obliged to allow
purchasers this alternative both to deter respondents from failing to
provide the Fact Sheet and to accord a remedy to purchasers who
might not have bought had complete information been available to
them before purchase. Conditional rights of rescission allowed only in
circumstances where respondents have violated this Order do not, in
our view , run afoul ofthe decision in Heater v. FTC, 503 F.2d 321 (9th
Cir. 1974), prohibiting the award of retrospective relief See AMREP
Corp. 102 F. C. 1362 , 1684 (1983), petition for review filed No. 84-
1434 (10th Cir. , April 2 , 1984).

Finally, Parts II.C. and II.D. prohibit respondents from misrepre-
senting information in the Fact Sheet and from making representa-
tions that differ materially from the Fact Sheet or from the federal
property report required by the ILSFDA , 15 V.8. C. 1701 to 1720

I'll Re1;pondent.s are mistakr", t.o the extent they believe nO additional informiJt;on , such us the name :md
telephone numbe!' or the electric company, may hI' rurni hcd to prospective plJrch sers. (RAB 69) The Order
pfOhjbit r"cipondenls from incJuding additional information in the requiJ'pd F..ct Sheet but docs not prevent them
from .'uppJememing thi inform.'tioTJ in the;r promotional brochurc.' Or through otber devices. so long as lhey do
not rni represent the informntion r:ontajned in tbe Fact. SheeL See Order Part II. , C , D
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(1982). Respondents argue that there is no (142J allegation or proof
that such misrepresentations occurred. Of course , since respondents
were not obliged to and did not furnish prospects with a federal prop-
erty report, they could not have misrepresented its contents. The
record establishes, though, that respondents did misrepresent the

points that would be made in a federal property report and in their
Fact Sheets through inaccurate descriptions of the land' s suitability
and through deceptive omissions of fact. We therefore believe these
provisions are warranted to ensure that respondents do not distort
undercut or misleadingly embellsh the required factual disclosures.
We also believe that such relief reasonably relates to the omissions
and inaccuracies we have found in the information respondents did
supply to prospective purchasers.

The comprehensive protections aflorded by these and other provi-
sions in Part II allow us to dispense with provisions sought by com-
plaint counsel mandating that the Fact Sheet be attached to
respondents ' contracts with consumers and incorporated therein.

4. Part III - Disclosures in Promotional Materials
and Right of Cancellation

Part III of the Order gives consumers additional warnings and a
limited cancellation right. Part IILA. requires respondents to disclose
in their advertisements and promotional materials the uncertainty of
land as an investment and the importance of discussing any purchase
of land with a qualified professional. Because of the limitations of
different media, shorter and simpler disclosures are permitted in
television and radio advertisements and in magazine and newspaper
articles of one-quarter page or less. Since respondents ' advertise-
ments and (143J promotional materials were the vehicles through

which many deceptive claims were made , we deem it appropriate that
they should in the future be accompanied by these brief corrective
disclosures.

Contrary to respondents ' assertions, we need not find that respond-
ents discouraged consumers from seeking professional advice in order
to requiure respondents to disclose that prospective purchasers

should do so. This admonishment flows from and is justified by the
array of misrepresentations respondents directed at consumers , mis-

representations that might have been corrected had consumers dis-
cussed their purchases with a knowledgeable professional. The
disclosures required by Part IILA. wi1 supplement those in the Fact
Sheet and disseminate the information widely by placing it in re-
spondents ' advertising and promotional materials.

Also included in this Part is a mandatory seven-day right of cancel-
lation for consumers similar to that contained in the lLSFDA, 15
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C. 1701 to 1720 (1982) and the Commission s Rule on Door-to-Door
Sales, 16 C. R. 429 (1984). See also AMREP Corp. 102 F. C. 1362
1680 (1983), petition for review filed No. 841434 (10th Cir. , April 2
1984). We have shortened the cancellation period from the ten-day
period complaint counsel urged to a seven-day period equivalent to
that imposed on many other land sellers under ILSFDA. Reference to
the right of cancellation is required by Parts IILB. and IILC. to appear
in respondents ' contract as well as in a separate form , attached to the
Order as Attachment B , two copies of which must be provided (144)
to purchasers. 105 Included in the cancellation right is a requirement
that customers be left free from additional sales pitches and contacts
by respondents during the cancellation period. On those occasions

where respondents nevertheless make such a contact, Part IILC. ex-
tends the purchaser s right to cancel to 30 days after the date of
purchase.1 6 If the cancellation notice form is not provided when
required, the Order gives purchasers an additional seven days to
cancel after receiving a copy of the form.

Part IILD. of the Order contains additional provisions regulating

how respondents must honor purchasers ' cancellation right. Purchas-
ers may exercise their right to cancel either by (145J sending respond-
ents the cancellation form or providing equivalent notification. Once
notified, respondents are allowed 30 days to refund purchasers
money and to cancel and return their contracts. Part IILE. prohibits
respondents from infringing on the cancellation right provided under
this Order by causing purchasers to waive or limit their rights.

Although the complaint did not allege and the record did not reveal
evidence of high pressure sales tactics, we believe a cancellation provi-
sion is warranted nonetheless. Respondents ' sales program was per-
meated with deceptive representations and omissions of material
facts designed to induce consumers to purchase their land. Providing
consumers a seven-day cancellation period wil allow them to rescind
their contracts and have refunded any money paid should they learn
of inaccurracies or omissions in the information they received or
should they otherwise determine their purchase was unwise. The

10' OUT approach differs from that lIken in AMREP Corp, 102 F. C. 1362 (1983), petition (or review filed No.
84- 1434 (lOth Cir. , April 2 , 1984), where the Order required that the right of cancellation be announced in the
contra t but eliminated a requirement that a cancellation form be provided. That was dOn'" in part becau

AMRF.P' s purchasers were expected to receive a cancellation notice and form with the federal property report.
See id.at 1681. Since this may not occur with respondents' sales , the requirement that a separate cliceIJation form
be provided is in order. Dividing these obligations batween two documents in the contract and refer reader!! to the
sep"raie fimn , where customen ' rights are explained more fully

\(1 These provisions differ somewhat from those ordered in AMREl' Corp. , supra 102 F. C. at 1681 , where BOrne
contacL with purchasers w",re "lIowed and others forbidden and where the forbidden contacts triggered an
extension of 45 days in the cancellation right only if consumer!! not.ified AMREP within 30 days- Because of the
diffculties consumers might have distinguishing hetween proper and improper communications from respondenL
we choose here simply to impose II short bul complet", moratorium on such contacts. We also provide for a shortr
but simpler extension of the cancellation right in situations where contact. are made to avoid the more cumber-
some two-part notification process set forth in AMREP Corp
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record does reflect that many purchasers lived out-of-state and had
little independent information about the land they bought, a situation
that magnified the effect of respondents ' misrepresentations and
deceptive omissions. Arming purchasers with full and accurate infor-
mation under Part II of the Order and providing them with a right
to cancel after a period oftime allowing for full reflection and consid-
eration ofthe information they wil receive furthers the Commission
objectives here by giving consumers some ability to protect them-
selves. (146J

5. Part IV - Notice to Consumers

Respondents must send a separate form of Notice to Customers , in
the form set forth as Attachment C to the Order, to consumers who
previously purchased from respondents land in SWS, GVA , or GVA

, in accordance with Part IV.A10 This Notice provides to purchas-
ers much of the same information about costs and availability of
utilities that prospective purchasers will receive in the Fact Sheet or
federal property report. It also advises consumers ofthe low value of
their land, its unsuitability for certain uses, and the possibility that
resales may be diffcult to arrange.

Quite a lot of factual information is included in this Notice , includ-
ing an assessment (based on evidence in the record) of the land' s fair
market value in 1980 and estimates of the cost of instaJ1ing utility
services. To ensure that these Notices are factually accurate when
they are sent to customers 60 days after the Order becomes final , we
have provided respondents with a mechanism to propose appropriate
revisions which may be incorporated into the Notice unless the Com-
mission objects. The information respondents must disclose about
purchasers ' future options is similar to that ordered in AMREP Corp.
supra.
Part IV.C. ofthe Order was not requested by compfaint counsel but
, we believe , necessary to complete the remedial (147J scheme ofthis

section ofthe Order. That provision bars respondents from recovering
from defaulting buyers any amounts remaining due on their contracts
after the default. We ruled in AMREP Corp. that such a clause was

necessary to prevent AMREP from obtaining future profits by en-
forcing contracts against defaulting buyers where those buyers en-
tered into them in an atmosphere offraud and deception. " 102 F.
at 1683-84. Here as in AMREP Corp. it would be intolerable to force
respondents to enlighten consumers about the inaccuracies and omis-
sions in the information they received , and yet to permit respondents

W1 To help ensure th.-se notices mach OIll intended recipients. responoeo(. must make reasooabl,. efforts to locate
purchasers whose notices are undcliver"d because the addresses are outdated or incorrect. Copies oftbe Notie"
must be sent to all pureh"sers for whom new addres es arc discuvered after an iniUal noi:U1e1ivery
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to continue reaping the fruits of their deception by allowing them to
enforce purchasers ' contracts. Similarly, we found respondents ' in-
ducement and retention of funds, in payment for land that was mis-
represented, to be unfair trade practices , and we cannot permit
respondents to continue benefitting from illegality within our power
to halt. We therefore hold that respondents must allow purchasers to
stem the continuing injury caused by respondents ' unfair and decep-
tive practices. As in AMREP Corp. the right to default without fear
that remaining obligations can be enforced extends to all purchasers
irrespective ofthe date they executed their contracts. AMREP Corp.
supra 102 F. C. at 1685.

The requirements ofthis Part, involving affrmative disclosures to
past purchasers , do not as respondents contend exceed the Commis
sion s authority under Section 5. (RAB 70) See Heater v. FTC, 503 F.
301 (9th Cir. 1974). The court in Heaterprohibited retroactive remedi-
al action by the Commission but did (148J not limit the Commission
right to require affrmative action as a prospective remedy. As the
court observed in Warner-Lambert Co. v. FTC, 562 F.2d 749 (D.C. Cir.
1977), cert. denied 435 U. S. 950 (1978), the decision in Heaterdoes not
limit the Commission s ability to order affrmative remedial measures
under Section 5 , such as corrective advertising, when necessary to
correct misconceptions which futureconsumers may hold. Id. at 757

n. 33. See also Waltham Watch Co. v. FTC, 318 F.2d 28 , 32 (7th Cir.),
cert. denied 375 U.S. 944 (1963).

The Commission has required firms to take affrmative action as a
prospective remedy in several cases , as respondents concede. (RAB
70-71) Thus the Commission ordered a warning letter sent to past
purchasers of respondents

' "

psychic surgery" as a means of remedy-
ing the continuing effects of past deception. Travel King, Inc. , 86

C. 715 , 774-75 (1975). The Commission also required affrmative
disclosures to previous customers about their rights and possible
remedies in a case reversed on procedural grounds. Ford Motor Co. 

FTC 94 F. C. 564 , 605 (1979), rev d on other grounds 673 F.2d 1008
(9th Cir. 1981), cert. denied 459 U.S. 999 (1982). And the Commission
ordered affrmative disclosures virtually identical to those here in
another land sales case. AMREP Corp. , supra 102 F. C. at 1678-80.
See also Horizon Corp. 97 F. C. 464 (1981)
The Notices ordered by Part IV. , like those just described , are

needed to remedy respondents ' deceptive omission of information.
Because this practice has continuing ramifications for consumers
many of whom may stil be making (149J payments on land purchased
under significant misrepresentations , a corrective disclosure measure
designed to dispel current and future misconceptions is justified. The
Notices required by this Part are also legitimate as a means ofreme-
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dying respondents ' continuing unfair practices of inducing continued
payments for land through misrepresentations. This relief is quintes-
sentially prospective in nature. It is directed at future payments re-
spondents may induce or retain and it provides consumers with
important corrective information needed to dispel the misimpressions
respondents created, misimpressions that wil continue until afIrma-
tive efforts are made to dispel them. The prohibition against enforce-
ment of defaulting purchasers' contracts is likewise a prospective
measure authorized under Section 5. See AMREP Corp. , supra, 102

C. at 1683-85. This provision bans the future enforcement of such
contracts but does not order refunds Or redress past injury resulting

from respondents ' violations oflaw. For all ofthese reasons we believe
these order provisions are justified.

6. Part V - Additional Provisions

The provisions of Part V are largely administrative in nature and
supply additional assurances that respondents ' obligations under the
Order wil be carried out effectively. Of special importance is the
provision in Part V.F. requiring respondents to institute a continuing
surveillance program that wil lead them to investigate and resolve
complaints about sales practices used. Parts V. , H. , I., and J. obli-
gate respondents (l50J to distribute copies ofthe Order, to notif'y the
Commission of changes in the corporate respondents , and to fie com-
pliance reports.

Complaint counsel originally sought restitution in this Section 5
proceeding but have now withdrawn their pursuit of that remedy in
this forum. (CCAB 50 n. 24) If buyers are entitled to restitution or
other forms of redress for injury caused by respondents' violations of
Section 5 , their remedies should be sought in a proceeding under
Section 19(b). 15 C. 57(b) (1982); see AMREP Corp., supra, 102

C. at 1674. When the Commission s order in this matter becomes
final the Commission wil consider whether to seek redress for the
unfair and deceptive acts or practices of respondents in accordance
with the provisions of Section 19(b).

We decline to include in the Order other provisions proposed by
complaint counsel , including a requirement that respondents main-
tain a toll-free telephone line for customer inquiries, because we do
not believe they are reasonably necessary to remedy the violations of
law.

v. CONCLUSION

For all ofthe reasons set forth above, the Initial Decision ofthe ALJ
-jc TY..r1ifi"" rJ " NP"r-r -ihp.N nr1 fhp tt::(''hPr1 rlpr i pnt,prpn
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FINAL ORDER

This matter has been heard by the Commission upon the appeal of
complaint counsel and upon briefs and oral argument in support of
and in opposition to the appeal. The Commission , for reasons stated
in the accompanying opinion , has granted a portion of complaint
counsel's appeal. Therefore

It is ordered That the initial decision of the administrative law
judge be adopted as the findings of fact and conclusions oflaw of the
Commission except as modified by the accompanying opinion. Other
findings of fact and conclusions of law of the Commission are con-
tained in the accompanying opinion.

It is further ordered That the fo1lowing Order to Cease and Desist

be entered: (2J

ORDER

As used in this Order , the following definitions shall apply:

(A) Respondents means any of the corporate respondents , South-
west Sunsites, Inc. , Green Va1ley Acres , Inc. , and Green Valley Acres
Inc. II , their successors and assigns , and their offcers , directors, rep-
resentatives , and employees; any of the individual respondents, Syd-
ney Gross and Edwin Kritzler; and any corporation , subsidiary,
division , agent, or other device through which any corporate or in-
dividual respondent acts.

(B) Land, property, or lot means any real property unimproved by
a commercial or residential building sold or offered for sale by re-
spondents,

(C) Purchaser or buyer means any individual who is a potential or
actual vendee of the land offered for sale or sold by respondents.

(D) Commission means the Federal Trade Commission and/or itE
duly authorized representatives and employees.

(E) Homesite means any lot in which (1) potable water is availablf
at a reasonable cost, (2) the lot is suitable for a septic tank or then
is reasonable assurance that the lot can be served by a central sewag,
system , (3) the lot is legally accessible , and (4) the lot is free fror
periodic flooding,

It is ordered That respondents Southwest Sunsites, Inc. , Gre,
Valley Acres, Inc. , and Green Valley Acres, Inc. II, corporations, the

"'",,('p

sors and assigns, and their offcers, representatives, and 8J
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ployees, and Sydney Gross and Edwin Kritzler, individually and as
offcers or former offcers of said corporations , directly or through any
corporation, subsidiary, division , agent or other device, in connection
with the advertising, marketing, offering for sale, sale, or inducement
of payments for land , in or affecting commerce, as commerce is de-
fined in the Federal Trade Commission Act, as amended , shall forth-
with cease and desist from:

A. Representing, directly or by implication , through the use of any
means, that:

1. The purchase of any land has been , is, or wil be a good, profitable
short-term, safe, or sound financial investment;

2. There has been, is , or will be little or no financial risk involved
in the purchase of any land; (3J

3. The resale of any land is not or wil not be diffcult, or such land
can be or has been resold within a certain time;

4. The purchase of any land is a way to achieve financial security
or selfsuffciency, to deal with inflation, or to make money;

5. The value of, or demand for , any land has increased, is increasing,
or will increase;

6. Purchasing any interest in land wil result in any economic
benefit to the purchaser, including but not limited to a benefit result-
ing from an increase in the value ofthe land from its use or develop-
ment for any purpose, or as a result of mineral rights, exploration, or
extraction; the land's profitable resale; the provision of a hedge
against inflation; or the receipt of income or reduction of expenses
from growing any crop, raising any animal, or any other source;

7. Any land is suitable for use as a homesite, farm , or ranch, for
)ersonal or commercial purposes;

mless such representation is not misleading and unless, at the time
uch representation is made, respondents possess and rely upon
ompetent and reliable evidence which substantiates the representa-
ion , including, at a minimum, (a) data suffcient to demonstrate that
le typical owner of such land is likely to achieve the results repre'
mted , and (b) where the representation predicts or projects future
:currences, evidence that would generally be accepted by the com-
unity of experts qualified to make such representations as providing
reasonable basis for the projection.
B. Failing to maintain evidence in support of and upon which re-
ondents rely in making any representation about the value, suita-
ity, or use of land, including evidence substantiating the
Jresentations described in Paragraph LA. , such evidence to hp ro-
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tained for three years from the date of respondents ' last use of such
representation and to be furnished to the Commission upon request.

C. Representing, directly or by implication , through the use of any
means, that any land is currently usable as a homesite, farm, or

ranch , unless such land is immediately usable for such purpose with-
out any substantial improvement or development hy the purchaser.

D. Misrepresenting in any manner:

1. The cost of obtaining or availability of electric power , telephone
service , potable water , sewage disposal, or any utility; (4J

2. The past, present , planned , proposed or potential purchase, use
or development of any interest in land by respondents or any other
party;

3. The extent, location , value , nature, or significance of any actual
or potential mineral right or resource or any activity related thereto.

It is further ordered That respondents, in connection with the ad-
vertising, marketing, offering for sale , or sale of land in or affecting
commerce , as commerce is defined in the Federal Trade Commission
Act, as amended , shall:

A. Prepare a "Fact Sheet for Buyers" containing only such informa-
tion as is set forth or referred to in Attachment A to this Order
(incorporated herein by reference), and distribute to all purchasers a
copy of the Fact Sheet in the following manner:

1. If respondents invite the purchaser by mail to attend a meetin(
sponsored by respondents , respondents shall include the Fact Shee
with the invitation;

2. If respondents arrange to meet with the purchaser in his or he
home or other location , respondents shall mail the Fact Sheet to th
purchaser, allowing suffcient time for the Fact Sheet to arrive,
least two days prior to the meeting;

3. Ifthe initial contact with the purchaser is in person (for exampJ
at a booth located in a public place), respondents shall , after identij
ing briefly the purpose of the contact , give the Fact Sheet to t
purchaser, request that he or she read it, and provide ample unint,
rupted time for it to be read completely before continuing with a
sales presentation;

4. Ifthe initial contact is by telephone or the sale is to be com pie
entirely through the mail, the Fact Sheet shall accompany the ini'
mailing to the purchaser.

B. Honor any purchaser s request to rescind the contract and reo
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er all payments thereunder at the purchaser s option, if respondents
fail to distribute a copy of the Fact Sheet to such purchaser as re-
quired by Paragraph ILA. , provided that the purchaser makes such
request within thirty days after receiving a copy of the Fact Sheet.

C. Refrain from misrepresenting any information in the Fact Sheet.
(5J

D. Refrain from making any representation , directly or by implica-
tion, through the use of any means , about:

1. The present , planned, proposed , or potential development, im-
provement, or facilities of the land or of the subdivision or project in
which the land is located where such representation differs in any
material respect from the information contained in the Fact Sheet or
the Property Report required by the Interstate Land Sales Full Disclo-
sure Act and related regulations, 15 U. C. 1701 to 1720 (1982); 24

R. 1700. 1 et seq. (1983);

2. The respondents ' or purchasers ' rights or obligations where such
cepresentation differs in any material respect from the parties ' rights
)f obligations as stated in the contract, the Fact Sheet, or the Proper-
y Report required by the Interstate Land Sales Full Disclosure Act
nd related regulations.

It is further ordered That respondents, in connection with the ad-
ortising, marketing, offering for sale , or sale of land in or affecting
mmerce as commerce is defined in the Federal Trade Commission
:t, as amended, shall:

1\. Disclose clearly and prominently in every written promotional
lterial, magazine or newspaper advertisement greater than one-
lfter page , and oral sales presentation the following statements:

. THE FUTURE VALUE OF LAND IS UNCERTAIN. THESE
rs ARE NOT BEING SOLD AS A FINANCIAL INVESTMENT.
U SHOULD NOT COUNT ON YOUR LOT RISING IN VALUE
YOUR BEING ABLE TO RESELL IT. DISCUSS ANY POSSIBLE
CHASE WITH A QUALIFIED PROFESSIONAL.
THESE LOTS MAY BE SUITABLE FOR USE ONLY WITH
,sTANTIAL EXPENDITURES FOR THE EXTENSION OF
LITIES, WATER, AND OTHER NECESSITIES. THESE EX-
DITURES VARY DEPENDING ON THE LOCATION OF THE
AND COULD BE SO GREAT AS TO MAKE USE OF THE
D IMPRACTICAL.

Disclose clearly and prominently in every radio advertisement
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television advertisement, and magazine or newspaper advertisement
of one-quarter page or less the following statement:

REMEMBER-BUYING LAND MAY BE RISKY. CONSULT A
QUALIFIED PROFESSIONAL BEFORE BUYING. (6J

C. IncJude clearly and prominently, immediately preceding the
space provided for the purchaser s signature in each contract for the
sale of land , the following statement in 12-point boldface type:

SEVEN DAY RIGHT TO CANCEL

YOU HAVE THE RIGHT TO CANCEL YOUR CONTRACT, WITH-

OUT ANY PENALTY OR OBLIGATION, AT ANY TIME UNTIL
MIDNIGHT OF THE SEVENTH DAY AFTER YOU SIGN THIS
CONTRACT. SEE THE ATTACHED "RIGHT OF CANCELLATION"
FOR AN EXPLANATION OF THIS RIGHT.

IF YOU CHOOSE TO CANCEL WITHIN THIS TIME , ANY PAY-
MENT YOU MADE UNDER TInS CONTRACT WILL BE REFUND-
ED AND ANY DOCUMENT YOU SIGNED WILL BE CANCELLED
AND RETURNED WfTHIN THIRTY DAYS AFTER THE SELLER
RECEIVES YOUR CANCELLATION NOTICE.

A TTENTION ALTHOUGH YOU HAVE SEVEN DAYS IN WHICH
TO RECONSIDER YOUR DECISION AND CANCEL THIS CON-
TRACT WITH FULL REFUND, WE RECOMMEND THAT,
BEFORE SIGNING, YOU CONSIDER YOUR NEEDS CAREFULLY
AND HAVE THIS CONTRACT AND THE A TT ACHED NOTICE TO
BUYERS REVIEWED BY A QUALIFIED PROFESSIONAL.

D. Furnish each purchaser, at or before the time the purchaser
signs a contract for the sale ofland, with two copies ofa form, contain-
ing only such information as is set forth or referred to in Attachment
B to this Order (incorporated herein by reference), captioned in 12-

point boldface type

, "

RIGHT OF CANCELLATION " and with all
other writing in lO-point boldface type.

Provided, however That if respondents fail to distribute the

RIGHT OF CANCELLATION" forms as required by this paragraph
the period during which the purchaser may cancel the contract shal"
be extended unti scven days after the purchaser receives sai(
RIGHT OF CANCELLATION"
Provided further That during the seven-day cancellation periol

aftcr a purchaser s signing of a land purchase contract, respondent
shall not initiate any contact or communication , personal , telephonic

or otherwise, with such purchaser, but if respondents initiate an
such contact, the period during which the purchaser may cancel tb
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contract shalJ be extended until thirty days after the date of purchase.
(7J

E. Honor any signed and timely exercise ofa "RIGHT OF CANCEL-
LATION" (or its functional equivalent) by the purchaser, and within
thirty days after the receipt of such notice of cancelJation , (a) refund
alJ payments made under the contract, and (b) cancel and return any
contract or other legal document executed by the purchaser.

F. Refrain from misrepresenting, soliciting, or obtaining any pur-
chaser s assent to or otherwise imposing any condition , waiver, or
limitation upon the right of a purchaser to cancel a transaction or
receive a refund under any provision ofthis Order or by any applica-
ble statute or regulation.

It is fu.rther ordered That respondents shall:

A. Within sixty days of the effective date of this Order, prepare a
Notice to Customers" containing only such information as is set

forth or referred to in Attachment C to this Order (incorporated
herein by reference), and cause a copy of such Notice to be sent by first
class mail, postage prepaid and address correction requested, to each
purchaser of respondents ' land in the subdivisions known as South-
west Sunsites, Green ValJey Acres, and Green Valley Acres II , at the
last known address contained in respondents ' fies or requested and
received from Porter Realty Inc. or Irvin Porter , for each such pur-
chaser.

Provided, however That if changes are necessary to render the
Notice accurate as of the date of mailing, respondents shalJ submit
such changes to the Commission not less than thirty days prior to the
date of mailing. The Commission , within ten days after its receipt of
such changes, shall have the right to reject them in whole or in part
md respondents will then mail copies of such Notice with any
changes that the Commission did not reject.

Provided further That whenever a copy of such Notice is returned
mdelivered , respondents shall , within ten days of the return, make
,lJ reasonable efforts , including contacting credit bureaus, telephone
end utility companies, county land records, and purchasers ' relatives
r representatives whose addresses are in respondents ' files, to obtain
he correct present address of the purchaser whose Notice was not
elivered , and respondents shalJ , within twenty days of obtaining a
ew address , send a copy of such Notice to the purchaser for whom
,spondents obtain a new address by these means or otherwise.
B. Maintain , for three years after the effective date of this Order
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or three years after the last Notice is mailed , whichever occurs last
records adequate to disclose respondents ' compliance with Paragraph
IV. , and furnish such records to the Commission upon request. (8J

C. Refrain from seeking to recover, or recovering by any means
from purchasers who were under contract before the date this Order
becomes final for the purchase ofland at Southwest Sunsites, Green
Valley Acres, and Green Valley Acres II , and who have defaulted or
who become in default, any sums remaining due on theircontracts.

It is further ordered That respondents shall:

A. Forthwith deliver by certified mail or in person , a copy of this
Order to all present and future sales representatives and other em-
ployees , independent brokers , advertising agencies and others who
sell or promote the sale of respondents ' land or who otherwise have
contact with the public on behalf of respondents in connection with
the sale of land.

E. Provide each person described in Paragraph V.A. with a form
to be returned to respondents, clearly stating that person s intention
to conform his or her sales practices to the requirements ofthis Order.

C. Inform each person described in Paragraph V.A. that respond-
ents shall not use the services of any such person , unless such person
agrees to and does file notice with respondents that he or she will
conform his or her practices to the requirements of this Order.

D. In the event such person will not agree to so file notice with
respondents and to conform his or her practices to the requirements
of this Order, respondents shall not use the services of such person.

E. Inform the persons described in Paragraph V.A. that respond-
ents are obligated by this Order to discontinue dealing with those
persons who engage on their own in the acts or practices prohibited
by this Order, or who fail to adhere to the affrmative requirements
of this Order.

F. Institute a reasonable program of continuing surveilance ade-
quate to reveal whether the practices of each person described in

Paragraph V.A. conform to the requirements of this Order, and
promptly investigate and make good faith efforts to resolve any com-
plaints about any such person received by respondents , and maintain
records of any such complaint, investigation , and disposition of the
complaint for ten years from the date ofthe complaint, such records
to be furnished to the Commission upon request.

G. Discontinue dealing with any person described in Paragraph
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A. who more than once engages on his or her own in the acts or
practices prohibited by this Order. (9J

H. Forthwith deliver a copy of this Order to each of respondents
subsidiaries.

1. Notify the Commission at least thirty days prior to any proposed
change in the corporate respondents, such as dissolution, assignment
reorganization , or sale resulting in the emergence of a successor cor-
poration , the creation or dissolution of subsidiaries, or any other
change in the corporation that may affect compliance obligations
arising out of this Order.

J. Within sixty days after service upon it ofthis Order and annually
for three years thereafter, fie with the Commission a report, in writ-
ing, setting forth in detail the manner and form in which they have
complied with this Order.

Commissioners Calvanj and Azcuenaga did not participate.

A'l'TACHMEN1' A

FACT SHEET FOR BUYERS

FACT SHEET CONCERNING:
NAMES OF SELLER/AGENT:
EFFECTIVE DATE OF NOTICE:

(insert name of subdivision)
(insert name of seller and agent)

(insert date of notice)

IMPORTANT

YOU ARE ADVISED THAT THE FUTURE VALUE OF LAND IS UNCERTAIN.
THESE LOTS ARE NOT BEING SOLD AS A FINANCIAL INVESTMENT. YOU
SHOULD NOT COUNT ON YOUR LOT RISING IN VALUEOR YOUR BEING ABLE
TO RESELL IT. IF YOU OFFER YOUR LOT FOR SALE , YOU MAY FACE THE
COMPETITION OF THE SELLER'S OWN SALES PROGRAM, WHICH MAY IN-
VOLVE AN EXTENSIVE SALES CAMPAIGN. REAL ESTATE BROKERS ALSO
MA Y NOT BE INTERESTED IN SELLING YOUR LOT OR LISTING IT FOR SALE.

YOU ARE ALSO ADVISED THAT THESE LOTS MAY BE SUITABLE FOR USE
ONLY WITH SUBSTANTIAL EXPENDITURES FOR THE EXTENSION OF UTILI-
TIES , WATER , AND OTHER NECESSITIES. THESE EXPENDITURES VARY DE-
PENDING ON THE LOCATION OF THE LOT AND COULD BE SO GREAT AS TO
MAKE USE OF TIlE LAND IMPRACTICAL.

AS OF THE DATE OF THIS FACT SHEET, TIlE SELLER HAS SOLD -
(insert number) LOTS IN 

- -- - 

(insert name of subdivision). - (insert
number) LOTS REMAIN UNSOLD AND A V AILABLE FOR SALE.

(In connection with any land for which federal property reports are not provided as
required by the Interstate Land Sales Full Disclosure Act and related regulations, 15

C. g1701 to 1720 (1982), 24 C R. 1700. 1 ct seq. (1983), provide the following
information:)

TIIS f'ACT SHEET PROVIDES IMPORTANT INr'ORMATION ABOUT TIlE
VALUEOFTHESE LOTS AND THE A V AILABILITY AND ESTIMATED COSTS '10

. ..
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WATER

(Provide the following information regarding water service:
(a) the method of water service to be used;
(b) if individual wells are to be used: whether the seller is responsible for installing

such wells; whether evidence exists that water can be found under every lot offered for
sale; the estimated depth at which water can be found in the applicable area; the
estimated cost of drilling a well for household purposes and for agricultural purposes
if agricultural use is feasible; and whether and under what conditions a refund or
exchange wil be offered in the event a productive well cannot be illstaJIed;

(c) if water is to be provided by a central system: who is responsible for constructing
such a system; the estimated amount of any construction costs or any connection or use
fees to be paid by the purchaser , including the estimated cost of installing water mains
to either the most remote lot in the subdivision or the lot the prospective purchaser is
considering purchasing; the estimated service availability date of the water system;
and , if the seller is responsible for constructing the system , whether a separate account
or fund has been established to finance such construction and the extent of construction
completed as of the date of the Fact Sheet,

SEWER SERVICE

(Provide the following information about sewer service:
(a) the method of sewage disposal to be used;
(b) if sewage disposal is to be by septic tank or other individual system: whether the

seller is responsible for installing the system; the estimated cost of the system; whether
a permit is required for such a system; and whether and under what conditions a refund
or exchange will be offered if the purchaser is unable to install a septic tank or other
on-site sewage system;

(c) if sewage disposal is to be by a central treatment and coJIection system: who is
responsible for constructing such a system; the estimated amount of any construction
cosh; or any connection or use fees to be paid by the purchaser; the estimated service
availability date of the system; and , if the seller is responsibJe for constructing the
system , whether a separate account or fund has been established to finance such
construction and the extent of construction compJeted as of the date ofthe Fact Sheet.

ELECTRIC SERVICE

(Provide the following information about electric service:
(a) whether primary service lines have been extended in front of: or adjacent to, each

lot;
(b) if not , the utility company s policy and charges for extension of primary lines , and

the estimated cost for extending primary service to either the most remote lot in the
subdivision or the specific lot the prospective purchaser is considering purchasing,

TELEPHONE SERVICE

(Provide the following information about telephone service:
(a) whether primary service lines have been extended in front of, or adjacent to , each

lot;
(b) if not , the utility company s policy and charges for extension of primary Jines , and

the estimated cost for extending primary service to either the most remote lot in the
subdivision or the specific lot the prospective purchaser is considering purchasing.

IMPORTANT: BEFORE SIGNING ANY DOCUMENT, OBTAIN AND READ
THOROUGHLY THE CONTRACT AND THIS FACT SHEET. IT IS DESIRABLE 1'0
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HAVE A QUALIFIED PROFESSIONAL EVALUATE THE TF.RMS OR MERITS OF
THIS PURCHASE BEFORE YOU SIGN ANYTHING.

(In connection with any land for which federal property reports are provided as re-
quired by the Interstate Land Sales Fu1l Disclosure Act and related regulations

, 15
C. **1701 TO 1720 (19821, 24 C. R. **1700. 1 et seq. 119831, provide the following

information:)

IMPORTANT BEFORE SIGNING ANY DOCUMENT, OBTAIN AND READ
THOROUGHLY EACII PROPF.RTY REPORT AND CONTRACT. TIlE PROPERTY
REPORT CONTAINS ADDITIONAL INFORMATION TIIAT YOU SHOULD KNOW
AND UNDERSTAND BEFORE YOU SIGN A CONTRACT TO BUY THIS LAND. IT
IS DESIRABLE TO IIA VE A QUALIFIED PROFESSIONAL EVALUATE TIlE
TERMS OR MERITS OF TI.nS PURCHASF. BEFORE YOU SIGN ANYTHING.

ATTACHMENT B

RIGHT OF CANCELLATION

(insert date pu chaser signed the contract)
Date of T.ransaction

(insert lot identification information)
Lot Identification

YOU HAVE TilE RIGHT TO CANCEL YOUR CONTRACT , WITHOUT ANY PENAL-
TY OR OBLIGATION , AT ANY TIME UNTIL MIDNIGHT OF TIlE SEVENTH DAY
AFTF.R YOU SIGN THE CONTRACT. YOU SIIOULD USE THIS TIME TO EXAM-
INE WITH CARE THIS CONTRACT AND THE FACT SHEET OR PROPERTY RE-
POKI'. WE ALSO RECOMMEND THAT YOU HA VF. THIS CONTRACT AND OTHER
INFORMATION ABOUT TIlE PROPERTY REVIEWED BY A QUALIFIFD PROFES-
SIONAL.

NO REPRESENT A TIVF. OF THE SELLER SIIOULD CONTACT YOU IN ANY WAY
DURING THIS SEVEN DAY PERIOD. IF , HOWEVER , THF. SELLER OR ITS REPRE-
SENTATIVE CONTACTS YOU DURING THIS SEVEN-DAY PERIOD , YOU MAY
CANCEL TilE PURCHASE BY NOTIFYING TilE SELLF.R BY MIDNIGHT OF THE
TIIRTIETH DAY AFTER THE DA TF. OF PURCHASE.

IF YOU CANCEL WITHIN THIS TIME , ANY PAYMENTS YOU MADE UNDER THE
CONTRACT WILL BF. REFUNDED AND ANY DOCUMENT YOU SIGNED WILL BE
CANCELLED AND RETURNED WITHIN THIRTY DA YS AFTER THE SELLER RE-
CEIVF.S YOUR CANCELLATION NOTICE.

TO CANCEL THE TRANSACTION , MAIL OR DELIVER A SIGNED COPY OF THIS
CANCELLATION NOTICE, OR ANY OTHER WRIrrEN NOTICE OR TELEGRAM
STATING YOU ARE EXERCISING YOUR RIGHT TO CANCEL , TO (insert name of
seller), AT (insert address of seller place oCbusiness) POSTMARKED (ifmailedJ OR
FILED FOR TRANSMISSION (if telegraphed) NOT LATER THAN MIDNIGHT OF
(insert date not earlier than the seventh day following the date the purchaser signed
the contract).

I (WE) HEHEBY CA:'CF.L THIS TRANSACTION. (EACH BUYER MUST SIGN THIS
NOTICE. 1
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(Date)

(Buycr s signature) (Buyer s sig-naturc)

ATTACHMENT C

IMPORTANT NOTICE TO CUSTOMERS OF SOUTHWEST SUNSITES , GREEN

VALLEY ACRES, AND GREEN V ALLEY ACRES II
This lctter is being sent to all customers of Southwest Sunsites , Green Valley Acres

and Green Valley Acres II who purchased land in these subdivisions. It contains infor-
mation you should know about your lot.

In 1980 , the Federal Trade Commission began a lawsuit against Southwest Sunsitcs
Green Valley Acres , and Green Valley Acres II (respondents). The Commission recently
decided that case. In its decision , the Commission concluded that respondents made
unfair and deceptive claims about the benefits of purchasing their land as an invest-
ment or for use as a homesite , ranch , or farm. This letter is being sent as part of the
Order issued when the lawsuit was decided.

Please read this letter , consult with an attorney or other qualified professional , and

think about your alternatives carefully. We cannot advise you as to what decision is
best for you.

I. Lot Value and Resale

The future value ofland is uncertain. You should not assume that your lot will rise
in value or that you wil be able to resell it. In fact, the approximate fair market value
of your land was only $70 to $110 per acre in 1980. Most land in the Van Horn area
where your land is located , is normally sold in considerably larger tracts than the lot
you bought. You may find it very diffcult and prohibitively expcnsive to farm or ranch
on your land because of its relatively small size.

Furthermore , there is no certainty that there is or will be in the near future any
significant commercial or industrial activity or developments in the Van Horn area
that will cause your land to be more valuable. The presence oflarge ranches and farms
near your property has not affected the value of your lot. Development orthe surround-
ing area you may have heard about (for example, construction of a power plant) has
not occurred. There has not been and there presently is no significant oil activity on
the land in these subdivisions or in surrounding areas.

You may have diflcu1ty selling your lot or listing it for sale. In fact , real estate agents

in the Van Horn area will not list properties in Southwest Sunsites, Green Valley
Acres, and Green Valley Acres II. Local banks and savings inst.itutions will not use
these properties as collateral on loans.

II. Use 0/ Lots

You should also know that these lots may be suitable for use only with substantial
expenditures of money for the extension of utilities, water , and other necessities. These
expenditures vary depending on the location of the lot and could be so great as to make
use of the land impractical.

A. Water: The source of domestic water for the property is from individual wells
drilled by the owner at his or her expense. While the cost of drilling a well varies
depending on the driler and depth ofthe water table, the cost for a well for household
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purposes is likely to be between $5,000 and $10,000 , and the cost ora well for irrigation
can be $10,000 to $20 000. It may be necessary to drill 400 feet or more in order to have
suffcient reserves from which to pump.

B. Sewage DisposaL Sewage disposal is by use of individual septic tanks which cost
approximately $1 000.

C. Eledru:ity:Electric power is available from local electric companies, but lines have
not been extended to individual lots. According to representatives ufthe electric compa-
ny in the area, the current cost of extension lines is 75 cents per foot after the first 1/4
mile , which is free. Some lots are as much as two miles from existing lines. Thus, it may
cost you many thousands of dollars to obtain electric service.

D. Telephone: Telephone service is avaiJable , but lines have not been extended to
individual lots- According to representatives ofthe telephone company in the area , the

current line extension charge is 50 cents per fC)(t after the first 1/2 mile, which is free
if it is public land or public easement. Some lots are as much as two miles from existing
lines. Thus, it may cost you many thousands of dollars to install a telephone.

E. GolfCollrse:The golf course owned by Southwest Sunsites Property Owners As-
sociation was never completely built and is not currently being maintained.

F. Use of Lots: Very few purchasers live in Southwest Sunsites , Green Valley Acres
and Green Valley 1\cres II. Most of these live in mobile homes. 1\ few purchasers have
gardens. There are no commercial farms or ranches and no commercial development
on the Jots , except on company-owned sites

III. Options Available 10 Purchasers

The Federal Trade Commission may decide t.o bring anot.her lawsuit against respond-
ents to seck refunds or other relief for buyers. It is uncertain whether such an action
will begin , when it will end, whether it will be successful , or the eUecL it will have on
any buyer. IL may be several years before we know the answers t.o these questions-

Several options are available to you. You may continue to make payments. You may
refllse to make any further payments. The Commission s order prohibits respondents
from making YOIl pay any more rnoney but if you stop your payments you may lose your
land and a11 of the money you have paid. You may stop making payments and seek
satisfaction against re pondents in a private lawsuit. The Commission s Order may be
relevant in such a suit. You should consult an attorney or other qualified professional
before making your decision.


